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Chapter 1

Overview

Businesses interoperation motivates our work.

1.1 Motivation

There are a number of major trends in the modern business environment. Some of those trends pose problems.

Many businesses are focusing on their core competencies. First, some businesses are small and just getting started, without the time or resources to provide a complete solution on their own. Second, some businesses see the need to interoperate with partners, providing value to their end users that is bigger than the sum of its parts. These businesses are becoming increasingly integrated. Third, some businesses are large monolithic businesses that need to become more agile by downsizing and transferring peripheral, distracting, or low value functions to other organizations. These businesses are becoming more dis-integrated. In all of these cases, the level of integration is not the crucial issue. Rather the commonality is that multiple, autonomous, interdependent businesses and organizations must interoperate to form virtual enterprises. The difficulty of arranging inter-business interoperation is hard enough. Businesses must also initiate and terminate interoperations with increasing speed. Grefen and Eshuis [2009] describe the need for Instant Virtual Enterprises (IVE).

Supply chain management is just one specific example of the need for organizations to better interoperate, both internally and externally. Monczka et al. [2011, Chapter 4] describe the importance of internal and external integration in supply chain management, and integration is a central element in their two most evolved levels of supply management strategy [2011, p. 231].

Businesses are autonomous and without centralized control. No business will willing relinquish its ability to pursue its own self-interests. Any approach that depends upon a single, centralized planner or controller will never be widely adopted by businesses.

A different major business trend suggests solutions. National economies are becoming ever more
service oriented. According to Spohrer [2007] and Fitzsimmons and Fitzsimmons [2008], over eighty percent of the US economy is service-based and the size of the service economy is expected to grow ever larger. Businesses provide a growing number of on-line versions of their services (e-commerce). The growing number of on-line services can be the building blocks for cross-organizational interoper-ation.

These major business trends demonstrate the need for modern methodologies and tools so that multiple business partners, from different organizations, can efficiently and effectively interoperate and share each others’ business services.

1.2 Problem Statement

We state both a general and a specific version of the problem.

1.2.1 General Problem

This leads us to the general problem:

General Problem: In modern business environments, how can two or more business partners design and verify business processes for interoperation that satisfies each partner's self-interests.

Each business partner implements one or more software business agents that interoperate with other agents to enact a business process. Each partner's self-interests are partner- and protocol-specific.

We approach these important issues within a generic, multiagent systems framework, because multiagent systems support multiple, distinct partners interoperating without central control.

General Approach: Address the General Problem above using a set of autonomous, distributed, software agents, in an open, business environment, enacting business services and interoperating via business processes.

Consider the key ideas in this statement. Agents are software entities that represent a specific business organization or person. Agents are autonomous, making their own decisions as to when and which messages to send; no organization has authority or control over another organization's agents. And there is no centralized controlling entity. Agents can be geographically distributed, communicating via messages. The agents exist in an open ecosystem, are designed by different organizations, and enter and leave the ecosystem whenever they choose.

We limit our approach to only those aspects of interoperation that can and should be automated. In modern businesses, many exceptional conditions occur that must be handled by human operators. We believe in automating business interoperation only where possible and appropriate.
1.2.2 Specific Problem

In this dissertation, we address a subset of the broad spectrum of challenges contained in the General Problem. We restate a narrower, more specialized problem, focusing on aspects from the three functional areas shown in Figure 1.1: composition protocol design, protocol verification, and protocol evolution.

Specific Problem: Design, verify, and evolve demonstrably correct protocols, for business interoperation, using socially visible commitments, as open multiagent systems.

We consider a protocol designer plus multiple, self-interested, agent designers, each representing a different organization. Each agent designer is motivated to collaborate with the other agent designers to solve a problem that none of them can solve on their own.

Business protocol and agent designers need to design a protocol for their interoperation, verify whether the protocol satisfies a set of properties, and evolve the protocol as requirements change over time. Rather than depending on agent-internal, mentalistic states (e.g., beliefs, desires, and intentions), we use commitments which are explicit and visible to other agents. We model the partners and their interaction as a multiagent system.

We describe our Positron functionality for protocol composition and single-protocol verification, Proton functionality for protocol refinement verification, and Rho library for interaction refactoring. Finally, we demonstrate our end-to-end approach on a realistic case study (SWDev).

1.2.3 Concrete Scenario

As a specific concrete example, consider the following, realistic example of multipartner interoperation. This software development example (SWDev) is further elaborated in Section 1.6 and is the case study for the end-to-end evaluation in Chapter 7.

One business partner, CLIENT, conceives of a new software product that he cannot develop and deploy alone. He proposes the idea to a set of potential partners who might wish to collaborate on the project: PSP, a primary software provider; SP, a second software provider; TESTER, a software tester; and EXPERT, a deployer of software on hardware
platforms. These are the design-time business partners. Other partners might include additional, run-time-only, business partners that are not selected until run time.

A number of questions arise. How do the partners go about designing a protocol for their interop-
eration? Will the protocol enable them to successfully develop the software? Does the protocol satisfy each partner's self-interests (e.g. CLIENT getting functioning software or the other partners getting paid)? Can the partners understand the resulting protocol? How much technical sophistication is required to answer these questions? How much confidence do the partners have in the answers?

1.3 General Concepts

The following general concepts encapsulate the key background for understanding business protocols and facilitating communication.

1.3.1 Protocols

We describe a business process as one or more protocols, and we treat protocols as first class entities. Protocols specify the set of actions each agent can take at each state. In a well-designed protocol, these actions are compatible with correct enactments. On the one hand, a large set of choices gives agents more flexibility than just a single prescribed action at each state. On the other hand, a large set requires more extensive agent decision machinery to choose an action.

1.3.2 Agent Autonomy and Commitments

In our infrastructure, agents act autonomously and unilaterally. Agents cannot arrange to act simulta-
neously, thereby exposing agents to the risk of other agents not reciprocating. To partially mitigate this risk, agents can make business commitments to each other, enabling an agent to choose to act only after another agent has made an appropriate commitment. Commitments a major topic throughout this dissertation.

1.3.3 Orchestration and Choreography

There are two broad approaches to decision making in business processes: orchestration and chore-
ography. In orchestration, a central controller directs all the other agents when and how they are to act. The metaphor suggests a conductor directing all the musicians in an orchestra.

In choreography, there is no central controller. Each agent chooses its own actions at each step (within limits enabled by the protocol). The metaphor suggests equal partners dancing together, each dancer choosing his or her own actions, within the limits enabled by the choreography.
Orchestration permits simpler agent design than the distributed designs required in choreography, but only the conductor is fully autonomous. In choreography, all agents are fully autonomous.

### 1.3.4 State Space

Newton's calculus interrelates two viewpoints on the evolution of continuous physical systems. Such a system is roughly similar to a strip of movie film containing multiple frames. The differential, or frame-by-frame, viewpoint describes how any one frame of the system evolves into its successor frame. The integral, or end-to-end, viewpoint describes how the first frame evolves into the last frame. Newton used differential equations to describe frame-to-frame evolution, and then he integrated the differential equations to create the integral viewpoint, stepping directly from the first frame all the way to the last frame.

Modern-day model checkers perform a similar function for discrete systems. Although the details are different, both differential and integral viewpoints exist for discrete state spaces. Instead of a single, linear strip of film, the state space of our business process is a graph of states. The graph branches as it progresses through time. From any given state, a protocol describes the possible state-to-state evolutions, and reflects the differential viewpoint. We use temporal logic formulas to describe properties that are validated over the entire state space, from beginning to end, which is the integral viewpoint.

Both differential and integral viewpoints are important to our work. We use the differential view to define the state-to-state evolution functions as a protocol of guarded messages. But many properties cannot be stated in purely differential terms, for example, commitment satisfaction. To verify commitments, we must use the integral viewpoint provided by temporal formulas. This is important because we describe agents' interests as commitments.

### 1.3.5 Verification

We use model checking to bridge between differential and integral viewpoints of the problem, and verify integral properties. Temporal logic approaches formally prove whether user specified temporal properties hold in the model's state space.

In our case, we exploit this integral view of temporal logics, but we take a pragmatic approach. Exceptions can and do occur in business. Because agents are autonomous, they can violate their commitments at any time, so the possibility of business exceptions must be handled appropriately. Temporal logics are difficult for most business people and even most programmers to understand, so we construct high-level functions to express these enabled, but undesirable, situations. We do not attempt to fully verify every possible property. We verify a smaller number of temporal formulas, specifically commitment and agent interest checks.
1.4 Our Approach

Multiagent systems are multidesigner, multithreaded, distributed systems in open environments. Designing these types of systems are significantly more difficult than designing single-threaded, single-designer systems. Like all multithreaded systems, designing protocols between multiple, autonomous agents is hard work.

We reduce protocol design effort and complexity by treating protocols as first class entities, employing choreography, modularity, composition, loose coupling and flexible enactment. Our protocols, described and processed by Proton, Positron, and a model checker, are based on a formal definition of protocol refinement, using commitments and explicit assignment of responsibilities and accountabilities to roles.

In an open environment, agents don’t generally know their run-time partners at design time, but they must be designed to some interface. We propose protocols as a conceptual interface that is both clear and easy-to-understand. Protocols are first class entities that interconnect multiple abstract (agent) roles and are designed by protocol designers. Software agents are then designed to use a protocol and its abstract roles.

We use choreography rather than orchestration, because businesses retain their autonomy when using choreography. Real-world businesses will not give up their autonomy to a central controller, as is required for orchestration.

Modularity and composition are standard approaches to reducing design complexity and effort, but they require a clear definition and a means of combining multiple constituent protocols into a composite protocol. To enable wider reuse of protocols, agents are loosely coupled to each other, enabling flexible enactments, reducing strict sequencing of messages.

Responsibilities and accountabilities are explicitly assigned to roles. When we specify protocol properties that must hold, we identify which roles are responsible for achieving them. The debtors are explicitly responsible for satisfying a commitment’s consequent. When we compose protocols together, we use coupling commitments to specify accountabilities that each role must ensure between the component protocols. Business partners who are debtors of coupling commitments are accountable for ensuring those commitments are satisfied.

1.4.1 Commitments

Business processes can be written in low-level programming terms like “if proposition A is true in the current state, then set proposition B to false in the next state”. Whereas this is simple enough for small protocols, its complexity explodes for large protocols. For large, real world protocols, it requires highly specialized developers and architects, skilled in the necessary mental gymnastics required
when developing programs in general purpose imperative programming languages. Large protocols written in such low-level terms are in comprehensible to most business people.

Although we don't fully eliminate the need for low-level propositions, where ever possible, we prefer protocols designed with commitments, because they naturally describe business situations. Commitments are a high-level and formal concept, and they are essential to our approach to protocols. Commitments are written as

\[ C_{\{\text{debtors}\},\{\text{creditors}\}}(\text{antecedent}, \text{consequent}), \]

which represents a commitment (or promise or obligation) from a set of debtors, to a set of creditors, that if the antecedent condition becomes true, then the debtors commits to make the consequent condition true, at some point in the future.

Commitments can be formally manipulated as first class entities. The commitment covering relation describes when one commitment is “more general than” another. The serial composition operator constructs a result commitment from two input commitments, capturing the effect of a chain of commitments.

1.4.2 Protocols

Agents require some minimum level of common understanding to interoperate. We assume agents share (1) a common set of terms, or a mapping across their terms, (2) a protocol description written in Proton's source language, (3) a common understanding of the structure and meaning of commitments, and (4) a message communication mechanism.

![Message sequence diagram for the PayViaCheck protocol.](image)

Figure 1.2: One suggestive message sequence diagram for the PayViaCheck protocol.
Protocol PayViaCheck is a small example, where role PAYER makes a payment to role PAYEE via a check. A suggestive message sequence diagram is shown in Figure 1.2, and the corresponding Proton source code is shown in Algorithm 6.2 on page 81. PAYER opens an account with BANK, receiving account information in response. PAYER then makes a deposit and receives a confirmation. PAYER commits to paying and tells PAYEE about its commitment (message choose). At some later point, PAYER sends a check to PAYEE who then redeems the check at BANK and receives payment.

1.4.3 Refinement

Given that protocols are first class entities, one can ask about relationships between protocols. We propose a definition of protocol refinement, where a subprotocol cannot execute any path that is not enabled by its superprotocol. We describe a computational test for refinement using temporal logic, and we prove the two are equivalent.

1.4.4 Requirements Evolution

Given the difficulty of constructing protocols, and given that realistic business processes undergo many requirement changes throughout their life, we must address how protocols can evolve. We propose an interaction architecture, and use interaction refactorings to incrementally evolve interactions in response to requirement changes.

1.4.5 First Class Entities

First class entities must have a clear definition and provide a collection of well-defined transformations, single-entity properties, or entity-to-entity relations. Figure 1.3 illustrates the inclusion (part-whole) relationships between the major first class entities we study. Next we describe the primary first class entities, shown in boxes.

Interactions and Interceptors

Interactions and interceptors are supra-protocol elements. Their identification and introduction were not foreseen from the start, but arose out of a need to introduce executable elements that are neither part of the protocol nor part of agent implementations. Others have noted the dichotomy between inter-agent concerns referred to as protocols and intra-agent concerns referred to as policies. Interceptors emerged as a third set of concerns, between protocols and policies, that are captured by our interaction architecture. Interceptors are always associated with exactly one agent, but exist outside the agent's implementation, in the middleware. Treating interactions and interceptors as first class entities involves:

- Interaction definition and architecture (Section 6.3.1).
• Interceptor syntax and semantics (Section 6.3.2).
• Definition of interaction refactoring (Section 6.3.3).
• Three types of interaction refactorings: Protocol Designer Independence, Agent Designer Independence, and Designer Collaboration (Section 6.3.3).
• A library of interaction refactorings (Section 6.3.3 and Appendix C).

Protocols

Protocols are the primary, first class entities we study. A full definition of a protocol also requires the important first class entities of roles, propositions, commitments, and messages. We use computational temporal formulas written in CTL as the language for verifying properties of protocol state spaces. Treatment of protocols as first class entities involves:

• Protocol definition as a set of roles, propositions, commitments, guarded messages, used constituent protocols, and verification conditions (Section 3.3).
• Protocol syntax (Section 3.3.1).
• Protocol semantics (Section 3.3.2).
• Expansion of a constituent protocol inside a composite protocol (Section 4.2.1).
• Refinement relation between a putative superprotocol and a putative subprotocol (Chapter 5).

Commitments

Commitments are another significant first class entity we study, particularly in the context of commitment-based protocols. Treatment of commitments as first class entities involves:

• Commitment definition (Section 2.2).
• Serial composition of two commitments (Section 3.2.1).
• Scalar serial composition of an expression and a commitment (Section 3.2.2).
• Commitment covering relation between two commitments (Section 3.2.3).

1.4.6 Automated Tooling

Throughout the dissertation, we rely upon automated tooling we implemented for this research.

The Proton program contains two distinct functionalities: Proton and Positron. The two names refer to distinct functionalities of the single program, developed in distinct phases to address distinct issues. Both read the same declarative source language statements for protocols (differential viewpoint), perform various protocol transformations, and construct models of the protocol plus temporal logic checks written in computational tree logic (CTL). The models and temporal logic formulas are read by the MCMAS model checking tool [Lomuscio et al., 2009], which performs the detailed verification (integral viewpoint). Proton creates MCMAS models to verify protocol refinement between two protocols. Positron creates MCMAS models to verify role and enactment properties of a single protocol.

The Rho refactoring library is a collection of callable refactoring routines. Each refactoring transforms one interaction into another interaction.

We name our tools after elementary particles in Physics, but little significance should be given to the names. We show similarities between the names and the concepts as capitalized and italicized characters: PROTo for PROTocol, POSITron for comPOSITe, and Rho for RefactOring.

The Rho elementary particle is a meson. A meson is composed of a quark and an antiquark, and mesons transmit the nuclear force that holds atomic nuclei together. A parallel mental image for refactorings is: a refactoring is typically composed of (one or more instances of) a send interceptor and a receive ("anti-send") interceptor, and a refactoring bridges between (holds together) two adjacent interactions.

1.5 Alternative Approaches

Businesses can choose hand-crafted software for their interoperation. But, hand-crafted approaches typically (1) cannot be designed or reviewed by business users, because their only definition is their implementation in a programming language, (2) have long development cycles, (3) are multithreaded applications that are difficult to test and debug, and (4) are brittle to modify. Because of these serious difficulties, the hand-crafted approach does not scale to a wide population of users.

Business Process Model and Notation [OMG, 2011] is an industry standard, business-friendly notation for business processes. The industry has invested a lot of time and effort developing BPMN assets. However, BPMN emphasizes a step-by-step approach which overly limits agents’ ability to choose between alternative enactments, based on a particular situation. Furthermore, BPMN does not address verification.
The $\pi$-calculus is an advanced process calculus for describing processes. However, it requires specialized skills that business personnel lack, making it unsuitable for business process development. Business personnel must be able to read and understand their business processes. It is also an operational approach and omits the business meaning of the interactions.

1.6 Complete Scenario

The following, realistic example illustrates the end-to-end interoperation of the multiple elements of our approach. It is subject of our case study in Chapter 7.

One business partner, **CLIENT**, conceives of a new software product that it cannot develop and deploy alone. It proposes the idea to a set of potential partners that might want to collaborate on the project: **PSP**, a primary software provider; **SP**, a second software provider; **TESTER**, a software tester; and **EXPERT**, a deployer of software on hardware platforms. These are the design-time business partners. Other partners might include additional, run-time-only, business partners that are not selected until run time.

Business development personnel and technical protocol designers from each design-time business partner meet in a design session to design a mutually agreeable protocol for their interoperation. The business development personnel focus on business aspects, while the technical protocol designers focus on translating business requirements into protocols. Each partner wants to know the protocol satisfies its interests.

If any run-time-only partners exist (e.g., customers), the design-time partners must also clearly identify and describe their self-interests. We propose a methodology and business-friendly diagram to facilitate this design session (Chapter 4).

A natural question is how two similar protocols relate to each other. We propose a definition for protocol refinement where a subprotocol refines a superprotocol (Chapter 5).

After the protocol is designed, each business partner implements his own software agent. At each state, the agent chooses between the alternatives open to it by the protocol. Then all the partners deploy their agents into operation.

Over time, as the partners become more familiar and comfortable with each others’ wants and needs, and as the business environment and requirements change, they may want to evolve their protocol. A business partner can modify its agent’s operation at any time—unilaterally in some cases, jointly in other cases—using the refactorings described in Chapter 6.
1.7 Who Can Benefit?

This dissertation can be beneficial to many audiences: (1) start-up organizations that want to leverage existing partners to minimize their startup costs, to minimize their learning curve, or to exploit their partner’s high quality services; (2) organizations that want to restructure; (3) organizations undergoing mergers and acquisitions; and (4) organizations that want to “rightsize” or refocus on their core competencies.

1.8 Summary of Contributions

We now summarize the main contributions of this dissertation here. Section 8.2 revisits these contributions in detail.

Define the protocol refinement relation between a putative superprotocol and a putative subprotocol, and implemented it using CTL formulas. Extend commitments to enable sets of debtors and creditors. Define two forms of serial composition of commitments and the commitment covering relation between two commitments.

Define protocol composition, based on role specific concepts and high-level verification functions. Describe composite protocol diagrams as a graphical notation, which conveys important features of the composite protocol to business and technical stakeholders. Implement a decision procedure and mechanical verification of protocols.

Define an architecture for evolving requirements, using refactorings. We identify three types of interaction refactorings, and a library of automated refactorings.

1.9 Outline

Chapter 2 describes preexisting work we rely upon. Chapter 3 lays out our framework for using protocols for business processes and other necessary machinery. Chapter 4 describes composition of protocols and our methodology for constructing them. Chapter 5 defines the relation of protocol refinement and proves results about it. Chapter 6 describes a set of refactorings for protocol requirements evolution. Chapter 7 applies our entire approach to a realistic software development case study. Chapter 8 covers our primary claims, states our final results, and discusses future directions.
Chapter 2

Background

Our approach builds upon the examples and concepts in this chapter.

2.1 Running Examples

We introduce a number of running examples of protocols in Figure 2.1 which are used throughout this dissertation. The diagrams are suggestive message sequence diagrams; other message sequences are possible. We understand a protocol semantically in terms of exactly the set of runs (i.e., computations) it allows.


2. Protocol Pay: Our simplest payment protocol. If Payer chooses to do so, it may promise to pay Payee, creating a commitment. Once committed, Payer pays at some future point.

3. Protocol PayViaMM: Similar to Pay, except Payer first pays a middleman (MM), who in turn pays Payee. Both Pay (directly) and PayViaMM (indirectly) send a payment from Payer to Payee.

4. Protocol PayViaCheck: Similar to PayViaMM, except Payer must first open an account with Bank. At any time, Payer can make confirmed deposits and can send Payee a check that it redeems for payment at Bank.

5. Protocol PayViaCredit: Similar to PayViaCheck, except Payer must first open an account with a credit card Issuer. At any time, Payer can make confirmed deposits or can send Payee a credit that it may redeem for payment at Issuer. Issuer periodically sends bills to Payer, who then pays.
Figure 2.1: Suggestive sequence diagrams for selected protocols (in general, alternative sequences may occur).

6. Protocol **OrderPayShip**: **Buyer** requests a price quote for a good from **Seller**. **Seller** returns the price quote along with its implicit commitment to ship that good if **Buyer** pays for it. At this point, the **Buyer** may place an order for the good, along with its implicit commitment to pay for the good if **Seller** ships it. Then, in either order, **Buyer** pays and **Seller** ships.

7. Protocol **OrderPayViaMMShip**: Similar to **OrderPayShip**, except payments are made using **PayViaMM** rather than **Pay**.
2.2 Commitments

Commitments are a formal and concise method of describing how agent roles commit to performing future actions [Singh, 1999; Yolum and Singh, 2002]. Commitments state the debtor *should* make the consequent true whenever the antecedent is true, but agents are not *required* to do so. Debtors can break their commitments. Further, commitments do not require immediate fulfillment by debtors.

We extend previous commitment definitions in two ways. First, we allow both debtors and creditors to be sets of roles, enabling us to handle commitment chains with multiple debtors and multiple creditors. Second, we introduce a new **TRANSFER** commitment operation to unify and replace prior uses of **DELEGATE** and **ASSIGN**.

A commitment $C_{\text{[debtors],[creditors]}}(\text{antecedent}, \text{consequent})$ means that the debtors commit to the creditors, that if the antecedent holds, they will bring about the consequent. In an active commitment whose antecedent is false, the debtors are conditionally committed to the creditors. When the antecedent becomes true, we say the commitment is *detached*, and the debtors become unconditionally committed to the creditors.

Consider the following example commitments drawn from the running examples. In Equation 2.1 for **RequestResponse**, **SERVICE** commits to **REQUESTER** to respond to requests. In Equation 2.2 for **Pay**, the **PAYER** conditionally commits to paying **PAYEE**. In Equation 2.3 for **PayViaMM**, **PAYER** and **MM** commit to paying **PAYEE** via $\text{payP} (\text{PAYER's payment})$ and $\text{payM} (\text{MM's payment})$.

$$C_{\text{SERVICE,REQUESTER}}(\text{request, response})$$

$$C_{\text{PAYER,PAYEE}}(\text{promise, pay})$$

$$C_{\text{[PAYER,MM],PAYEE}}(\text{promise, payP} \land \text{payM})$$

![Figure 2.2: State transition diagram for commitments (states in lowercase; transitions in small caps).](image)

Figure 2.2 shows the state transition diagram for a commitment. The states of a commitment are (i) **null**: where the commitment does not yet exist; (ii) **cond** (active and conditional): after **CREATE** with antecedent and consequent being false, and with no other operations; (iii) **detached** (active
and detached): after CREATE with antecedent true, consequent false, and with no other operations; (iv) dis (discharged): after CREATE and consequent being true; (v) xfer (transferred): after CREATE and TRANSFER; (vi) rel (released): after CREATE and RELEASE; and (vii) can (canceled): after CREATE and CANCEL.

A commitment in states cond or detached is said to be active. A commitment in states dis, xfer, rel, or can is said to be resolved.

The commitment operations are (i) CREATE, performed only by debtors, creates an active commitment; (ii) DETACH, which occurs implicitly when the antecedent becomes true; (iii) DISCHARGE, which occurs implicitly when the consequent becomes true; (iv) TRANSFER, performed by either debtors or creditors, deactivates the current commitment and replaces it by another commitment; (v) RELEASE, performed only by creditors, deactivates the commitment, thus releasing the debtors; and (vi) CANCEL, performed only by debtors, which cancels, deactivates, and “breaks” the debtors’ commitment.

As in previous work, in a correct enactment of a protocol, each detached commitment must eventually resolve. Debtors may act before they are required to do so and the consequent may become true before the antecedent. In general, there is no guarantee that autonomous debtors do not arbitrarily CANCEL. In practice, the creditors would assume the debtors are trustworthy or the setting would include an external mechanism (such as penalties) to ensure the debtors’ compliance.

2.3 Interpreted Systems

We adopt Lomuscio and colleagues’ [2006; 2009] formalization of a multiagent system as an interpreted system. Importantly, protocols involve roles, not agents. We presume no knowledge of the internals of an agent playing a role and consider all possible strategies that a role may follow in a protocol.

Each role is described by a set of possible local states, a set of local actions, a local strategy listing the legal actions in each local state, and a local progression function defining the progression of the role’s local state based on the actions performed by all the roles. To clarify the terminology, our role and strategy respectively map to agent and protocol in work by Lomuscio and colleagues.

Definition 2.3.1 (Interpreted System). An interpreted system \( \mathcal{I} \) is

\[
\mathcal{I} = (\Sigma, P, PV, L^i, \text{Act}^i, AP^i, t^i, G, G_0, F)
\]

\( \Sigma = \{1, \ldots, n, e\} \) is a set of three or more roles, including a distinguished role \( e \) that stands for the environment. \( P \) is a set of atomic propositions. Let \( i \in \Sigma \) range over all roles and the environment \( e \). \( L^i \) is a nonempty set of possible local states for each \( i \). \( \text{Act}^i \) is a set of actions for each \( i \). \( AP^i : L^i \times L^e \to 2^{\text{Act}^i} \) is the local strategy for each \( i \). In local state \( l \in L^i \), \( l^e \in L^e \), role \( i \) can perform only the actions in \( AP^i(l, l^e) \). \( G \subseteq L^1 \times \cdots \times L^n \times L^e \) is the set of reachable global states. For any global state \( g \in G \), we write \( g^i \) for the \( i \)-th component in \( g \), i.e., the local state of role \( i \) in \( g \). \( G_0 \subseteq G \) is a nonempty set of initial global states. \( PV : P \to 2^G \) is the evaluation function for propositions. The set of joint actions is
Given an interpreted system $\mathcal{S}$, we associate with it a Kripke model $\mathcal{K} = (G, G_0, T, PV)$ where $G$ is the set of possible worlds understood as the reachable states of $\mathcal{K}$, built from the set of initial states $G_0$ by iterating the global progression function $T$; and, the temporal relation $T \subseteq G \times Act \times G$ connects global states based on the joint actions. The labeling function $PV$ is the propositional labeling function.

The grammar of the temporal language CTL is ($PropName$ is an atomic proposition)

$$\phi ::= PropName \mid \neg \phi \mid \phi \lor \psi \mid \phi \land \psi \mid AG \phi \mid AF \phi \mid A[\phi U \psi] \mid EG \phi \mid EF \phi \mid E[\phi U \psi]$$

Our temporal formulae use the standard CTL temporal logic operators: $A$ (for all paths), $E$ (for some path), $G$ (on all future states on a path), and $F$ (eventually on the path). The following is the semantics for CTL, specified relative to the Kripke structure $\mathcal{K}$ at state $g$. Given a model $\mathcal{K}$ for an interpreted system, $\mathcal{S}$ satisfies a CTL formula $\phi$ if and only if $\mathcal{K}, g \models \phi$, where $g_0 \in G_0$ is a starting state.

$$\begin{align*}
\mathcal{K}, g \models p & \quad \text{iff} \quad p \in g \\
\mathcal{K}, g \models \neg \phi & \quad \text{iff} \quad g \text{ is not the case } \mathcal{K}, g \models \phi \\
\mathcal{K}, g \models \phi \land \psi & \quad \text{iff} \quad \mathcal{K}, g \models \phi \text{ and } \mathcal{K}, g \models \psi \\
\mathcal{K}, g \models \phi \lor \psi & \quad \text{iff} \quad \mathcal{K}, g \models \phi \text{ or } \mathcal{K}, g \models \psi \\
\mathcal{K}, g \models AG \phi & \quad \text{iff} \quad \forall \pi \in \Pi(g), \forall i \geq 0, \mathcal{K}, \pi_i \models \phi \\
\mathcal{K}, g \models AF \phi & \quad \text{iff} \quad \forall \pi \in \Pi(g), \exists i \geq 0, \mathcal{K}, \pi_i \models \phi \\
\mathcal{K}, g \models A[\phi U \psi] & \quad \text{iff} \quad \forall \pi \in \Pi(g), \exists k \geq 0, \mathcal{K}, \pi_k \models \psi \text{ and } \forall 0 \leq j < k, \mathcal{K}, \pi_j \models \phi \\
\mathcal{K}, g \models EG \phi & \quad \text{iff} \quad \exists \pi \in \Pi(g), \forall i \geq 0, \mathcal{K}, \pi_i \models \phi \\
\mathcal{K}, g \models EF \phi & \quad \text{iff} \quad \exists \pi \in \Pi(g), \exists i \geq 0, \mathcal{K}, \pi_i \models \phi \\
\mathcal{K}, g \models E[\phi U \psi] & \quad \text{iff} \quad \exists \pi \in \Pi(g), \exists k \geq 0, \mathcal{K}, \pi_k \models \psi \text{ and } \forall 0 \leq j < k, \mathcal{K}, \pi_j \models \phi
\end{align*}$$

We write $a \models b$ if and only if for all models $\mathcal{K}$ and states $g, \mathcal{K}, g \models b$ holds whenever $\mathcal{K}, g \models a$ holds.
2.4 Interceptors

Our approach builds on the time-honored architectural abstraction of an interceptor [Vinoski, 2002], with servlet filter chains being one well-known example [Sun, 2009]. Extending this, we show how to construct interceptors modularly in a rule-based manner from logical specifications of refactorings. Each interceptor is expressed as a series of reaction rules that are potentially triggered by a message and which may refer to the interceptor’s internal state. As traditionally, an interceptor mediates all message flow involving an agent. An interceptor chain is an ordered list of one or more interceptors. Incoming messages pass through an interceptor chain before arriving at the business logic component of an agent and outgoing messages likewise pass through the same interceptor chain in reverse order.
Chapter 3

Approach and Overview

In this chapter, we introduce a number of our contributions that are used throughout, including new commitment operations, Proton’s syntax and semantics, and the Proton source code for two example protocols.

3.1 Terminology

We adopt the following terminology. A subprotocol refines a superprotocol. In hyphenated form, super-x and sub-x refer to element x as it occurs in the superprotocol and subprotocol, respectively. For example, a super-role is a role defined in the superprotocol and a sub-commitment is a commitment defined in the subprotocol.

3.2 Commitments

Commitments are crucial element of our approach.

3.2.1 Serial Composition of Commitments

In PayViaMM, where the payer commits to a middleman who commits to the payee, the two commitments together effectively commit the payer to the payee. We introduce serial composition as a general way to chain commitments over intermediaries, computing a single, resultant commitment. The serial composition of commitments is a static construct, but the resultant commitment dynamically progresses through the states in Figure 2.2 as the protocol progresses.

Definition 3.2.1. Let $C_A$ and $C_B$ be two commitments that satisfy the well-definerness condition $C_A.csq \models C_B.ant$. Then, the serial composition of $C_A$ and $C_B$ is the commitment $C_{\oplus} = C_A \oplus C_B$ whose
components are specified precisely as follows:

\[
C_{@}.\text{debt} := C_A.\text{debt} \cup C_B.\text{debt}
\]

\[
C_{@}.\text{cred} := C_A.\text{cred} \cup C_B.\text{cred}
\]

\[
C_{@}.\text{ant} := C_A.\text{ant}
\]

\[
C_{@}.\text{csq} := C_A.\text{csq} \land C_B.\text{ant} \land C_B.\text{csq}
\]

The state of \( C_{@} \) is defined based on the states of \( C_A \) and \( C_B \). \( C_{@} \) is created exactly when both \( C_A \) and \( C_B \) are created. \( C_{@} \) is respectively transferred, released, or canceled when at least one of \( C_A \) and \( C_B \) is transferred, released, or canceled.

Singh's [2008] formalization of commitments includes the similar idea of commitment chaining, but serial composition additionally captures the intuition of a coalition of roles. The above well-defineness condition \( C_A.\text{csq} \land C_B.\text{ant} \) follows Singh's [2008] definition for chaining, although serial composition accommodates different roles. The second commitment becomes active \( (C_B.\text{ant}) \) whenever the first commitment resolves \( (C_A.\text{csq}) \), including the case where the first debtors perform without being required to do so \( (C_A.\text{ant} \text{ always false}) \).

Informally, we say debtors are responsible for their commitments, and creditors are beneficiaries of their commitments. In a detached commitment, the debtors are responsible for eventually making the consequent true. Responsibility can be several (each debtor is responsible for just its portion), joint (each debtor is individually responsible for the entire commitment), or joint and several (the creditors hold one debtor fully responsible, who then pursues other debtors). We use several responsibility so that, in serial composition of commitments, a debtor is never compelled to assume additional responsibilities. The result of serial composition is useful for reasoning about multiple commitments, but the original commitment expression, with its individual commitments, must be retained to determine which role(s) failed to perform if the resultant consequent is not produced.

\( C_{@} \) states the union of debtors is committed to the union of creditors to bring about the consequent \( C_A.\text{csq} \land C_B.\text{ant} \land C_B.\text{csq} \) when antecedent \( C_A.\text{ant} \) is true. Debtors are severally responsible for \( C_{@} \), so that debtors are never compelled to assume additional responsibilities. Every debtor in \( C_A.\text{debt} \) is partially responsible for discharging \( C_A \), and thus is partially responsible for discharging \( C_{@} \). Also, every debtor in \( C_B.\text{debt} \) has some responsibility for \( C_{@} \). Equation 3.1 captures this intuition for debtors. Equation 3.2 captures the analogous intuition for creditors.

If we order the states of a commitment as \( \text{null} \prec \text{can} \prec \text{rel} \prec \text{xfer} \prec \text{cond} \prec \text{detached} \prec \text{dis} \), then the state of a serial composition is the minimum of its constituents’ states: \( C_{@}.\text{state} = \min(C_A.\text{state}, C_B.\text{state}) \). That is, a serial composition progresses no further than its least constituent.

Because of Equations 3.3 and 3.4, serial composition is neither commutative nor associative. However, it creates commitments that are at least as strong as, and typically stronger than, their inputs.
C_A \oplus C_B is typically stronger than C_A because, even though both have the same antecedent (C_A.\text{ant}), in general, C_A \oplus C_B has a stronger consequent (C_B.\text{csq} vs. C_A.\text{csq} \land C_B.\text{ant} \land C_B.\text{csq}). The lemma below shows serial composition is not always stronger, because \( \oplus \) is idempotent: a commitment can be usefully added to a commitment chain only once.

**Lemma 3.2.2.** If \( C_k \) is any commitment in a commitment chain \( \bigoplus_{1 \leq i \leq n} C_i \), then composing \( C_k \) again does not increase the strength.

\[
\bigoplus_{1 \leq i \leq n} C_i \oplus C_k = \bigoplus_{1 \leq i \leq n} C_i
\]

**Proof.** If \( \bigoplus_i C_i \) is well defined, then so is \( (\bigoplus_i C_i) \oplus C_k \). By inspection, Equations (3.1–3.4) yield the same results for both sides. \( \square \)

### 3.2.2 Scalar Serial Composition

**Definition 3.2.3 (Scalar Serial Composition).** Let \( S_A \) be a set of Boolean expressions (terms) and \( C_B \) be a commitment that satisfy the well-defineness condition \( S_A \models C_B.\text{ant} \). Then, the scalar serial composition of \( S_A \) and \( C_B \) is the commitment \( C_\oplus = S_A \oplus C_B \) whose components are specified precisely as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
C_\oplus.\text{debt} & := C_B.\text{debt} \quad (3.5) \\
C_\oplus.\text{cred} & := C_B.\text{cred} \quad (3.6) \\
C_\oplus.\text{ant} & := S_A \land C_B.\text{ant} \quad (3.7) \\
C_\oplus.\text{csq} & := C_B.\text{csq} \quad (3.8)
\end{align*}
\]

If all terms in \( S_A \) are true at some state of an interaction, and \( C_B \) has been created, then \( C_B.\text{debt} \) unconditionally commits to making \( C_B.\text{csq} \) true at some point in the future.

Scalar serial composition simply adds all the terms in \( S_A \) to \( C_B \)'s antecedent. It enables us to efficiently encode statements of the form “if \( S_A \) is true, then \( C_B.\text{csq} \)”, and represent it as a commitment, which can then be serially composed with other commitments. It enables a set of propositions to be added to the front of a commitment chain.

### 3.2.3 Commitment Covering

Because commitments are crucial to our semantics of protocols, commitments are also crucial to refinement. And because we need to compare two protocols, we need a mechanism to compare two commitments. Specifically, each super-commitment must be covered by, or make at least the same commitment as, another relevant sub-commitment. The commitment comparison accommodates a mapping to account for the commitments being expressed at different levels of abstraction. Def-
inition 3.2.4 extends Chopra and Singh’s [2009] notion of commitment strength. In addition to the logical relationships between antecedents and consequents, this definition incorporates the mapping of roles and propositions.

**Definition 3.2.4 (Commitment Covering)**. A stronger commitment $C_S$ covers (is stronger than) a weaker commitment $C_W$ with respect to mapping $M$, written $C_W \leq_M C_S$, if and only if

\[
\forall d \in C_W.\text{debt} \quad M(d) \cap C_S.\text{debt} \neq \emptyset \tag{3.9}
\]

\[
\forall c \in C_W.\text{cred} \quad M(c) \cap C_S.\text{cred} \neq \emptyset \tag{3.10}
\]

\[
M(C_W.\text{ant}) \models C_S.\text{ant} \tag{3.11}
\]

\[
C_S.\text{csq} \models M(C_W.\text{csq}) \tag{3.12}
\]

where $M(x)$ maps (super-) element $x$ in $C_W$ to an expression of (sub-) elements in $C_S$.

Every super-debtor is partially (severally) responsible for discharging the super-commitment. Each super-role is mapped to (implemented by) a set of sub-roles $M(d)$. We require each super-debtor’s responsibilities be passed to one or more of its sub-debtors. Together these sub-debtors assume the super-debtor’s responsibilities. Equation 3.9 captures the requirement that every super-debtor’s responsibilities must pass to at least one of its sub-debtors, so that responsibilities are not lost. Similarly, each super-creditor is a partial beneficiary of the super-commitment. Equation 3.10 captures the requirement that every super-creditor’s benefit pass to at least one of its sub-creditors.

In many situations, multiple sub-commitments must be combined to cover a single super-commitment. In those cases, a super-commitment is covered by the serial composition of multiple sub-commitments.

We visualize our explanations by diagramming a commitment as a labeled arrow.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{debt}^{(L)} \quad \text{name}^{(\oplus)} \quad \text{cred}^{(L)} \\
\text{ant}^{(\Lambda)} \quad \text{csq}^{(\Lambda)}
\end{array}
\]

The name of the commitment is written in the top center of the arrow. Debtors and creditors are above the arrow and the antecedent and consequent below it. When multiple terms appear in a position, they are implicitly combined using the operator in parentheses.

As a simple example, consider commitments $C_1 = C_{\text{Payer,Payee}}(\text{promise, pay})$, $C_2 = C_{\text{Buyer,Seller}}(\text{order, pay})$, and an abstraction mapping $M$ that is defined on roles and propositions as follows: (i) $\text{Payer} \rightarrow \{\text{Buyer}\}$,
(ii) Payee → \{Seller\}, (iii) promise → order, and (iv) pay → pay. The diagram shows C₂ covers C₁.

As another example, we obtain C(order, ship) ≤ C(order ∨ freeCoupon, ship) by Equation 3.11, since the stronger commitment detaches when order or freeCoupon is true. And, likewise C(order, ship) ≤ C(order, ship ∧ expressDelivery) holds by Equation 3.12, since to discharge the stronger commitment requires expressDelivery in addition to ship.

### 3.3 Proton

This section covers the syntax and semantics of Proton and Positron source statements. It also contains source examples.

#### 3.3.1 Proton Syntax

We describe protocols using Gerard and Singh's [2013] Proton syntax in Figure 3.1, where | separates alternatives, (A)⁺ is zero or more repetitions of A, (A)⁺ is one or more repetitions of A, and (A) is an optional occurrence of A.

The Protocol nonterminal describes the syntax for a protocol (as Listing 3.2 on page 27 exemplifies). A protocol declares roles, propositions, commitments, messages, and usages of component protocols.

Protocols contains sets of guarded statements of the form:

```
sender → receiver: [guard] message means {actions}
```

For example, PAYER → PAYEE : [promise] pay means {SET(pay)}. Each message m is sent from a sender (m snd) to a receiver (m rcv), has a guard (m guard) which must be true before the message can be sent, a set of actions (m actions), and means a conjunction of these actions (m actexp). init is a pseudo-message for initialization. Actions are either propositions (being set true) or a commitment operation (being performed). Boolean negation (¬) is allowed in antecedent, consequent, and guard expressions to check state, but not in message meanings.

The sender must not send a message when its Boolean guard expression is false; it may send it when its guard is true. An agent implementation may have an internal, private guard that is different from the public guard specified in the protocol. An agent satisfies a protocol whenever each of its private guards is at least as restrictive as the corresponding public guard. This constraint ensures the
Figure 3.1: Proton input syntax in BNF.
agent does not violate the protocol's guard. Each message's meaning is a set of actions on propositions (SET and CLR) and commitments (CREATE, TRANSFER, RELEASE, and CANCEL).

The Map nonterminal describes the syntax for a mapping between two protocols (as Listing 5.1 exemplifies). A mapping maps individual roles, propositions, and commitments from the putative superprotocol to expressions in the putative subprotocol. ProtoName, MapName, RoleName, PropName, ComName, MsgName, and Action are names.

The serial composition operator, ⊕, chains two commitments together and is described in Section 3.2.1. We write \( \bigoplus_i C_i \) for a left-associated chain \( ((C_1 \oplus C_2) \oplus \ldots) \oplus C_n \). In Section 3.2.3, we compare commitments between superprotocol and subprotocol, under an abstraction mapping \( M \), using commitment covering \((\leq_M)\).

Protocols may be parameterized with an ArgList of roles, propositions, and commitments, enabling a component protocol to be instantiated in composite protocols by use, with different values for those arguments. use functions like a macro expansion, expanding the contents (roles, propositions, commitments, and messages) of a component protocol into the composite protocol. For example, the protocol in Listing 3.1 instantiates an instances of constituent instances of RequestResponse using Proton's use statement.

**Listing 3.1** Using (including) a constituent protocol.

```plaintext
1:  protocol SomeComposite { (  
2:     ...  
3:     use  
4:     A_B = agfil.RequestResponse(  
5:         role REQUESTER = A, prop request=true,  
6:         role SERVICE = B, prop response=true)  
7:     ...  
8: ) }
```

### 3.3.2 Proton Semantics

Proton's semantics is based on interpreted systems: it constructs an interpreted system from an input superprotocol, subprotocol, and mapping.

Each state \( g \) is a set of true propositions \( p_i \). All propositions are false in the initial state \( g_0 \). Actions cause state transitions. For this paper, we use a simplified model of actions, assuming actions (i) always succeed, (ii) have definite outcomes (no uncertainty), and (iii) have no side-effects. The actions for role \( i \), \( Act^i \), are the propositional and commitment actions \( Act^i = \{ p_i \} \cup \{ a(C_j) \mid a \in Act_C \} \cup \{ nop \} \) where \( \mathcal{A} \) is the set of protocol propositions, \( \mathcal{C} \) is the set of protocol commitments, for all \( p_i \in \mathcal{A} \),
$$Act \subseteq \{\text{create}, \text{transfer}, \text{release}, \text{cancel}\}$$, for all $C_j \in C$, and $\text{nop}$ represents no-operation.

Operationally, messaging is point-to-point and synchronous. All protocol state is stored in the “environment” (effectively, a distinguished agent), and is globally accessible by all roles (a current simplification). At each time step, the environment schedules one role to execute next (interleaved execution). When scheduled, the role’s agent (i) determines which of its messages are currently enabled, by accessing the protocol’s global state and evaluating each message’s guard expression, (ii) chooses an enabled message to send or chooses “no-operation”, (iii) performs all actions in message’s meaning, in any order, and (iv) updates the protocol’s state.

In every global state $g$ of the interpreted system, each commitment $C_i$ has a state, $C_i.state \in \text{Stat}_C$, where $\text{Stat}_C = \{\text{null, cond, detached, dis, xfer, rel, can}\}$, whose value can be any of the states in Figure 2.2. We define propositions for the expressions $C.state = x$ and $C.state \neq x$ in each state $g$. For each commitment $C_i$, we evaluate the occurrence of the commitment operations using the four propositions:

- $\text{CREATE}(C_i) \triangleq C_i.state \neq \text{null}$
- $\text{TRANSFER}(C_i) \triangleq C_i.state = \text{xfer}$
- $\text{RELEASE}(C_i) \triangleq C_i.state = \text{rel}$
- $\text{CANCEL}(C_i) \triangleq C_i.state = \text{can}$

As Section 5.1.1 mentions and Definition 5.2.6 formalizes, refinement depends upon a mapping between protocols to account for their different levels of abstraction. Specifically, we must map each (i) super-role to a set of sub-roles, (ii) super-proposition to a Boolean expression of sub-propositions, and (iii) super-commitment to an expression of sub-commitments. Proton combines two protocols and a mapping to (i) construct an interpreted system model $\mathcal{I}$ from the subprotocol’s propositions, commitments, and guarded actions, as specified in Definition 5.2.2 and (ii) generate appropriate CTL formulas as specified in Section 5.3.5. The refinement in consideration holds if and only if the constructed model satisfies all the CTL formulas that Proton generates.

### 3.3.3 Proton Specification Examples

Listing 3.2 shows the Proton specification of protocol Pay. Lines 2–5 declare roles Payer and Payee, propositions $\text{promise}$ and $\text{pay}$, and the commitment. Both $\text{promiseMsg}$ and $\text{payMsg}$ messages are sent by Payer to Payee. A message may be sent only if its guard (the expression between $[ \text{and} ]$) is true. The guard for $\text{payMsg}$ in Line 8 is $\text{promiseMsg}$. If no guard is explicitly specified, as is the case for $\text{promiseMsg}$ in Line 7, it is implicitly true. A message’s meaning is expressed as a set of actions after $\text{means}$ and between $\{ \text{and} \}$.

The Proton specification for PayViaMM is shown in Listing 3.3. Middleman commits to Payer to pass along any payment it receives (Line 11). Payer will not pay Middleman without this commitment (Line 12). Since $\text{payMMMsg}$ has an implicit guard of true (Line 14), Middleman is allowed to pay early.
**Listing 3.2 Pay Protocol**

1: protocol Pay {
2:     role Payer, Payee;
3:     prop promise, pay;
4:     commitment
5:         C\_pay : C(Payer, Payee, promise, pay);
6:     message
7:         Payer → Payee: promiseMsg means \{promise, CREATE(C\_pay)\};
8:         Payer → Payee: [promiseMsg] payMsg means \{pay\};
9: }

**Listing 3.3 PayViaMM Protocol**

1: protocol PayViaMM {
2:     role Payer, MM; Payee;
3:     prop promise,
4:     payP; //payment from Payer to MM
5:     payM; //payment from MM to Payee
6:     commitment
7:         C\_payP : C(Payer, Payee, promise, payP);
8:         C\_payM : C(MM, Payer, payP, payM);
9:     message
10:        Payer → Payee: promiseMsg means \{promise, CREATE(C\_payP)\};
11:        MM → Payer: pledgeMsg means \{CREATE(C\_payM)\};
12:        Payer → MM: \{promiseMsg ∧ pledgeMsg\}
13:        payPMsg means \{payP\};
14:        MM → Payee: payMMsg means \{payM\};
15:     }
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Chapter 4

Composing Commitment Protocols

Pankaj Telang and Anup Kalia contributed to the material in this chapter ([Gerard et al., 2013]).

4.1 Introduction

We adopt an interaction-oriented stance on multiagent systems, e.g., as applied in cross-organizational service engagements. We consider (commitment) protocols, which specify the interactions between two or more roles in terms of how their messages relate to their commitments [Singh, 1999], obtaining well-recognized benefits in dealing with the autonomy and heterogeneity of business partners [Baldoni et al., 2010b; Yolum and Singh, 2002].

Composition is a key construct in software engineering. We address two role-specific aspects of composition: role requirements which capture the benefits a role receives from the composite and role accountability which captures the commitments a role must make to other roles.

4.1.1 Real-Life Scenario: AGFIL

We illustrate our approach using the real-life, automobile insurance claims processing case for AGF Irish Life Holding (AGFIL) from Browne and Kellett [1999]. As Figure 4.1 illustrates, this case involves four parties along with PolicyHolder and Adjuster (not shown). AGFIL underwrites automobile insurance policies and covers losses incurred by PolicyHolder. Europ Assist (CallCenter) provides a 24-hour help-line service for receiving claims. Approved Repairers provide repair services. Lee Consulting Services (Coordinator) coordinates with AGFIL, repairers, and adjusters to handle a claim.

The traditional model of the AGFIL scenario describes the workflows of each partner along with how they relate to one another. Such a description, even if supported by standards such as BPMN [OMG, 2010], tightly couples the inner workings of the partners. Newer approaches deemphasize the inner workings and instead capture the interactions between the business partners more explicitly via
a formal notation [HL7, 2007; RosettaNet, 2009; WS-CDL, 2005]. These approaches express constraints on the ordering and occurrence of the messages exchanged by the business partners.

In contrast, a commitment protocol emphasizes the social state of an interaction, expressed here in terms of commitments. A protocol describes the roles involved, the messages they exchange, and any preconditions on and effects of the messages on the social state. An agent adopts a role and enacts the specified protocol by autonomously choosing (in accordance with its internal policies) how to interact.

4.1.2 Contributions and Organization

Although protocols offer significant benefits over traditional approaches, protocols are not fully viable for the following reasons. One, specifying in one shot an adequate protocol for a complex scenario is nontrivial. Two, implementing agents who can play roles in such a comprehensive protocol is difficult because the differing details of the protocols complicate reusing parts of agent implementations. Our contribution shows how complex protocols can be constructed by composing existing protocols. Previous relevant research falls into these categories: (a) commitments but not composition [Gerard and Singh, 2013]; (b) composition but no commitments [Miller and McGinnis, 2008; Singh, 2011]; and (c) composition and commitments. The last category can be categorized as (c1) purely abstract description without a specification language or tools [Mallya and Singh, 2007]; (c2) composition of commitment-based protocols based on regulative constraints [Marengo, 2013]; and (c3) our approach to composition of commitment-based protocols based on role responsibilities and accountabilities.
Our approach, *Positron*, extends Proton Gerard and Singh's [2013] Proton approach to provide a clear syntax and semantics for composite protocols. Where Proton checks protocol refinement, Positron composes protocols. Positron (a) recursively expands nested constituent protocols; (b) introduces *composite protocol diagrams* as a graphical notation, conveying important features of the composite protocol to business and technical stakeholders; (c) introduces *role requirements* and *role accountabilities*; (d) incorporates a methodology for composing commitment protocols; and (e) implements a decision procedure and mechanical verification of protocols with respect to role requirements, role accountabilities, and enactments, compiling formulas to temporal logic, and employing MCMAS [Lomuscio et al., 2009], a leading model checker, to verify if the composite protocol satisfies those formulas.

We describe relevant background, the major elements of our technical approach, and our methodology for constructing composite protocols. We evaluate our approach by modeling protocols from the insurance, manufacturing, and healthcare domains, that other researchers have studied, and summarize our results and experiences. We conclude with a discussion of the relevant literature and future work.

### 4.2 Technical Approach

Positron provides a formal language in which to express composite protocols based on existing constituent protocols (Section 3.3). Recall that Proton provides a language for capturing roles, propositions, and messages with guards on when they can be sent, and their effects on the commitments of roles [Gerard and Singh, 2013]. Positron augments the Proton language by adding constructs to define a composite protocol using a set of parameterized constituent protocols and defines a protocol composition methodology.

Further, while it accepts and verifies any CTL expression, Positron introduces five constructs for common verification patterns when composing protocols: *Req* function for role requirements, *coupling commitments* for role accountabilities, and three *path expressions* for good and bad enactments.

#### 4.2.1 Protocol Composition

Positron supports nested composition of protocols. A composite protocol $P$ can use (or include) a set of constituent protocol instances with a use statement

$$\text{uses}(P) = \{q : Q(x = \overline{p})\}$$

where $q$ is a constituent instance name, $Q$ is a protocol type, $\overline{p}$ is a set of arguments passed by $P$, and $x$ is a matching set a parameters accepted by constituent $Q$. Arguments and parameters are named and
have a type of either role or proposition. The argument and parameter sets must contain matching names and types.

Positron expands $P$ to produce a new, flatter protocol $P'$. Expansion replaces each parameter identifier in $Q$ with its corresponding argument, and replaces each non-parameter identifier a new, unique name. Unique names are constructed by prepending the unique instance name $q$ to each element name in $Q$.

**Definition 4.2.1.** Given a set of arguments $\overline{p}$, a parameterized constituent protocol instance $Q$ that accepts a set of parameters $\overline{x}$, and the sets $\overline{p}$ and $\overline{x}$ agree in both name and type. Define $Q^x_p$ as $Q$ in which (1) every parameter identifier in $\overline{x}$ is replaced with its corresponding argument in $\overline{p}$, and (2) every non-parameter identifier in $Q$ is made unique by prepending $q$ to its name.

Protocol expansion of a composite $P$ containing multiple constituent instances $\{q : Q(\overline{x} = \overline{p})\}$ is the union of $P$ and $Q^x_p$, and removing the expanded use statement. The definition expands any single constituent.

**Definition 4.2.2.** Given a composite protocol $P$ that uses multiple constituent protocol instances $\{q : Q(\overline{x} = \overline{p})\}$, where $P$ passes a set of arguments $\overline{p}$, $Q$ accepts a set of parameters $\overline{x}$, and the sets $\overline{p}$ and $\overline{x}$ agree in name and type. Then protocol $P' = \text{expand}(P, q : Q(\overline{x} = \overline{p}))$ is the expanded version of $P$ and $Q$, and is defined as

\[
\text{roles}(P') \ := \ \text{roles}(P) \cup \text{role}(Q^\overline{x}_p) \\
\text{parms}(P') \ := \ \text{parms}(P) \\
\text{props}(P') \ := \ \text{props}(P) \cup \text{props}(Q^\overline{x}_p) \\
\text{commitments}(P') \ := \ \text{commitments}(P) \cup \text{commitments}(Q^\overline{x}_p) \\
\text{messages}(P') \ := \ \text{messages}(P) \cup \text{messages}(Q^\overline{x}_p) \\
\text{checks}(P') \ := \ \text{checks}(P) \cup \text{checks}(Q^\overline{x}_p) \\
\text{uses}(P') \ := \ (\text{uses}(P) - q) \cup \text{uses}(Q^\overline{x}_p)
\]

where $\text{roles}(Q)$, $\text{parms}(Q)$, $\text{props}(Q)$, $\text{commitments}(Q)$, $\text{messages}(Q)$, $\text{checks}(Q)$, and $\text{uses}(Q)$ refer to the corresponding element sets of protocol $Q$.

Repeated application of the definition expands all constituent instances.

### 4.2.2 Role Requirements

**Role requirements** are the requirements that an agent playing a role places on the composite protocol. A designer specifies a role requirement in the Positron language, which Positron compiles into a CTL formula. As an example, in the AGFIL scenario, $\text{POLICYHOLDER}$ expect his car will be repaired if he...
has an accident. Positron could compile this requirement into the CTL specification: \( \text{AG}(\text{accident} \rightarrow \text{AF repair}) \).

However, such a requirement ignores business exceptions: a commitment may fail because its debtor either chooses not to, or is prevented by circumstances from, discharging it. In verifying a role requirement, we cannot assume commitments are never canceled. Rather, we state role R’s requirement as: if \( R \) fulfills all its commitments and \( p \) holds at any state, then always eventually, either \( q \) holds or a role other than \( R \) cancels one of its commitments. If \( R \)’s requirement fails because \( R \) cancels a commitment, that is not a fault of the protocol, but of \( R \). In CTL, where \( r\text{-anyCancel} \) is true if and only if role \( r \) cancels any of its commitments, this is

\[
\text{Req}(R, p, q) := \text{AG}(p \rightarrow \text{AF}(q \lor \bigvee_{r \neq R} r\text{-anyCancel}))
\]

In AGFIL, one of POLICYHOLDER’s role requirements is captured as: if INSURER offers coverage, I paid the premium, and I have an accident, then my car will be repaired: \( \text{Req}(\text{PH, coverage} \land \text{premium} \land \text{accident, repair}) \)

### 4.2.3 Enactment Requirements

Although capturing all possible enactments is not feasible, designers often know of specific good and bad enactments. We use the specified enactments as bases for verifying a composite protocol to assist designers in refining the protocol specification (e.g., its constituent protocols and coupling commitments) or the requirements. Our notion of enactments resembles scenarios from scenario-based requirements engineering [Filippidou, 1998]. In essence, each enactment corresponds to a unit test in software engineering.

We use model checking to verify enactments. We introduce three recursive functions to simplify enactment specification. Given an enactment list \( L \), which is an ordered list of Boolean expressions over states and messages, where \( \text{head}(L) \) is the first element in list \( L \), and \( \text{tail}(L) \) is \( L \) without the first element, let

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{EXPath}(L) &:= \begin{cases} 
\text{head}(L) \land \text{EX}[\text{EXPath}(	ext{tail}(L))] & \text{if } |L| > 1 \\
\text{EX}(L) & \text{if } |L| = 1 
\end{cases} \\
\text{EFPath}(L) &:= \begin{cases} 
\text{EF}(\text{head}(L) \land \text{EFPath}(\text{tail}(L))) & \text{if } |L| > 1 \\
\text{EF}(L) & \text{if } |L| = 1 
\end{cases} \\
\text{EUPPath}(r, L) &:= \begin{cases} 
\text{E}(\neg r \ U (\text{head}(L) \land \text{EUPPath}(r, \text{tail}(L)))) & \text{if } |L| > 1 \\
\text{E}(\neg r \ U L) & \text{if } |L| = 1 
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

\( \text{EXPath} \) specifies a list of states, beginning at a start state, that must appear consecutively without
skipping over other states. In protocols with many constituents, $EXPath$ can be too strong a constraint, since it precludes interleaving of constituent protocols.

$EFPath$ specifies a list of states that must appear in order, but allows other states to be interleaved. This is a weaker constraint than $EXPath$.

$EUPath$ specifies a list of states that must appear in order, and constrains which states can be interleaved in the path. Expression $r$ identifies which states must not be interleaved in the path. An $EUPath$ constraint is stronger than $EFPath$ and weaker than $EXPath$.

Two enactments from AGFIL are

$$\textit{EFPath}(\text{accident, deliverReq, deliverCar, \ldots, repair})$$

$$\neg \textit{EFPath}(\text{repair, accident})$$

4.2.4 Coupling Commitments

The constituent protocols occurring in a (nontrivial) composite protocol must be interrelated. In a multiagent system, some role must be accountable for ensuring constituent protocols are properly interrelated. We capture the role accountability implied by such an interrelationship via a coupling commitment. A coupling commitment’s debtor is the accountable role, and its creditors are (in general) the union of all roles connected by the interrelated constituent protocols, minus the debtor. Like any commitment, debtor commits to discharge consequent if antecedent becomes true.

$$C_{\text{accountable role, \{interrelated roles\}}}(\text{antecedent, consequent})$$

Two coupling commitments from AGFIL are

$$C_{\text{CC,\{PH, Re\}}}(\text{deliverReq, notifyRe})$$

$$C_{\text{PH,\{CC, Re\}}}(\text{deliverReq } \land \text{ approval, deliverCar})$$

4.2.5 Verification

Positron reads designer written source code for the composite and constituent protocols and generates a single MCMAS input file. MCMAS reads the input, builds the model, and reports whether each CTL formula holds in the model.

Figure 4.2 shows a portion of the state space Positron generates for verification from AGFIL’s constituent protocols and coupling commitments. The start state is denoted by the unlabelled line in the top left. Solid black lines are valid transitions (messages); dashed red lines are invalid transitions. Since the message guard for coverage is $premium$, coverage can occur only after $premium$, making $s_1$ an invalid start state. The other states are also invalid start states.
Notice that the top row (premium, coverage, accident, and repair) begins a good enactment. Positron can verify the existence of this path using EFPath requirement. Further, Positron can ensure that the model is free of specific bad enactments, for example, that $s_1$ must not be a start state.

To capture the only compliance requirement for commitments, Positron generates a model checking fairness constraint for each commitment: a commitment must not remain unconditional and unresolved forever. Red dashed loops are invalid because they violate a fairness constraint.

A composite protocol may fail to satisfy role or enactment requirements for different reasons.

Ver$_{RR}$: If a role requirement formula based on the Req function fails, then coupling commitments are missing; add coupling commitments that require agents to act.

Ver$_G$: If a good enactment formula fails, then either (Ver$_{GC}$) some message guards are too strong; weaken guards to validate additional good transitions. Or (Ver$_{GC}$) some commitment become detached, but can never resolve; weaken guards to validate transitions that satisfy the commitment’s consequent.

Ver$_B$: If a bad enactment formula fails, then some message guards are too weak; strengthen guards to invalidate existing incorrect transitions.

4.2.6 Composite Protocol Diagrams

We propose composite protocol diagrams (CPDs) as a notation that displays the essence of a composite protocol both to business analysts and technical designers, who collaborate in its construction. We use CPDs in this paper to help visualize a large amount of protocol information, but we defer evaluation of this visual notation to future work. CPD diagrams focus designers’ attention by summarizing high-level business relationships between the roles as reusable constituent protocols, hiding the details of each constituent.

Figure 4.3 shows the CPD for composite protocol AGFIL. It contains constituent protocol instance PH-In of type Exchange. PH–R1 PH-In shows role PH enacts role R1 in constituent protocol PH-In. The two unlabeled circular arcs centered on POLICYHOLDER represent coupling commitments, implicitly
Figure 4.3: Composite protocol diagram for AGFIL. A CPD for a composite protocol displays its contained constituent protocol instances (unshaded labeled nodes). Composite roles (shaded labeled nodes) and constituents are connected by constituent roles (straight labeled edges). Unlabeled circular arcs represent coupling commitments with input constituents (dot) and output constituents (target symbol).

named PH\(_1\) (inner) and PH\(_2\) (outer). (role names REQ and R1 label straight edges, not arcs.)

### 4.3 Methodology

This section describes, and Table 4.1 summarizes, our iterative methodology to develop a CPD such as that of Figure 4.3.

**CM1 (Roles):** Identify all roles with a business function, i.e., that potentially send messages or enter into commitments with others.

**CM2 (Constituent Selection):** Identify all business relationships among different subsets of roles and identify constituent protocols that realize such relationships. Examine message flows since they suggest the presence and nature of the constituent protocols. If a suitable protocol is known, use
Table 4.1: Inputs and outputs for each step of the composition methodology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Inputs</th>
<th>Outputs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CM1</td>
<td>Roles</td>
<td>Background and requirements</td>
<td>Roles in the composite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM2</td>
<td>Constituent Selection</td>
<td>Role relationships and protocol library to be composed</td>
<td>Constituent protocols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM3</td>
<td>Role Requirements</td>
<td>Role business needs</td>
<td>Role requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM4</td>
<td>Enactments</td>
<td>Background knowledge of requirements</td>
<td>Good and bad enactments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM5</td>
<td>Coupling Commitments</td>
<td>Enactments</td>
<td>Coupling commitments;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>complete CPD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM6</td>
<td>Positron</td>
<td>All artifacts</td>
<td>Positron source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM7</td>
<td>Verification</td>
<td>Positron source code</td>
<td>Model checker results</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

it; else apply the methodology recursively. The constituent name is the protocol name in the use statement of the Positron source.

CM3 (Role Requirements): Specify each role’s requirements as Req functions.

CM4 (Enactments): Incrementally specify good and bad enactments. The enactments can be developed by a role-playing process similar to that described by Parunak [1996]. They should cover representative enactments that support or invalidate each of the role requirements identified in the previous step. Manually tracing enactments throughout a model is tedious and error prone. Explicitly specifying enactments enables the model checker to trace the enactments mechanically, after each incremental composite change.

CM5 (Coupling Commitments): Examine each good enactment from beginning to end, and assume roles do only what is minimally required to discharge their commitments. When adjacent steps of a good enactment are messages from the same constituent protocol, verify that the constituent accurately enacts those steps, or select a different constituent. When adjacent steps of an enactment are messages from different protocols (where some role receives a message in one constituent and then sends a message in another constituent), add a coupling commitment for that role.

CM6 (Positron): Given the previous methodology artifacts, write the Positron source code, including roles, constituent protocols, role requirements, coupling commitments and enactments.

CM7 (Verification): Run Positron and MCMAS to verify all formulas for role and enactment requirements.

4.4 Evaluation

To demonstrate the broad applicability of Positron, we evaluate our contributions by modeling protocols from the insurance, manufacturing, and healthcare domains.
4.4.1 AGFIL Evaluation

We extend the AGFIL protocol by adding (a) PolicyHolder and accident reporting; (b) Adjuster and the redirection of two messages between ClaimHandler and Repairer through Adjuster; (c) payments from Repairer to ClaimHandler to Insurer; (d) a protocol for premiums and coverage between PolicyHolder and Insurer; and (e) Repairer returning the car.

At the top of Figure 4.3, PolicyHolder (enacting role R1) purchases insurance from Insurer (enacting role R2) using an instance of constituent protocol Exchange named PH-IN. PolicyHolder reports accidents to CallCenter using an instance of constituent protocol RequestResponse named PH-CC. CallCenter notifies Insurer (IN-CC), and assigns and notifies Repairer (CC-Re). Insurer passes the claim to ClaimHandler (IN-CH). PolicyHolder and Repairer exchange the damaged and later repaired car (PH-Re). ClaimHandler, Repairer, and Adjuster inspect the car and approve repairs (CH-Ad, Re-Ad and CH-Re).

CM1 (Roles): Figure 4.1 refers to specific agents (companies), not roles. Declare six roles: role Insurer (abbreviated In) for agent AGFIL, CallCenter (CC) for Europ Assist, and ClaimHandler (CH) for Lee. The other roles are PolicyHolder (PH), Repairer (Re), and Adjuster (Ad). At the end of this step, the CPD diagram in Figure 4.3 shows only the six shaded role nodes.

CM2 (Constituent Selection): Assume protocols RequestResponse and Exchange (where two roles swap items) already exist. Designers recursively create Claims for In-CH and ApprovedWork for CH-Re. Designers add the constituent protocol nodes and edges to Figure 4.3, completing all CPD nodes and edges.

CM3 (Role Requirements): PolicyHolder requires: (1) if he has coverage, pays his premium, and has an accident, his car is repaired; (2) if he delivers his car to Repairer, his car is returned. Insurer requires: if a claim is filed, the claim is finalized. All roles except PolicyHolder require payment if they perform their tasks. All these are described as Req functions. Role requirements can also be specified directly in CTL, e.g., Insurer requires no car repairs without an inspection: AG(¬(repair ∧¬inspectCH)).

CM4 (Enactments): An important good enactment is that of reporting an accident and getting car repaired: (a) PolicyHolder reports an accident to CallCenter (PH-CC); (b) CallCenter assigns and notifies Repairer to repair the car (CC-Re); (c) CallCenter asks PolicyHolder to deliver his car to a specific Repairer (PH-CC); (d) PolicyHolder delivers car to Repairer (PH-Re); Remaining steps are omitted. Performing repairs before an accident is reported is a bad enactment: (e) car repaired; (f) accident reported.

CM5 (Coupling Commitments): Between messages (a) and (b) of the accident-reporting enactment (see previous step), if PolicyHolder reports an accident, CallCenter assigns and notifies Repairer: CCC[PH,Re][accident,notifyRe]. Between messages (c) and (d), if CallCenter asks PolicyHolder to deliver his car to Repairer, he does so.
\[ \text{PH}_1 = C_{PH,[CC,Re]}(deliverReq \land approval, deliverCar) \]

Adding arcs, the complete AGFIL CPD is Figure 4.3.

**CM6 (Positron):** Listing 4.1 shows some lines from the Positron source file for AGFIL. Lines 2-3 declares all roles and propositions. Line 4 instantiates an instance of Claims named In-CH. Lines 10 and 11 are two coupling commitments. Line 14 lists one of PolicyHolder’s role requirements. Line 15 lists an Insurer requirement as explicit CTL. Line 17 verifies the good, accident-reporting enactment that must exist in the composite, and Line 18 verifies a bad enactment that must not exist.

### Listing 4.1 Positron source for AGFIL.

```plaintext
1: protocol AGFIL {
2:     role PH; In; CC; CH; Re; Ad;
3:     prop accident; deliver; repair; paid;…
4:     use IN-CH : Claims{
5:         role R1 = In, role R2=CH,
6:         prop pre1 = true, prop pre2=reportCH,
7:         prop act1 = payCH, prop act2=repairIn);
8:     …
9:     commitment
10:    CC1 : C_{CC,PH,Re}(deliverReq, notifyRe);
11:    PH1 : C_{PH,CC,Re}(deliverReq \land approval, deliver);
12:    …
13:    formula
14:    Req(IN, coverage \land premium \land accident, repair);
15:    AG(\neg(repair \land \neg inspectCH));
16:    …
17:    EFPath(accident, deliverReq,…. repair);
18:    \neg EFPath(repair, accident);
19:    …
20: } 
```

The conversion of Positron to MCMAS maps role to role; proposition to boolean; commitment to enum and fairness condition; message to action; and formula expansion to formula. It also defines proposition and commitment evolutions, maps high-level Positron expressions to low-level MCMAS expressions, tracks each agent’s last action and anyCancel values, and generates a large number of proposition and commitment state evaluation statements.

**CM7 (Verification):** Running Positron and MCMAS successfully verified nine CTL formula: eight role and one enactment requirements. Removing any single coupling commitment caused one or more formulas to fail.
4.4.2 Quote To Cash Evaluation

We further evaluate our methodology on Quote To Cash (QTC), an important business process that supports manufacturing supply chains [Oracle, 2009]. Figure 4.4 shows its CPD.

Figure 4.4: CPD for Quote To Cash.

**CM1 (Roles):** Identify the six roles: *Customer*, *Reseller*, *Distributor*, *Seller*, *Shipper1*, and *Shipper2*.

**CM2 (Constituent Selection):** A *Customer* orders goods and services from *Reseller* using constituent protocol *CommercialTran (ComTran)*. *Reseller* fulfills the order by *Outsourcing* to *Distributor*. *Distributor* orders good from *Seller* using *CommercialTran*. *Seller* arranges shipping with *Shipper2*, and *Distributor* arranges shipping with *Shipper1*, using additional instances of *Outsourcing*. *Seller* provides a customer support contract to *Customer* though *StandingService*.

**CM3 (Role Requirements):** If *Customer* pays, he receives goods and services. If *Reseller* pays
Distributor, he receives shipment. Except for Customer whenever a role performs its task, it gets paid.

**CM4** (Enactments): Two good enactments are identified beginning with Customer placing an order and ending with fulfillment: one if Distributor has goods in stock, one if it restocks from Seller. A bad enactment is fulfilling an order before it is verified.

**CM5** (Coupling Commitments): Customer couples Cu-Re and Cu-Re-Di: if Customer receives a shipment, he pays Reseller.

\[
\text{CU}_1 = C_{\text{Cu},[\text{Di},\text{Re},\text{S1}]}(\text{shipS1, payRe})
\]

Reseller couples Cu-Re and Cu-Re-Di: whenever Reseller receives an order, he orders from Distributor.

\[
\text{RE}_1 = C_{\text{Re},[\text{Di},\text{S1}]}(\text{orderCu, orderDi})
\]

**CM6** (Positron): The Positron source for Quote To Cash is omitted, but is similar in form to Listing 4.1. From the CPD and its annotations, we can produce Positron source code so that its properties can be mechanically verified.

**CM7** (Verification): Positron and the model checker successfully verified 16 CTL formulas: 13 role and three enactment requirements. Removing any single coupling commitment caused one or more formulas to fail.

This CPD summarizes a complex protocol, which can otherwise be represented using a large number of sequence diagrams [Telang and Singh, 2012].

### 4.4.3 ASPE Evaluation

We also consider the healthcare process for breast cancer diagnosis, as described by an HHS committee [ASPE, 2010]. The resulting ASPE protocol contains five roles (for convenience, we associate feminine pronouns with Patient, Radiologist, and Registrar and masculine pronouns with Physician and Pathologist).

The process begins when Patient visits a primary care physician (Physician), who detects a suspicious mass in her breast. He sends the patient to Radiologist for a mammography. If Radiologist notices suspicious calcifications, she sends a report to Physician recommending a biopsy. Physician requests the Radiologist perform a biopsy, who then collects a tissue specimen from Patient, and sends it to Pathologist. Pathologist analyzes the specimen, and performs ancillary studies. If necessary, Pathologist and Radiologist confer to reconcile their results and produce a consensus report. Physician reviews the integrated report with Patient to create a treatment plan. Pathologist forwards his report to Registrar who adds Patient to a state-wide cancer registry.

There are only two coupling commitments in ASPE. Physician has no coupling commitments because it is his choice whether Patient needs mammogram and biopsy exams from Radiologist.
4.5 Results and Experience

To demonstrate the broad applicability of Positron, our methodology was successfully able to create composite protocols for scenarios from three different business domains: AGFIL from insurance [Browne and Kellett, 1999]; Quote To Cash, an important business process for manufacturing supply chains [Oracle, 2009]; and ASPE, a healthcare process for breast cancer diagnosis [ASPE, 2010]. Positron successfully verified all role and enactment requirements. Table 4.2 shows statistics and timings for these three protocols.

Model Verification: We encountered and fixed a number of verification failures. Good enactment failures (VerGG and VerGC) were generally easier to fix, since they only require that some path exist. Bad enactment failures (VerB) require the impossibility of a particular enactment.

Model Validation: Identifying requirements was straightforward, but some initial specifications were incorrect because preconditions were missed. For example, PolicyHolder’s role requirement on Line 14 initially failed (VerRR) because coupling commitment PH1 on Line 11 did not include approval; Repairer will not repair a car just because it is delivered to him. Repairs must also be approved by CallCenter. And, an accident is insufficient to get PolicyHolder’s car is repaired; PolicyHolder
Table 4.2: Positron statistics. (M is $10^6$ and G is $10^9$.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composite Metric</th>
<th>AGFIL</th>
<th>QTC</th>
<th>ASPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constituent instances</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roles</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propositions</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitments (all)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coupling commitments</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messages</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTL Formulas</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role requirements</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enactment requirements</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positron statements</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State space size</td>
<td>120M</td>
<td>381G</td>
<td>1.47M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positron processing time</td>
<td>1.98s</td>
<td>3.16s</td>
<td>1.68s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCMAS processing time</td>
<td>4.29s</td>
<td>1274s</td>
<td>5.78s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total time</td>
<td>6.27s</td>
<td>1278s</td>
<td>7.46s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

must also have a policy and pay the premium.

Positron generates model checking fairness conditions to ensure all unconditional commitments eventually resolve. Initially, AGFIL’s good enactment on Line 17 mysteriously failed because, even though the model allowed all the transitions, the good enactment had unresolvable commitments (invalid by commitment fairness conditions). We corrected the model so all commitments could resolve.

4.6 Discussion

Positron gains an advantage over traditional approaches by focusing on high-level business relationships realized as constituent protocols, and by focusing on commitments rather than control flow. Because role accountabilities are stated as commitments, if a requirement fails, we can trace the failure back to a specific role.

CPDs summarize relevant details about a composite protocol and we expect they will prove valuable, because they bring together both technical and business descriptions of protocols, helping bridge the Business-IT Divide [Smith and Fingar, 2002].

4.6.1 Relevant Literature

Table 4.3 compares Positron with other work. Some papers propose a protocol specification language, and some propose an accompanying protocol specification methodology. Some papers address
Table 4.3: Approach comparison. Column abbreviations and citations are Po=Positron; Pr=Proton [Gerard and Singh, 2013]; DA=Desai et al. [2009], DO=Desai et al. [2005]; Dv=Desai et al. [2007]; DM=Desai et al. [2007]; T=Telang and Singh [2012]; Y=Yolum [2007]; Mi=Miller and McBurney [2011]; G=Günay et al.[2012]; C=Cheong and Winikoff [2009]; Mc=McGinnis and Robertson [2005]; L=Lomuscio et al. [2012]; and Ma=Marengo [2013]. Check marks show the significant topics addressed by each paper. The cell contents of the verification rows indicates whether the paper discusses (D) or mechanizes (M) verification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Significant Topics</th>
<th>Po</th>
<th>Pr</th>
<th>DA</th>
<th>DO</th>
<th>Dv</th>
<th>DM</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>Mi</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Mc</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Ma</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protocol specification</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methodology</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single protocol</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocol patterns</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocol composition</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements verification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocol-to-protocol</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocol</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-constituent</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role-specific</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enactments</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
single protocols in isolation; some address common patterns within protocols; some address the composition of multiple protocols to create new composite protocols. Of those papers that address verification, some address business level requirements; some address verification properties between two protocols or models (such as protocol refinement); some address protocol-wide properties; some verify properties that must hold between the constituents of a composite protocol; some formulate role-specific properties; some formulate good or bad enactment properties; and some address other verification topics not addressed above.

Desai et al. [2009] propose OWL-P [2005; 2007] and MAD-P [2007] for specifying and verifying commitment protocols and their compositions. They employ axioms to specify a composition. These approaches suffer from a key drawback: axiom violations are not assigned to any particular role. In contrast, Positron employs coupling commitments with clear role accountability for the effects of one constituent protocol on others. Further, Amoeba is purely manual, whereas Positron incorporates mechanical verification. Adopting Amoeba’s event ordering idea would add flexibility to our approach, but more granular parameterizations of constituents provides the same functionality.

Telang and Singh [2012] (T&S) describe a methodology for business modeling that captures the commitments to be created among the parties by melding selected business patterns. In contrast, a protocol in Positron additionally specifies the messages and guards, and the protocols are first class entities that retain their identity in the composite protocol, yielding improved modularity and modifiability. Most significantly, T&S’s approach verifies if one implementation is sound with respect to the model. In contrast, Positron verifies if the model itself is sound.

Yolum [2007] proposes generic correctness properties of commitment protocols for design-time verification, but does not address composite protocols. She considers generic properties, whereas we consider role-specific business requirements. It would be interesting to formulate Yolum’s generic correctness properties in Positron to help improve protocol designs.

Miller and McBurney [2011] (M&M) propose the \textit{R.a.I.a} language based on propositional dynamic logic (PDL) to specify and compose protocols. \textit{R.a.I.a}’s preconditions, actions and postconditions correspond to Positron’s guards, messages and meanings. Positron additionally incorporates role requirements, coupling commitments, and good and bad enactment paths, making Positron practically viable (intentionally omitted from \textit{R.a.I.a}). Theses are important in naturally describing business protocols, as we demonstrated above. Whereas M&M describe a custom reasoner, we rely on CTL semantics as realized in MCMAS.

Günay et al. [2012] treat protocols as sets of commitments and propose automatically generating such sets from an agent’s beliefs, goals, and capabilities. In contrast, we offer a semiautomatic approach where a tool helps designers compose existing protocols. Automatic generation is attractive but may not be feasible for complex settings, although a hybrid approach of developing atomic protocols mechanically and composite protocols with human assistance might be viable.

Cheong and Winikoff [2009] describe the Hermes system for goal-oriented interaction. They focus
on interaction-level goals, where we focus on role-level requirements and commitments. Their action sequence diagrams capture only good enactments.

McGinnis and Robertson [2005] propose an approach in which an agent sends a protocol specification to other agents at runtime, as a way to accomplish dynamic, runtime, protocol adaptation. They remark that their approach lacks a way to prevent the agents from making an undesirable change to a protocol. If their protocols were augmented with commitments, Positron can help address this gap. For example, an agent may not remove a message from a protocol that brings about the consequent of a detached commitment. While they describe rules for dynamically changing protocols, they do not address formal verification of interaction properties.

Lomuscio et al. [2012] semiautomatically compile and verify contract-regulated service compositions. They use temporal-epistemic logic to check whether agents comply with their contracts using MCMAS (the same tool we employ). A crucial difference is that whereas Lomuscio et al. consider service compositions, we consider protocol compositions. Since a protocol has a footprint distributed across two or more roles, dealing with their compositions is inherently more subtle. In Table 4.3, this is classified as a kind of composition, and includes verification between actual behaviors and contractually correct behaviors (two “protocols”).

Marengo [2013] considers a related problem where protocols are composed (grafted). Marengo uses regulative specifications (constraints) using Linear Temporal Logic (LTL). We propose a methodology and use role responsibilities, role accountabilities, and path enactments using CTL. These idea sets are complementary and worth further study.

BPMN [OMG, 2010] is an industry standard notation for business processes. Unlike Positron, BPMN is only semiformal, and does not lend itself to formal verification. BPMN’s emphasis on control flow results in rigid processes. Positron minimally constrains the participants by specifying the process in terms of commitments. Protocols are building blocks in Positron—a process is composed of protocols.

### 4.6.2 Future Work

The foregoing opens up useful directions for future work. At the theoretical level, treating the goals of the participants [Günay et al., 2012] is natural. At the practical level, generating enactments via tooling would be valuable. At the empirical level, evaluating the effectiveness of Positron (the approach and the tool) with professional developers on cross-organizational business processes would be necessary to promote the adoption of Positron by industry.
Chapter 5

Formalizing and Verifying Protocol Refinements

Software engineering using protocols presupposes a formalization of protocols and a notion of the refinement of one protocol by another. Refinement for protocols is both intuitively obvious (e.g., PayViaCheck is clearly a kind of Pay) and technically nontrivial (e.g., compared to Pay, PayViaCheck involves different participants exchanging different messages). This chapter formalizes protocols and their refinement.

5.1 Introduction

We focus our attention on business service engagements as realized over the Internet. In current practice, such an engagement is defined rigidly and purely in operational terms. Consequently, the software components of the business partners involved are tightly coupled with each other, and depend closely on the engagement specification. Even small changes in one partner's components must be propagated to others, even when such changes are inconsequential to the business being conducted. Conversely, if the model leaves the engagements unstructured, humans must carry out the necessary interactions manually, with concomitant loss in productivity. We motivate protocols as providing a happy middle ground between rigid automation and flexible manual execution.

Specifically, in contrast with traditional approaches, we model each partner as an autonomous agent. The agents participate in a (business) protocol to realize a service engagement. A protocol describes a pattern of communication between agents. Based on the foregoing, we formulate the following key requirements on a suitable formalization of protocols. First, a protocol is public, meaning that it pertains to the messages sent and received by participating agents, not how those agents are implemented. Thus, the semantics of a protocol should depend solely on the communications of the agents enacting it, not on their internal policies. Second, the semantics should capture the business
meanings of the messages, thereby avoiding operational constraints, and thus enabling the agents to deal better with exceptions and opportunities [Yolum and Singh, 2002]. Third, the semantics should be modular: an agent who enacts a protocol correctly may concurrently enact additional protocols. Fourth, designing engagements using protocols presupposes that we support engineering methodologies such as those based on stepwise refinement. We address the above criteria for protocols with an emphasis on their refinement.

We understand a protocol semantically in terms of exactly the set of runs (i.e., computations) that it allows. Following Mallya and Singh [2007], we posit that a putative subprotocol refines a putative superprotocol if and only if each run allowed by the subprotocol is also allowed by the superprotocol. In general, a subprotocol would include additional roles and actions: in determining refinement, we disregard those that do not feature in the superprotocol. Doing so facilitates modularity, enhanceability, and reuse of protocols.

Consider a simple protocol Pay consisting of two actions where a payer first commits to paying a payee, and later pays. Now consider a protocol PayViaMM where the payer first pays a middleman, who in turn pays the payee. Both Pay and PayViaMM send a payment from the payer to the payee. Even though PayViaMM involves an additional role (middleman) and PayViaMM uses different messages (two payment messages instead of one), we expect PayViaMM refines Pay, because PayViaMM makes a payment as Pay specifies. Similarly, we expect PayViaCheck and PayViaCredit also refine Pay. We imagine a service engagement design exercise where protocol designers begin by identifying the need for payment as Pay, then refine it to PayViaMM, and then to PayViaCheck. The designers may build or find an existing repository of protocols (analogous to taxonomies of business processes [Malone et al., 2003]). The question we address is how can protocols in such a repository be expressed so that their refinements can be rigorously verified.

5.1.1 Proton: Approach and Contributions

We formulate refinement in technical terms and show how to compute it via a tool called Proton. We specify a protocol declaratively in terms of (i) its roles, (ii) the guarded messages the roles exchange, and (iii) the meaning of each message as a set of actions on the public state of the roles, sometimes termed the social state [Baldoni et al., 2010a]. Commitments between roles are central to our approach [Singh, 1999]. Section 2.2 provides additional details. For now, suffice it to say that a state of a protocol is determined by what atomic propositions hold therein (some propositions specify the states of commitments).

We define the semantics of a protocol precisely in terms of the runs (i.e., sequences of actions) it allows. Informally, a subprotocol refines a superprotocol if and only if the latter allows all the runs the former allows. However, refinement is nontrivial because the protocols may involve different roles and messages, the messages may have different meanings, and the meanings may be at different
levels of abstraction. Hence, we define refinement only with respect to a mapping of meanings from the superprotocol to the subprotocol. For example, the payment in Pay maps to two payments in PayViaMM.

Our approach for verifying refinement takes three inputs: formal descriptions of a putative superprotocol and subprotocol, and a mapping between them. We reduce the protocol descriptions to their canonical forms, taking into account the mapping provided. We generate input to an existing model checker consisting of (i) a specification of a temporal logic model and (ii) temporal formulas whose truth in the model verifies refinement.

5.1.2 Contributions

Our main contributions are as follows. One, we offer the first approach that computes the refinement for protocols based on static analysis of protocol specifications. Two, we formulate a notion of the serial composition of commitments, which can have broader applications than this paper, e.g., in the treatment of commitments in coalitions.

Further, we have implemented our approach in the Proton tool that overlays the well-known model checker MCMAS (http://www-lai.doc.ic.ac.uk/mcmas/). Figure 5.1 summarizes some protocol refinements that Proton verifies (under the obvious mappings) based on the above and other examples known from the literature.

5.1.3 Organization

Section 2.2 presented our syntax and semantics and briefly reviews commitments. Section 2.1 introduced our running examples for payment and order protocols. Section 5.2 formalizes our definitions of protocols, mappings between protocols, and protocol refinement. Section 5.3 describes how Proton generates input for the MCMAS model checker and the CTL formulas that must be satisfied for protocol refinement to hold. Section 5.4 pulls the previous sections together, illustrating how protocol PayViaMM refines, or fails to refine, protocol Pay under various mappings. Section 5.5 shows that
the algorithmic implementation in Section 5.3 is correct with respect to the theoretical framework of Section 5.2. Section 5.6 describes the related literature and important future directions.

5.1.4 Mapping Abstractions across Protocols

Since superprotocols represent higher-level abstractions than subprotocols, comparing protocols must address differences in abstraction level. To this end, we map elements (roles, propositions, and commitments) of a putative superprotocol to elements of a putative subprotocol. We map every super-element to an expression of sub-elements, but a subprotocol may contain sub-elements that do not correspond with any super-element.

**Listing 5.1** Mapping $M_1$: $\text{Pay}$ to $\text{PayViaMM}$

1: map $M_1$: $\text{Pay} \rightarrow \text{PayViaMM}$ {
2:     role
3:     $\text{Payer} \rightarrow \{\text{Payer}\}$;
4:     $\text{Payee} \rightarrow \{\text{Payee}\}$;
5:     prop
6:     $\text{promise} \rightarrow \text{promise}$;
7:     $\text{pay} \rightarrow \text{payP} \land \text{payM}$;
8:     commitment
9:     $C_{\text{pay}} \rightarrow C_{\text{payP}} \oplus C_{\text{payM}}$;  // requires $C_{\text{pay}} \leq M_1 C_{\text{payP}} \oplus C_{\text{payM}}$
10: }

Consider mapping $M_1$ in Listing 5.1 from $\text{Pay}$ to $\text{PayViaMM}$. Each super-role is mapped to a set of sub-roles. Line 3 maps the Payer super-role in $\text{Pay}$ to the Payer sub-role in $\text{PayViaMM}$. Each super-proposition in $\text{Pay}$ is mapped to a Boolean expression of sub-propositions in $\text{PayViaMM}$. Line 7 maps $\text{pay}$ to the conjunction of $\text{payP}$ and $\text{payM}$. Notice that $\text{payP}$ and $\text{payM}$ are messages sent by different roles in $\text{PayViaMM}$; thus even the simple Line 7 demonstrates the generality of our mapping approach. Line 9 maps super-commitment $C_{\text{pay}}$ to the serial composition of sub-commitments $C_{\text{payP}}$ and $C_{\text{payM}}$.

There can be multiple mappings between some protocol pairs. The Middleman role does not appear in mapping $M_1$. We can construct alternative mappings that group the Middleman into coalitions with different super-roles. Mapping $M_2$ in Listing 5.2 and Mapping $M_3$ in Listing 5.3 are each the same as $M_1$ except for their role mappings: $M_2$ groups the Middleman into a coalition with Payer and $M_3$ into a coalition with Payee. $\text{PayViaMM}$ refines $\text{Pay}$ under all three mappings $M_1$, $M_2$, and $M_3$.

We require each commitment to be explicit mapped. A commitment mapping must not violate the
role and proposition mappings, but that is not always sufficient to uniquely determine the commitment mapping. It is possible that a super-commitment can be mapped to multiple serial compositions that meet all constraints. In a hypothetical \emph{PayViaTwoMM} protocol, where the payment can be made through either Middleman\textsubscript{1} or Middleman\textsubscript{2}, the super-commitment $C_1 = C_{\text{Payer,Payee}}(\text{promise,pay})$ can be mapped to either of two serial compositions (the protocol designer chooses between them based on other factors).

\begin{align*}
C_1 & \rightarrow C_{\text{Payer,MM}_1}(\text{promise, payMM}_1) \oplus C_{\text{MM}_1,\text{Payee}}(\text{payMM}_1, \text{pay}) \\
C_1 & \rightarrow C_{\text{Payer,MM}_2}(\text{promise, payMM}_2) \oplus C_{\text{MM}_2,\text{Payee}}(\text{payMM}_2, \text{pay})
\end{align*}

Mapping $B_1$ in Listing 5.4 shows a possible mapping between \emph{Pay} and \emph{PayViaMM}, similar to $M_1$

\begin{verbatim}
Listing 5.4 Nonrefining Mapping $B_1$: Pay to PayViaMM
1: map $B_1$: Pay $\rightarrow$ PayViaMM {
2:   role
3:     Payer $\rightarrow$ \{Payer\};
4:     Payee $\rightarrow$ \{Payee\};
5:   prop
6:     promise $\rightarrow$ promise;
7:     pay $\rightarrow$ pay\textsubscript{P} \& pay\textsubscript{M};
8:   commitment
9:     $C_{\text{pay}} \rightarrow C_{\text{pay\textsubscript{M}}} \oplus C_{\text{pay\textsubscript{P}}}$;   // wrong order
10: }
\end{verbatim}
except the serial composition in Line 9 combines the commitments in the wrong order. In Section 5.4, we show PayViaMM does not refine Pay under mapping B_1.

5.2 Formalizing Protocols and their Refinement

We assume a set of atomic propositions that describe the state of the world and states of relevant commitments. We define actions as atomic propositions (being made true) and commitment operations (being performed). Messages set propositions true, but not false.

Definition 5.2.1. A protocol is a septuple \( \langle \mathcal{R}, \mathcal{M}, \mathcal{C}, \mathcal{A}, \mathcal{S}, \mathcal{S}_0, \mathcal{G} \rangle \) corresponding respectively to (i) a set \( \mathcal{R} \) of roles; (ii) a set \( \mathcal{M} \) of message names; (iii) a set \( \mathcal{C} \) of commitments; (iv) a set \( \mathcal{A} \) of Boolean propositions and commitment states; (v) a set \( \mathcal{S} \) of states, \( \mathcal{S} \subseteq 2^\mathcal{M} \) such that if \( s \in \mathcal{S} \), \( gs \in \mathcal{G} \), and \( s \in gs.g\text{uard} \) then \( s \cup gs.m\text{sg} \in \mathcal{S} \); (vi) a set \( \mathcal{S}_0 \subseteq \mathcal{S} \) of initial states; and (vii) a set \( \mathcal{G} \) of guarded statements of the form \( \langle \text{snd}, \text{rcv}, \text{guard}, \text{msg}, \text{actions} \rangle \) with \( \text{snd}, \text{rcv} \in \mathcal{R} \), \( \text{guard} \subseteq \mathcal{S} \), \( \text{msg} \in \mathcal{M} \), and \( \text{actions} = \{a_i \in \mathcal{A}\} \cup \{\text{Act}_c(C_j) \in \mathcal{C}\} \cup \{\text{nop}\} \). In addition, we impose the no overlap constraint: \( \forall gs_1, gs_2 \in \mathcal{G}, \text{if } gs_1.\text{actions} \cap gs_2.\text{actions} \neq \emptyset \text{ then } gs_1.\text{guard} \cap gs_2.\text{guard} = \emptyset \).

Each message corresponds to an atomic proposition recording whether the message has been sent. Each global state \( s \in \mathcal{S} \) is a set of (the atomic propositions corresponding to) the messages that have been sent in that state (Item v in the definition). Each guarded statement \( gs \in \mathcal{G} \) has a guard \( gs.g\text{uard} \) which is a set of states, and a meaning \( gs.\text{actexp} \)—a conjunctive expression of actions. A message \( \text{msg} \) can be sent by the sender \( (gs.\text{snd}) \) to the receiver \( (gs.\text{rcv}) \) in state \( s \) only if \( s \in gs.g\text{uard} \). When \( m \) is sent, the action expression \( gs.\text{actexp} \) becomes true in the next state. The actions corresponding to different messages may be interleaved. The no overlap constraint ensures that if two or more super-actions contain the same sub-action, and both super-actions are enabled in a state, then the occurrence of the common sub-action in a sub-run is unambiguous as to which super-action it corresponds to, which recall is key to our notion of refinement.

5.2.1 Protocol Enactment

We introduce a run, a possible computation through our model, as a basis for our semantics. A run, notated \( \pi \), is an alternating sequence of states and actions \( \langle s_0, a_1, s_1, a_2, s_2, \ldots \rangle \) such that \( s_{i+1} \) results from performing \( a_{i+1} \) in \( s_i \). The length of \( \pi \) is written \( |\pi| \).

We can now express two key intuitions. First, the semantics of a protocol is simply the set of runs it allows. Underlying each run is a coarser message enactment: a sequence of states and messages where each message's guard is true in the state where the message occurs. Second, a protocol refines another if and only if the runs of the first are also runs of the second, with the proviso that the putative subprotocol may involve roles and actions that are absent in the putative superprotocol. To capture
the above, we need to relate protocols to models. Our approach generates a model from the putative subprotocol and then verifies (using suitable mapping) whether the putative superprotocol relates correctly with the subprotocol in that model, that is, whether the runs of the two protocols relate as explained above. Definition 5.2.2 specifies such a model.

**Definition 5.2.2 (Proton Model).** Let \( P = (\mathcal{A}, \mathcal{M}, \mathcal{C}, \mathcal{F}, \mathcal{F}^0, \mathcal{G}) \) be a protocol. Then, the Proton model for \( P \) is \( \mathcal{I} = (\Sigma, P, PV, L^1, \text{Act}^1, \text{AP}^1, t^1, G, G_0, F) \) where (i) \( \Sigma = \mathcal{A} \cup \{ e \} \), with \( e \) being the environment, (ii) \( P = \mathcal{A} \), (iii) \forall p \in \mathcal{A} : PV(p) = \{ s | p \in s \} \), (iv) \forall i \in \mathcal{A} : L^1 = \{ I \} \) and \( L^e = \prod_{m_i \in \mathcal{M}} m_i \times \prod_{C_i \in \mathcal{C}} C_i.\text{state} \), (v) \forall i \in \mathcal{A} : \text{Act}^i = \{ m | m.\text{snd} = i \} \cup \{ \text{nop} \} \), and \( \text{Act}^e = \{ \text{sched} = r | r \in \mathcal{A} \} \), (vi) \forall i \in \mathcal{A}, \forall s \in \mathcal{I} : \text{AP}^i(s) = \{ m | \text{sched} = i \wedge m.\text{snd} = i \wedge s \in \text{m.guard} \} \), (vii) \forall i \in \mathcal{A} : t^i(l) = l, and \( t^e = \prod_{m_i \in \mathcal{M}} t^{m_i} \times \prod_{C_i \in \mathcal{C}} t^{C_i} \), (viii) \( G \) is the set of all states reachable from \( G_0 \) by transition function \( T \) in \( \mathcal{I} \), (ix) \( G_0 = \mathcal{F}^0 \), and (x) \( F = \{ C_i.\text{state} \neq \text{detached} | C_i \in \mathcal{C} \} \).

Where \( \times \) is binary cross-product and \( \prod \) is set cross-product. The protocol’s state is the cross-product of the state of each message and commitment. Since both messages and commitments involve multiple roles, each role has just a single state \( I \) and all state is in the environment \( \text{Item (iv)} \). Proton supports interleaved rather than concurrent actions with the environment scheduling one role at each step (\text{Item v}). Every role can perform the \( \text{nop} \) action (no-operation) at every step (\text{Item v}). \( t^{m_i} \) is the transition function that tracks the past occurrence of message \( m_i \), and \( t^{C_i} \) is the transition function that tracks the commitment state of commitment \( C_i \) as defined by Figure 2.2 (\text{Item vii}).

Through a slight abuse of notation, for simplicity, we treat guards and actions as expressions in the following.

**Definition 5.2.3 (Enactment).** Let \( P = (\mathcal{A}, \mathcal{M}, \mathcal{C}, \mathcal{F}, \mathcal{F}^0, \mathcal{G}) \) be a protocol and \( \mathcal{I} \) be its Proton model. Then, an alternating sequence of states and messages \( \langle h_0, m_1, h_1, m_2, h_2, \ldots \rangle \) is a message enactment of \( P \) if and only if \( h_0 \in \mathcal{F}^0 \) and \( (\forall j \geq 0 : h_j \in \mathcal{F}, m_{j+1} \in \mathcal{M} : \mathcal{I}, h_j \models m_{j+1}.\text{guard and } \mathcal{I}, h_{j+1} \models m_{j+1}.\text{actexp}) \).

A message enactment yields one or more runs with different interleavings of each message’s actions. We define a function \( \mu \) that maps each index in the message enactment to the index in the run where the corresponding message expression \( m_j.\text{actexp} \) becomes true. Each message expression occurs in the same order in every run, and becomes true precisely at the state where its execution completes.

**Definition 5.2.4 (Run).** Let \( P = (\mathcal{A}, \mathcal{M}, \mathcal{C}, \mathcal{F}, \mathcal{F}^0, \mathcal{G}) \) be a protocol and \( \mathcal{I} \) be its Proton model. Then, an alternating sequence of states and actions \( \langle s_0, a_1, s_1, a_2, s_2, \ldots \rangle \) is a run of \( P \) if and only if \( s_0 \in \mathcal{F}^0 \) and \( (\forall j \geq 0 : s_j \in \mathcal{F}, a_{j+1} \in \mathcal{A} : \mathcal{I}, s_j \models a_{j+1}.\text{guard and } \mathcal{I}, s_{j+1} \models a_{j+1}.\text{actexp}) \).

We say a run is **well defined** to emphasize that it satisfies the guard and action expression conditions above: that it is more than just an alternating sequence of states and actions. The empty run \( \langle \emptyset \rangle \) is always well defined, since no agent is required to perform any action.
Definition 5.2.5 (Generated Runs). Let $P = \langle \mathcal{R}, M, \mathcal{C}, \mathcal{A}, \mathcal{F}, \mathcal{I}, \mathcal{G} \rangle$ be a Proton protocol and $\mathcal{I}_P$ its model. Then, a run $\pi = \langle s_0, a_1, s_1, \ldots \rangle$ is generated by $P$ if and only if there exists a message enactment $\langle h_0, m_1, h_1, \ldots, m_i \rangle$, and there exists a strictly increasing function on the natural numbers $\mu : \mathbb{N} \rightarrow \mathbb{N}$ such that $(\forall j \geq 0 : \mathcal{I}_j, s_{\mu(j)} \models m_{j+1}.\text{guard and } \mathcal{A}, s_{\mu(j+1)} \models m_{j+1}.\text{actexp})$.

We write $\text{runs}(P)$ for the set of all runs generated by protocol $P$ in $\mathcal{I}_P$.

5.2.2 Protocol Refinement

Definition 5.2.6 (Mapping). $M$ maps protocol $P = \langle \mathcal{R}, M, \mathcal{C}, \mathcal{A}, \mathcal{F}, \mathcal{I}_P, \mathcal{G}_P \rangle$ to protocol $Q = \langle \mathcal{R}, M, \mathcal{C}, \mathcal{A}, \mathcal{F}, \mathcal{I}_Q, \mathcal{G}_Q \rangle$ if and only if $M = \langle M_R, M_P, M_C \rangle$, where

\[
M_R = \{ (r, R) | r \in \mathcal{R}_P, R \subseteq \mathcal{R}_Q \}
\]
\[
M_P = \{ (p, e) | p \in \mathcal{A}_P, e \subseteq 2^{\mathcal{G}_P} \}
\]
\[
M_C = \{ (C, \mathcal{C}_Q) | C \in \mathcal{C}_P, \mathcal{C}_Q \subseteq M \otimes \mathcal{C}_I \}
\]

When mapping actions on propositional expressions of propositions, we apply the following mappings

\[
isSet(p \land q) \rightarrow isSet(p) \land isSet(q) \quad (5.1)
\]
\[
isSet(p \lor q) \rightarrow isSet(p) \lor isSet(q) \quad (5.2)
\]
\[
isSet(\neg p) \rightarrow \neg isSet(p) \quad (5.3)
\]
\[
set(p \land q) \rightarrow set(p) \land set(q) \quad (5.4)
\]
\[
set(p \lor q) \rightarrow set(p) \lor set(q) \quad (5.5)
\]
\[
set(\neg p) \rightarrow \neg set(p) \quad (5.6)
\]

When mapping actions on commitment expressions, we apply the following mappings

\[
isActive(C_A \oplus C_B) \rightarrow isActive(C_A) \land isActive(C_B) \quad (5.7)
\]
\[
create(C_A \oplus C_B) \rightarrow create(C_A) \land create(C_B) \quad (5.8)
\]
\[
transfer(C_A \oplus C_B) \rightarrow transfer(C_A) \lor transfer(C_B) \quad (5.9)
\]
\[
release(C_A \oplus C_B) \rightarrow release(C_A) \lor release(C_B) \quad (5.10)
\]
\[
cancel(C_A \oplus C_B) \rightarrow cancel(C_A) \lor cancel(C_B) \quad (5.11)
\]
\[
reset(C_A \oplus C_B) \rightarrow reset(C_A) \lor reset(C_B) \quad (5.12)
\]

Informally, a run $\pi_Q$ embeds a run $\pi_P$ if all of $\pi_P$ lies within $\pi_Q$. In effect, $\pi_Q$ does everything that $\pi_P$ does, and possibly more: as Mallya and Singh [2007] propose, a protocol $Q$ refines a protocol $P$ if
and only if every run of $Q$ embeds some run of $P$. This captures the intuition that any computation (run) allowed by $Q$ is allowed by $P$ as well.

Consider the mapping from $Pay$ to $OrderPayShip$. In protocol $Pay$, $promiseMsg$ means $\{create(C_{pay})\}$ and $payMsg$ means $\{pay\}$. In protocol $OrderPayShip$, $orderMsg$ means $\{create(C_{pay})\}$ and $payMsg$ means $\{pay\}$. Therefore, $promiseMsg$ and $payMsg$ in $Pay$ mean the same, respectively, as $orderMsg$ and $payMsg$ in $OrderPayShip$.

$$
Pay \rightarrow OrderPayShip \\
promiseMsg \rightarrow orderMsg \\
payMsg \rightarrow payMsg
$$

$Pay$ has two message enactments: $\langle \rangle$ (the empty enactment) and $\langle promiseMsg, payMsg \rangle$. $OrderPayShip$ has five message enactments, which embed $Pay$'s runs as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
\langle \rangle : \langle \rangle \\
\langle \rangle : \langle reqQuoteMsg \rangle \\
\langle \rangle : \langle reqQuoteMsg, sendQuoteMsg \rangle \\
\langle promiseMsg, payMsg \rangle : \langle reqQuoteMsg, sendQuoteMsg, orderMsg, payMsg, shipMsg \rangle \\
\langle promiseMsg, payMsg \rangle : \langle reqQuoteMsg, sendQuoteMsg, orderMsg, shipMsg, payMsg \rangle
\end{align*}
\]

We define a mapped run where each sub-state $s$ is enriched to a state $M(s)$ by including values for all super-propositions and super-commitments. We now compare enriched sub-states $M(s)$ in mapped sub-runs with super-states in super-runs. Below, we write $exp\langle x \rightarrow y \rangle$ to mean the expression resulting from the uniform substitution of symbol $x$ by expression $y$ in $exp$.

**Definition 5.2.7** (Mapped Run). Let $\pi = \langle s_0, a_1, s_1, \ldots \rangle$ be a run and $M = \langle M_R, M_P, M_C \rangle$ be a protocol mapping. Then the $M$-map of $\pi$, $M(\pi) = \langle M(s_0), a_1, M(s_1), \ldots \rangle$ is a run where for all $s$, $M(s) \supseteq s$ and $M(s)$ is the minimal set for which the following conditions hold:

- **(Propositions)** if $\langle m, E \rangle \in M_P$ and $s \models E$, then $m \in M(s)$.

- **(Commitments)** if $\langle C, \bigoplus_i C_i \rangle \in M_C$ and $\forall i : s \models C_i.state$, then $C.state \in M(s)$ where $C.state = \min(C_i.state)$.

Continuing with the above discussion, we map each sub-run and verify that it embeds some super-run. The following definition captures the intuition that the embedding sub-run steps through each of the states of the embedded super-run, but may potentially include additional states. We ignore the transitions in each run.

To simplify the notation, we also introduce a projected mapping function $\widehat{M}(q) = M(q) \cap A_P$ that is the set of just the propositions and states in a (super-)protocol $P$. 
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Definition 5.2.8 (Embedding). Let $P$ and $Q$ be two protocols. A run $\pi_Q = \langle q_0, \cdot, q_1, \cdot \rangle \in \text{runs}(Q)$ embeds a run $\pi_P = \langle p_0, \cdot, p_1, \cdot \rangle \in \text{runs}(P)$, written $\text{emb}(\pi_Q, \pi_P)$, if and only if there exists a strictly increasing function on natural numbers $\tau : \mathbb{N} \rightarrow \mathbb{N}$ such that $(\forall i : 0 \leq i \leq |\pi_P| : p_i = \widehat{M}(q_{\tau(i)})$ and $(\forall j : \tau(i) \leq j < \tau(i+1) : \widehat{M}(q_{\tau(i)}) = \widehat{M}(q_j))$, where $\widehat{M}(q) = M(q_j) \cap \mathcal{A}_P$.

Function $\tau$ maps from indices of $\pi_P$ to indices of $\pi_Q$, and the conditions ensure every time $\widehat{M}(q_j)$ changes, the new value matches the next $p_i$.

Now we can define refinement in purely semantic terms that capture our intuition that each mapped sub-run must embed some super-run. Notice that this definition implicitly uses Proton models $\mathcal{I}_P$ and $\mathcal{I}_Q$ respectively for $P$ and $Q$.

Definition 5.2.9 (Refinement). Let $P$ and $Q$ be two protocols, and $M$ a mapping from $P$ to $Q$. Then $Q$ refines $P$ under $M$ if and only if $(\forall \pi_Q \in \text{runs}(Q) : (\exists \pi_P \in \text{runs}(P) : \text{emb}(M(\pi_Q), \pi_P)))$.

5.3 Verifying Protocol Refinement

Figure 5.2 shows the high-level process flow for verifying protocol refinement. The Proton preprocessor reads the subprotocol, superprotocol, and mapping specifications and constructs (as Section 5.4 details) the input for the MCMAS model checker in the Interpreted Systems Programming Language (ISPL) [Lomuscio et al., 2009].

The input to MCMAS is a set of guarded statements for each role. MCMAS internally generates a state transition system such as that shown in Figure 5.3. The system starts in initial state $s_0$. Action $\text{requestQuote}$ transitions to state $s_1$, action $\text{sendQuote}$ transitions to state $s_2$, and so on. There is an edge for every action enabled in a state.

The Proton preprocessor generates an interpreted system model for the subprotocol. There is one ISPL agent definition for each sub-role, and the state of all sub-elements (propositions and
commitments) are expressed as model state variables. The model checker simulates the subprotocol’s actions. Because each super-element is mapped to an expression of sub-elements, the state of every super-element can be inferred from the subprotocol’s state. As Section 5.3.5 shows, protocol refinement conditions are expressed as CTL formulas. If all these CTL formulas are true, the subprotocol refines the superprotocol.

5.3.1 Intuition: Decomposition

A message can mean multiple things. To better understand and characterize a message, we decompose each message into its meaning as a set of primitive, well-defined actions. The meaning of a message is then the conjunction of all its constituent actions.

An action is either a Boolean proposition or a commitment operation. A propositional action sets the value of the proposition to true. We do not support setting propositions to false. Commitment actions are the operations CREATE, TRANSFER, RELEASE, and CANCEL that change the state of a commitment.

We replace all message terms with a conjunction of their actions throughout a protocol, decomposing protocol messages, converting from a “protocol of guarded messages” to a “protocol of guarded actions.” Each msg term is replaced by a conjunction of its actions in both the guard and the action expression of every guarded statement.

\[
\text{means}([\text{guard}] \text{msg means}\{\text{act}_i\}) \Rightarrow [\text{guard}([\text{msg} \rightarrow \bigwedge_i \text{act}_i])] \bigwedge_i \text{act}_i
\]

5.3.2 Intuition: Diffusion

The result of decomposition is a set of guarded action expressions, but the model checker executes actions, not action expressions. Therefore, each guarded action expression must be converted to an equivalent set of guarded actions. However, computing the equivalent guarded actions is nontrivial. For example, consider the guarded action expression

\[
[\text{guard}] \text{payP} \land \text{payM}
\]
A naïve approach would be to apply the guard to each action separately: \([\text{guard}] \text{payP}\) and \([\text{guard}] \text{payM}\).
Doing so would be overly restrictive because neither payP nor payM can occur before the guard becomes true. Greater flexibility is needed.

Given a guarded conjunction of actions \([\text{guard}] \ a_1 \land a_2 \land \cdots \land a_n\), the action expression becomes true when the \textit{last} (in time) of the \(a_i\)s becomes true. Given a guarded disjunction of actions \([\text{guard}] \ a_1 \lor a_2 \lor \cdots \lor a_n\), the action expression becomes true when the \textit{first} (in time) of the \(a_i\)s becomes true. We minimally constrain when the \(a_i\) become true so the overall expression becomes true at exactly the same point, relative to the other actions, in both the super-runs and the sub-runs. For conjunctions, all the \(a_i\), except the \textit{last}, can move to any \textit{earlier} point in time. For disjunctions, all the \(a_i\), except the \textit{first}, can move to any \textit{later} point in time. The \(a_i\) can even move all the way to the run’s beginning (conjunction) or end (disjunction). Decomposition (Section 5.3.1) generates guarded action expressions with conjunctions; abstraction mappings (Section 5.3.3) can generate guarded action expressions with both conjunctions and disjunctions.

The recursive \textit{diffusion} function \texttt{dif} transforms a guarded action expression to a set of guarded actions.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{dif}(\left[\text{guard}\right] \lor \bigwedge_{i} \exp_{i}) & \Rightarrow \{\text{dif}(\left[\text{guard}\right] \exp_{i})\} \quad (5.13) \\
\text{dif}(\left[\text{guard}\right] \land \bigwedge_{i} \exp_{i}) & \Rightarrow \{\text{dif}(\left[\text{guard}\lor \bigvee_{j \neq i} \neg \exp_{j}\right] \exp_{i})\} \quad (5.14) \\
\text{dif}(\left[\text{guard}\right] \text{act}) & \Rightarrow \left[\text{guard}\right] \text{act} \\ (5.15)
\end{align*}
\]

where \texttt{guard} and \texttt{exp}_{i} are Boolean expressions of actions. Diffusion transforms the guarded expression example above to

\[
\begin{align*}
\left[\text{guard}\lor \neg \text{payM}\right] \text{payP} \\
\left[\text{guard}\lor \neg \text{payP}\right] \text{payM}
\end{align*}
\]

Both actions can still occur after the guard becomes true, so it allows at least all of the runs allowed in the naïve approach. Additionally, the first action to fire can fire at any time. If \texttt{payP} fires before \texttt{payM}, then \neg \texttt{payM} is true when \texttt{payP} fires, so \texttt{payP} can fire at any time. Diffusion thus covers possibilities that the naïve approach omits.

Diffusion can generate multiple guarded statements for the same action, but MCMAS requires a single guarded statement for each action. Therefore, we introduce the \textit{collection} function \texttt{col} that converts a set of guarded statements back to canonical form, where there is a single guarded statement for each action. Consider each individual, input action. Here, \texttt{col} collects potentially multiple guarded statements for that action in its input, and generates a single guarded statement for that action in its output. The output guard for the action is the disjunction of all the input guards. If an action
appears in only one guarded statement in the input, that guarded statement appears unmodified in
the output.

\[ \text{col}(\{[\text{guard}_i \text{ act}_i]\}) \Rightarrow \{[\bigvee_j \text{guard}_j] \text{ act}_i \mid \text{act}_j = \text{act}_i\} \]

Consider a partial protocol containing these two guarded statements. Since the messages overlap
on action \textit{ship}, condition \textit{freeCoupon} ensures the no overlap constraint of Definition 5.2.1.

\[ [\text{orderMsg} \land \neg \text{freeCoupon}] \text{paidShipMsg means \{bill, ship\}}; \]
\[ [\text{orderMsg} \land \text{freeCoupon}] \text{freeShipMsg means \{ship\}}; \]

Diffusion transforms those to the following three guarded statements.

\[ [(\text{orderMsg} \land \neg \text{freeCoupon}) \lor \neg \text{ship}] \text{bill} \]
\[ [(\text{orderMsg} \land \neg \text{freeCoupon}) \lor \neg \text{bill}] \text{ship} \]
\[ [\text{orderMsg} \land \text{freeCoupon}] \text{ship} \]

Collection merges the two statements for \textit{ship}, giving these two, final guarded statements.

\[ [(\text{orderMsg} \land \neg \text{freeCoupon}) \lor \neg \text{ship}] \text{bill} \]
\[ [(\text{orderMsg} \lor \neg \text{bill}] \text{ship} \]

Figure 5.4a schematically shows how the foregoing developments of decomposition, diffusion,
collection, and embedding combine together to check whether one protocol refines another. However,
by themselves, they do not address the fact that different protocols can be written at different layers
of abstraction.

\subsection*{5.3.3 Accommodating Abstraction Mapping}

Since superprotocols represent higher-level abstractions than subprotocols, comparing protocols
must address differences in levels of abstraction. There is often no one-to-one correspondence be-
tween super-elements and sub-elements. Protocol elements (roles, propositions, and commitments)
must be mapped between the two protocols to compare them.

An important type of abstraction difference is the introduction of intermediaries or middlemen in
lower-level abstractions. Whereas two super-roles may communicate directly with each other using a
single message in a high-level protocol, there is a natural tendency for message communication to
pass through multiple, intermediary sub-roles as that protocol is refined to lower-level abstractions.
Protocol refinement must allow super-elements to span intermediaries. One super-proposition could
map to an expression of multiple sub-propositions, each controlled by different sub-roles (intermediaries), and one super-commitment could be fulfilled through multiple sub-commitments and their intermediate sub-debtors.

We say one protocol refines another protocol under a given mapping, because mapping functions are an essential element for protocol refinement, and must be an explicit input. A subprotocol might refine a superprotocol under one mapping, but not under a different mapping. Our approach does not determine whether it is impossible for one protocol to refine another protocol under any possible mapping.

A mapping expresses how terms in a putative superprotocol map to expressions in a putative subprotocol. The mapping function \( \text{map} \) converts guarded action expressions written with high-level abstractions \( x_i \) in a putative superprotocol, to expressions \( e_i \) of low-level terms in a putative subprotocol. (Below, \( \langle \langle x_i \mapsto e_i \rangle \rangle \) is a mapping assertion.)

\[
\text{map}(\langle \text{guard} \rangle \text{exp}) \Rightarrow \langle \text{guard}(\langle \langle x_i \mapsto e_i \rangle \rangle) \rangle \text{exp}(\langle \langle x_i \mapsto e_i \rangle \rangle)
\]

### 5.3.4 Verifying Refinement: Summary

Figure 5.4b schematically shows the transformations and comparison required to demonstrate protocol refinement. In both subfigures, horizontal lines show the transformations of a single protocol: decomposition (\( \text{means} \)), mapping (\( \text{map} \)), diffusion (\( \text{dif} \)), and collection (\( \text{col} \)). Vertical lines show the comparison between two protocols: run embedding (\( \text{emb} \)). The nodes in the figure show how guarded messages (gMsg) are transformed first to guarded action expressions (gExp), and then to guarded actions (gAct). In each subfigure, the top row refers to a superprotocol and the bottom row refers to a subprotocol.
5.3.5 Generating CTL Formulas for Verification

MCMAS checks whether an interpreted system model satisfies specified CTL formulas. In this section, we describe how Proton expresses conditions for commitment resolution, overlapping messages, serial composition, and commitment covering as CTL formulas. All such formulas must be satisfied for protocol refinement to hold.

Verify Run Embedding by Checking Guards

Protocol comparison is fundamentally based on run embedding. Run embedding means, at every state, if the subprotocol can perform an action then the superprotocol must also be able to perform that action. That is, when an action's sub-guard is true, its super-guard must also be true. Since run embedding ignores actions not in the superprotocol, Proton generates CTL formulas for all actions that result from mapping all super-actions ($\forall a \in M(\mathcal{A}_{\text{super}})$):

$$\text{AG}(a.\text{sub-guard} \rightarrow a.\text{super-guard})$$ (5.16)

Verify that Messages Do Not Overlap

So that every action $a$ in a sub-run can be uniquely associated with a message, we verify the no overlap constraint of Definition 5.2.1. For every pair of guarded statements $gs_1$ and $gs_2$ that share a common action meaning $a$,

$$\text{AG}(\neg(gs_1.\text{guard} \land gs_2.\text{guard}))$$ (5.17)

Verify that Detached Commitments Eventually Resolve

We require each detached commitment must eventually resolve in every correct protocol enactment. We employ model checker fairness constraints (expressions that must be true infinitely often on any run) to eliminate sub-runs in which the sub-roles fail to act properly and resolve their detached commitments. Doing so restricts our verification to correct enactments of the given protocols, thus avoiding false negatives due to incorrect enactments.

**Fairness** $C_{\text{Sub.state} \neq \text{detached}}$ (5.18)

The states of super-commitments can be inferred from the states of sub-commitments.
Verify Commitment Covering

The truth or falsity of a statement in an unreachable state has no bearing on the enactment of a protocol, so we can replace \( a \models b \) statements by the CTL formula \( \text{AG}(a \rightarrow b) \). Doing so enables us to use the model checker to verify commitment covering, which would otherwise need to be handled separately, as indeed it was in a previous version of Proton.

Verifying one commitment covers another under map \( M \), \( C_W \preceq_M C_S \), is done in two parts. First, the preprocessor verifies the debtor and creditor conditions (Equations 3.9–3.10). Second, the model checker verifies the antecedent and consequent conditions (Equations 3.11–3.12) hold in all (reachable) states with the CTL formulas

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{AG}(M(C_W.\text{ant}) \rightarrow C_S.\text{ant}) \\
\text{AG}(C_S.\text{csq} \rightarrow M(C_W.\text{csq}))
\end{align*}
\]

(5.19) (5.20)

Verify Serial Compositions are Well Defined

For serial compositions \( C_\oplus = C_A \oplus C_B \), the model checker verifies the well-definedness condition holds in all (reachable) states on all paths with the CTL formula

\[ \text{AG}(C_A.\text{csq} \rightarrow C_B.\text{ant}) \]

(5.21)

5.4 Tooling, Detailed Examples, and Experimental Results

In this section, we pull together the many elements: commitments, serial composition of commitments, and commitment covering; the example payment and order protocols, and various mappings between them; and the formal definitions. We concretely demonstrate how PayViaMM refines, or fails to refine, Pay under various mappings.

Proton verifies protocol refinement using the process flow as shown in Figure 5.2 and the pseudocode for \( \text{refines} \) (super, map, sub) shown in Listing 5.5. The inputs \( P \) and \( Q \) are protocols, which in our syntax are in terms of guarded messages. The first lines of the algorithm transform these into protocols expressed in terms of guarded actions. Proton generates an interpreted system model from the guarded actions of the subprotocol. There is one MCMAS agent definition for each sub-role, and the state of the sub-elements (propositions and commitments) are MCMAS state variables or MCMAS evaluation expressions. The MCMAS model checker then simulates the subprotocol’s actions. Because each super-element is mapped to an expression of sub-elements, the superprotocol’s state can be inferred from the subprotocol’s state. Refinement requires the model of the subprotocol to satisfy a
Listing 5.5 Calculate \texttt{refines}(P, M, Q)

1: \(Q_{\text{msg}} = Q\) \> Input Q is a protocol of guarded messages
2: \(P_{\text{msg}} = P\) \> Input P is a protocol of guarded messages
3: \(Q_{\text{act}} = \text{col}(\text{dif}(\text{means}(Q_{\text{msg}})))\) \> protocol of guarded sub-actions
4: \(P_{\text{act}} = \text{col}(\text{dif}(\text{map}_M(\text{means}(P_{\text{msg}}))))\) \> protocol of guarded super-actions
5: model = genModel\(Q_{\text{act}}\) \> generate ISPL model
6: \textbf{for all } act_P \in P_{\text{act}}.\text{actions} \textbf{do} \> For all super-actions
7: \hspace{1em} genCTL\(\text{AG}(\text{act}_P.\text{sub-guard} \rightarrow \text{act}_P.\text{super-guard})\)
8: \hspace{1em} \textbf{end for}
9: \textbf{for all } C_Q \in Q_{\text{act}}.\text{\textit{c}} \textbf{do} \> For all sub-commitments
10: \hspace{1em} genFairness\(C_Q.\text{state} \neq \text{detached}\)
11: \hspace{1em} \textbf{end for}
12: \textbf{for all } C_P \in P_{\text{act}}.\text{\textit{c}} \textbf{do} \> For all super-commitments
13: \hspace{1em} C_Q = C_P.\text{coveringCommitment}
14: \hspace{1em} genCTL\(\text{AG}(M(C_P.\text{ant}) \rightarrow C_Q.\text{ant})\)
15: \hspace{1em} genCTL\(\text{AG}(C_Q.\text{csq} \rightarrow M(C_P.\text{csq}))\)
16: \hspace{1em} \textbf{end for}
17: \textbf{for all } C_A \oplus C_B \textbf{ do} \> For all serial compositions
18: \hspace{1em} genCTL\(\text{AG}(C_A.\text{csq} \rightarrow C_B.\text{ant})\)
19: \hspace{1em} \textbf{end for}
20: \textbf{for all overlapping guarded statement pairs } gs_1 \text{ and } gs_2 \text{ in } P \text{ and } Q \textbf{ do}
21: \hspace{1em} genCTL\(\text{AG}(\neg(gs_1.\text{guard} \land gs_2.\text{guard}))\)
22: \hspace{1em} \textbf{end for}
23: ctl = all generated CTL formulas
24: \textbf{return} MCMAS\(\text{model, ctl}\) \> Are all CTL formulas satisfiable?
set of CTL formulas. If all formulas are true, the subprotocol refines the superprotocol.

\[
\begin{align*}
C_{\text{pay}} & \rightarrow C_{\text{payP}} \oplus C_{\text{payM}} & \text{if } C_{\text{pay}} \leq_{M_1} C_{\text{payP}} \oplus C_{\text{payM}}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Payer} & \quad C_{\text{pay}} & \quad \text{Payee} \\
\text{promise} & \quad \text{pay} & \\
\gtrless_{M_1} & \quad \{\text{Payer, MM}\} & \quad \{\text{Payee, Payer}\} \\
\oplus & \quad \text{payP} \land \text{payM} \\
\text{promise} & \quad C_{\text{payP}} \quad \text{MM} & \quad C_{\text{payM}} \quad \text{Payer} \\
\text{promise} & \quad \text{payP} \quad \text{payP} & \quad \text{payM}
\end{align*}
\]

We now check whether PayViaMM refines Pay under map \(M_1\). Using the commitment diagrams from Section 3.2.3, this diagram demonstrates commitment \(C_{\text{pay}}\) from Pay is covered by the serial composition of \(C_{\text{payP}}\) and \(C_{\text{payM}}\) from PayViaMM under mapping \(M_1\) in Listing 5.1 on page 49. The bottom-left arrow states that if promise becomes true, Payer commits to making payP true. The bottom-right arrow states that if payP becomes true, MiddleMan commits to making payM true. In the serial composition (middle arrow), if promise becomes true, then Payer and MiddleMan (severally) commit to making both payP and payM true. The well-definedness condition ensures that the discharge of the first commitment entails the antecedent of the second commitment, thus detaching it. The Payee and Payer are creditors of the input commitments, and are thus creditors of the serial composition. The serial composition covers the commitment in Pay (top arrow).

Proton generates the following six CTL formulas to verify PayViaMM refines Pay under \(M_1\). Equation 5.16, which verifies whether sub-guards imply super-guards, for actions promise, payP, and payM, generates Equations 5.22–5.24, respectively. Equation 5.25 verifies that \(C_{\text{payP}} \oplus C_{\text{payM}}\) is valid. Equations 3.11–3.12, which verify the antecedent and consequent conditions of \(C_{\text{payP}} \oplus C_{\text{payM}}\) covers \(C_{\text{pay}}\), generates Equation 5.26–5.27, respectively (the debtor and creditor conditions in Equations 3.9–3.10 are checked directly by the Proton preprocessor, not by MCMAS).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{AG}(\top \rightarrow \top) & \quad (5.22) \\
\text{AG}(\text{promise} \land \text{CREATE}(C_{\text{payP}}) \land \text{CREATE}(C_{\text{payM}}) \rightarrow \\
(\text{promise} \land \text{CREATE}(C_{\text{payP}}) \land \text{CREATE}(C_{\text{payM}})) \lor \neg \text{payM}) & \quad (5.23) \\
\text{AG}(\top \rightarrow (\text{promise} \land \text{CREATE}(C_{\text{payP}}) \land \text{CREATE}(C_{\text{payM}})) \lor \neg \text{payP}) & \quad (5.24) \\
\text{AG}(\text{payP} \rightarrow \text{payP}) & \quad (5.25) \\
\text{AG}(\text{promise} \rightarrow \text{promise}) & \quad (5.26) \\
\text{AG}(\text{payP} \land \text{payM} \rightarrow \text{payP} \land \text{payM}) & \quad (5.27)
\end{align*}
\]

All of the above formulas are obviously true, except Equation 5.24, which can be rewritten \(\text{AG}(\text{payP} \rightarrow \text{payP})\).
It is true because the progression of the model, controlled by message guards, ensures $pay_p$ becomes true only after $promiseMsg$. MCMAS verifies each generated CTL formula holds in the model, so $PayViaMM$ refines $Pay$ under map $M_1$.

Proton generates exactly the same input to MCMAS when checking whether $PayViaMM$ refines $Pay$ under map $M_2$ or map $M_3$, because the subprotocol models are derived from exactly the same $PayViaMM$ protocol, the superprotocol $Pay$ contains exactly the same propositional and commitment super-elements, and exactly the same CTL conditions must be checked. Therefore, $PayViaMM$ refines $Pay$ under both maps $M_2$ and $M_3$.

Proton correctly reports failures. Proton generates these CTL formulas when checking whether $PayViaMM$ refines $Pay$ under mapping $B_1$ in Listing 5.4 on page 50. Recall that $B_1$ maps the super-commitment to a serial composition in the wrong order. Equations 5.28–5.30 are the same as Equations 5.22–5.24, and all hold in the model. Equations 5.33 obviously holds. But Equation 5.31 does not hold because $pay_M$ has a true guard in Listing 3.3 on page 27, so the Middleman can send $pay_M$ at any time, even before $promise$. That leaves Equation 5.32, which comes from the antecedent of $C_{pay}$ which is $promise$ and the antecedent of $C_{payM} \oplus C_{payP}$ which is $pay_P$. In the states between the Payer promising and the Payer actually paying, the formula does not hold, meaning $C_{pay}$ can become detached without $C_{payM} \oplus C_{payP}$ also becoming detached. The result is $C_{pay}$ is not covered by $C_{payM} \oplus C_{payP}$. MCMAS correctly reports these two formulas are false in the model, and $PayViaMM$ does not refine $Pay$ under mapping $B_1$.

As in Mallya and Singh’s [2007] approach, an interesting consequence of our treatment of refinement is that aggregation functions like refinement. For example, consider a protocol $OrderPayShip$. Because all enactments of $OrderPayShip$ necessarily include an enactment of $Pay$, $OrderPayShip$ is naturally a refinement of $Pay$. The foregoing coheres with the notion of subtype in object-oriented programming.

Proton verified all the refinements shown in Figure 5.1 and Table 5.1. The first three columns are the superprotocol, subprotocol, and mapping, respectively. $OrderPayShip$ is identical to the first
Table 5.1: Information about each demonstrated Refinement. The columns are: the name of the superprotocol; the name of the subprotocol; the name of the map; whether subprotocol refines superprotocol under map; $\oplus$ is the number of serial compositions; covers is the number of commitment covering checks; formulas is the number of CTL formulas verified by the model checker; and time is the elapsed time (in seconds) for refinement verification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Superprotocol</th>
<th>Subprotocol</th>
<th>Map</th>
<th>refines</th>
<th>$\oplus$</th>
<th>cover</th>
<th>formulas</th>
<th>time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pay</td>
<td>PayViaSpouse</td>
<td>$M_1$</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pay</td>
<td>FullPay</td>
<td>$M_1$</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pay</td>
<td>PayViaMM</td>
<td>$M_1$</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pay</td>
<td>PayViaMM</td>
<td>$M_2$</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pay</td>
<td>PayViaMM</td>
<td>$M_3$</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pay</td>
<td>PayViaMM</td>
<td>$B_1$</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pay</td>
<td>PayViaCheck</td>
<td>$M_1$</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pay</td>
<td>PayViaCredit</td>
<td>$M_1$</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pay</td>
<td>OrderPayShip</td>
<td>$M_1$</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pay</td>
<td>OrderPayViaMMShip</td>
<td>$M_1$</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PayViaMM</td>
<td>PayViaCheck</td>
<td>$M_1$</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PayViaMM</td>
<td>PayViaCredit</td>
<td>$M_1$</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PayViaMM</td>
<td>OrderPayViaMMShip</td>
<td>$M_1$</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OrderPayShip</td>
<td>OrderPayViaMMShip</td>
<td>$M_1$</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OrderPayShip</td>
<td>NetBill_2</td>
<td>$M_1$</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OrderPayViaMMShip</td>
<td>NetBill_3</td>
<td>$M_1$</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NetBill scenario described by Mallya and Singh [2007]. NetBill\textsubscript{2} and NetBill\textsubscript{3} are scenarios 2 and 3 in the same paper. PayBySpouse is a new, simple, payment protocol where one person promises and then his or her spouse pays. FullPay is similar to Pay, but exercises all the commitment operations: CREATE, TRANSFER, RELEASE, and CANCEL.

Each superprotocol-subprotocol pair has a unique set of mapping names, so $M_1$ for Pay and PayViaMM is a different mapping than $M_1$ for Pay and PayViaCheck. Mappings $M_1$, $M_2$, $M_3$, and $B_1$ for Pay and PayViaMM are shown, respectively, in Listings 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 on pages 50–50. The refines column is whether subprotocol refines superprotocol under map; the $\oplus$ column is the number of serial compositions in the mapping; the covers column is the number of commitment covering checks; the formulas column is the number of CTL formulas verified by the model checker; and the time column is the elapsed time in seconds for the complete refinement verification, including Proton preprocessing and MCMAS model checking.

5.5 Correctness of Our Refinement Verification Method

We now establish the correctness of the verification method of Section 5.3 with respect to the formal definitions of Section 5.2. Theorem 5.5.1 is our main correctness result: it ties the algorithm of Listing 5.5 with Definition 5.2.9. An interesting subtlety is that whereas Definition 5.2.9 "maps up," enriching the states in sub-runs, the algorithm "maps down," expanding expressions and ignoring elements not in $\mathcal{A}_P$.

**Theorem 5.5.1.** Let $P$ and $Q$ be two protocols, and let $M$ be a mapping from $P$ to $Q$. Then, $\text{refines}(P, M, Q)$ returns true if and only $Q$ refines $P$ under $M$.

**Proof.** Let $\mathcal{I}_Q$ be the Proton model generated from $Q$. Define mappings $M_Q = \text{means}(Q)$ and $M_P = M(\text{means}(P))$.

$\Rightarrow$ Assume $\text{refines}(P, M, Q)$. Then all of the CTL formulas in Listing 5.5 are true. Because of Line 7, all sub-guards imply their super-guards. Because of the fairness condition at Line 10, all detached commitments eventually resolve. Because of Lines 14–15, all commitment coverings are valid. Because of Line 18, all serial compositions are valid. Because of Line 21, no guarded statement pairs overlap.

Let $\pi_Q$ be a run in $\text{runs}(Q)$. By Theorem B.0.7, there is a run $\pi'_Q \in \text{runs}(\text{col}(\text{dif}(M_Q(Q))))$. By Theorem B.0.2, there exists a run $\pi'_P \in \text{runs}(\text{col}(\text{dif}(M_P(P))))$ And, by Theorem B.0.7, there exists a run $\pi_P \in \text{runs}(P)$. Therefore, for every $\pi_Q$ there is a $\pi_P$ and $Q$ refines $P$ under $M$ by Definition 5.2.9.

$\Leftarrow$ Assume $Q$ refines $P$ under $M$. For any $\pi_Q \in \text{runs}(Q)$ there exists a run $\pi_P \in \text{runs}(P)$ such that $\text{emb}(M(\pi_Q), \pi_P)$ by Definition 5.2.9. By Theorem B.0.7, there exists a $\pi'_Q \in \text{runs}(\text{col}(\text{dif}(M_Q(Q))))$ and a $\pi'_P \in \text{runs}(\text{col}(\text{dif}(M_P(P))))$. By Theorem B.0.2, $\text{emb}(M(\pi_Q), \pi_P)$ implies $(\forall a_i \in \mathcal{A}_P : \mathcal{I}, g_0 \models AG(a_i.\text{sub-guard} \rightarrow a_i.\text{super-guard}))$, which implies the CTL formulas at Line 7 are true.
Because all detached commitments must eventually resolve, the fairness formulas at Line 10 are true. Because all commitment coverings must be valid, the formulas at Lines 14-15 are true. Because all serial compositions must be valid, the formulas at Line 18 are true. Because protocols must be well defined, the formulas at Line 21 are true. Because all of the CTL formulas evaluate to true, \texttt{refines}(P,M,Q) returns true.

5.6 Discussion

Commitments support finer guard granularity than propositions can. A proposition divides time into two stages: before and after it holds. A commitment divides time into four stages: null, active and conditional, active and detached, and resolved.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{null} & \xrightarrow{\text{CREATE}} \text{cond} \xrightarrow{\text{ant}} \text{detached} \xrightarrow{\text{csq}} \text{resolved}
\end{align*}
\]

Rather than waiting for final resolution, a protocol can make progress sooner if an action's guard is enabled after one of the first three stages. Commitments increase protocol flexibility, because guards can specify earlier stages.

For example, suppose the Buyer role in \texttt{OrderPayShip} decides whether to pay based on the state of proposition \texttt{ship}. Since \texttt{ship} has only two stages, the role's decision can only be “all” (\texttt{ship} complete) or “nothing” (\texttt{ship} not complete). The “all” choice is represented by the guarded statement \([\texttt{ship}] \texttt{pay}\), and the “nothing” choice is represented by \([\texttt{true}] \texttt{pay}\). Using commitments, the protocol can guard \texttt{pay} based on any of the four commitment stages. A guard can enable \texttt{pay} as soon as the debtor commits to make \texttt{ship} true.

\[
\texttt{CREATE}(\texttt{C}_{\texttt{Seller,Buyer}}(\texttt{pay,ship})) \texttt{pay}
\]

Incorporating commitments can improve flexibility over traditional protocol frameworks.

A necessary prerequisite of employing protocols is that the participants of a service engagement agree on the format and meanings of the messages they exchange. Note that such agreement is unavoidable: it is just that in today's practice the meanings are not expressed clearly and explicitly and any agreements are hardcoded in implementations.

Our definition of protocol refinement does not mean agents that can participate in a superprotocol can necessarily participate unchanged in a subprotocol. In our model, agents may need to be modified to participate in subprotocols. For example, an agent capable of participating in a basic payment protocol needs to handle the additional messages required in paying via check or credit card.
5.6.1 Relevant Literature

Proton is the first approach for protocol refinement that incorporates mapping super-elements to expressions of sub-elements. Proton supports mapping super-propositions to Boolean expressions of sub-propositions as well as mapping super-commitments to serial compositions of chains of sub-commitments.

Mallya and Singh [2007] propose a definition of protocol refinement (which they call subsumption) that compares the order of state pairs in state runs. For every pair of states in the superprotocol, there must be some matching pair of states in the subprotocol with the same order. However, this definition can create false positives when multiple state pairs in the superprotocol each match the same state pair in the subprotocol or when one super-state matches different sub-states. For example, all state pairs in the super-run (1, 2, 3) have matching state pairs in the sub-run (2, 1, 3, 2) even though the two runs are very different. Our definition compares runs step-by-step and thereby so avoids the above problems, even if protocol looping is allowed.

Our definition of commitment covering is an extension of commitment strength as defined by Chopra and Singh [2009], who identify the basic requirements in Equations 3.11 and 3.12. We extend Chopra and Singh’s definition with the role requirements in Equations 3.9 and 3.10, and we allow commitments to be at different levels of abstraction by including an abstraction mapping function.

Singh [2008] states rules for commitment chaining similar to those proposed here, but does not directly state a rule for stronger consequents, and does not directly state a rule similar to serial composition. The concrete commitment created by serial composition provides a midpoint in commitment reasoning, and can potentially make the comparison of commitments across protocols more explicit.

When we say a group of debtors are jointly and severally responsible for eventually making the consequent true, we mean this in the sense of Rescher’s [1998] legal responsibility where “individual agents are responsible only for their own individual acts.” We do not mean Rescher’s notion of legal responsibility where the group as a whole becomes a legal person, nor his notion of moral responsibility where intentions are crucial (intentions are absent from our formulation). In Norman and Reed [2002], group imperatives can be addressed distributively (as a list of individuals) or as a collective. In both cases, group imperatives imply more than just a collection of individual imperatives. While joint and several responsibility is similar to distributive responsibility, because only one member of the group is required to act, it is different, because joint and several responsibility is only a summary of individual responsibilities, and does not impose additional responsibilities on roles that are members of a group.

Our work on protocols builds on the fundamental intuition that protocol states can be effectively characterized in terms of the commitments of the participants, and that such characterization can be used as a basis for correct enactments and for further reasoning. The earliest works that developed the above theme include the commitment machines approach of Yolum and Singh [2002] for business
protocols and McBurney and Parsons’ [2002] framework for sequencing multiple dialogue games, allowing one dialogue game to be embedded inside another partially completed dialogue game.

We do not propose specific, desirable properties of protocols, but others have. Yolum [2007], Singh and Chopra [2010], and El-Menshawy et al. [2010] describe desirable properties of protocols in general and commitment protocols in particular, including fairness, safety, liveness, operability, and transparency.

We use Boolean guards to constrain actions, but other representations are possible. Baldoni et al. [2010a] and Marengo [2013] proposed constraints based on regulative specifications. Regulative specifications constrain the execution flow using special-purpose operators on state values. Gab- bany [1987] proposes using past-temporal expressions for controlling when actions can occur and future-temporal expressions for controlling which actions must occur in the future. Past-temporal expressions are more expressive than our guard expressions.

5.6.2 Directions for Future Research

Constructing a mapping function from a superprotocol to a subprotocol can be a challenging task. Advice to guide protocol designers, in the form of a basic mapping methodology, would be a valuable addition to this work. Winikoff [2006; 2007] proposed a methodology for the related task of designing commitment-based protocols. Some of these ideas could be valuably adapted into a future commitment mapping methodology. The approach begins with an easily understood, but not exhaustive, set of sequence diagrams, and then specifies specific steps to generalize the protocol and expand its set of runs.

Model checkers have been extended to handle epistemic and strategic modal operators [Alur et al., 2002; Fagin et al., 1995]. We have begun investigating the inclusion of such concepts into our definitions. Building on top of a model checker that already handles those concepts, such as MCMAS, will simplify our future extensions. Another important enhancement would be to expand the class of protocols to those that support iteration.

We thank the anonymous reviewers for valuable comments and Amit Chopra for his suggestion of describing complex messages as sets of primitive actions.
Chapter 6

Evolving Protocols and Agents in Multiagent Systems

We consider multiagent systems that involve two or more business partners interacting via autonomous software agents. Such systems pose a major challenge with requirements evolution. Current approaches couple agent and protocol designs, requiring coordinated changes. In contrast, we propose an approach that decouples agent and protocol designs, while maintaining interoperability. We build on the well-known architectural construct of an interceptor. We introduce interaction refactorings to transform interactions in response to evolving requirements, with each refactoring incrementally changing agents, interceptors, and the protocol. We identify three main forms of requirements evolution and propose an extensible library of refactorings, called Rho, that helps address each form. We demonstrate the approach through examples and a JADE prototype.

6.1 Introduction

We consider cross-organizational multiagent systems that arise when two or more business partners interact, for example, to carry out complex service engagements. Each business partner implements a software agent that appears to the rest of the system to be autonomous and active (both proactive and reactive). To facilitate the interoperation of the partners’ agents, such systems are often built using (business) protocols that specify the messages that the agents may exchange along with any constraints on such messages.

Although such protocols are valuable for engineering, they result in architectural coupling: Designers cannot deploy a new protocol until all parties agree and their agents are modified accordingly. In general, protocol and agent interfaces must change together.

In essence, the decentralized nature of multiagent systems makes it difficult to handle evolving requirements since any change appears to demand bulk (concurrent and coordinated) updates,
which are precisely ill-suited for a decentralized system. In today's practice, the business partners negotiate such updates by personal communication. The traditional approach faces a vicious cycle. First, without numerous agent implementations that exploit a new protocol, protocol adoption is hindered. Second, without wide protocol adoption, agent designers are little motivated to implement a new protocol.

6.1.1 Problem: Requirements Evolution

Agents are designed by agent designers and protocols are designed by protocol designers. We assume agent and protocol designers are distinct. When requirements change, to break the vicious cycle of the traditional approach, we desire a system where (1) concurrent and coordinated deployments are unnecessary; (2) agents can interoperate using an evolved protocol, without agent code changes; (3) each designer can work independently; and (4) designers can collaborate when necessary.

To illustrate our proposal, we use two payment protocols, Pay in Figure 2.1b and PayViaCheck in Figure 2.1d on page 14. We identify three forms of requirements evolution in the above setting.

**Protocol Designer Independence (PDI)** Assume the agents initially employ Pay. A new legal requirement arises to ensure all payments are traceable, which PayViaCheck addresses. How can a protocol designer evolve protocol Pay to PayViaCheck to address this requirement without having to ask that all agents be concurrently updated?

**Agent Designer Independence (ADI)** Assume the agents initially employ a payment protocol that supports travelers checks and other forms of payment. A new requirement arises for a specific PAYER agent to reduce costs by ceasing to use travelers checks. How can this agent simplification result in protocol simplification?

**Designer Collaboration (DC)** At times, designers must collaborate, with one agent's changes propagating to other agents. DC changes are an integral element of the protocol simplification just mentioned.

6.1.2 Approach: Refactoring Interactions

Our approach builds on the time-honored architectural abstraction of an interceptor or Chain of Responsibility pattern [Gamma et al., 1995; Vinoski, 2002]. Extending this, we show how to construct interceptors modularly in a rule-based manner from logical specifications of refactorings. Specifically, each interceptor is expressed as a series of reaction rules that are triggered by a message and which may refer to the interceptor's internal state. An **interceptor chain** is an ordered list of zero or more interceptors, that mediates all message flow to and from its agent. Incoming messages pass through an interceptor chain before arriving at the business logic component of an agent and outgoing messages likewise pass through the same interceptor chain in reverse order.

Given one or more agents that use a protocol, designers can incrementally **refactor** the agent
and protocol interactions while preserving interoperability of the agents. A refactoring defines a set of coordinated, incremental changes to agents, interceptor chains, and the protocol. We provide an extensible library of refactorings, Rho, from which designers may select and apply one or more refactorings to implement requirement changes. We partition refactorings into three groups based on the requirements evolution problem they address:

**PDI** For example, to evolve Pay to PayViaCheck, the protocol designer adds redemption processing by adding interceptors to convert each pay message to the message sequence deposit, confirm, check, redeem, and payB.

**ADI** Our approach enables agent and agent interface changes: (1) moving (internalizing or externalizing) functionality between the agent implementation and the interceptor chain, and (2) an agent declaring it will not send messages in cases enabled by the protocol.

**DC** These refactorings enable reorganizing, optimizing, and simplifying an interceptor chain.

**Contribution and Organization**

Our main contribution is the concept of interaction refactorings that enable independent and incremental evolution of interactions, decoupling the efforts of agent and protocol designers. Section 6.2 describes our enabling framework. Section 6.3 introduces representative refactorings and the underlying interceptor architecture. We apply refactorings to our example protocols in Section 6.4. We evaluate a prototype implementation in Section 6.5. Section 6.6 concludes with comparisons and a discussion of related work.

### 6.2 Approach Illustrated

For brevity and clarity, we introduce the key concepts and syntax for our approach via examples.

#### 6.2.1 Applying Rule-Based Interceptors

Figure 6.1 shows a simple, concrete example of our architecture, in which Rebecca’s agent R, enacting role Requester, sends a request message to Steve’s agent S, enacting role Service. S performs its function and responds. When the interceptor chains are empty, R and S interoperate using the ReqResp protocol (top dotted line).

Suppose the protocol designer determines that R is actually placing an order, and S is actually returning a confirmation. The protocol designer then requires R and S must now interact with specialized protocol Order using messages order and confirm (bottom dotted line). Without needing to change either agent's implementation, the protocol designer provides two interceptors for each agent's interceptor chain, evolving protocols from ReqResp to Order.
Figure 6.1: Evolving ReqResp to Order.

Figure 6.2 is a message sequence chart of the interaction, including both agents (solid lifelines) and all their interceptors and protocol (dashed lifelines). When R sends request, R's top interceptor ($I_{R,1}$) converts it to send order, which flows down to the protocol end of R's interceptor chain, and is sent over the protocol (Order) via the messaging infrastructure to S's interceptor chain. The order message flows up S's interceptor chain. Its top interceptor ($I_{S,1}$) converts it back to message request. S's response is converted to confirm in its bottom interceptor ($I_{S,2}$), and is sent over the protocol (Order) to R, whose bottom interceptor ($I_{R,2}$) converts it back to respond. The essential point of this example is both R and S use the original ReqResp protocol, even though messages of the Order protocol are
what flow on the wire.

6.3 Interceptors and Refactorings

Given a set of agents that interoperate using a protocol, designers can incrementally refactor agent and protocol interactions to an evolved interaction, while preserving interoperability. Interceptors and interceptor chains mediate all message flow between an agent and a protocol using a reaction (event-based) architecture. A refactoring defines a set of coordinated and incremental changes to agents, interceptor chains, and the protocol. Interceptors and interceptor chains are the key elements that make refactorings possible.

6.3.1 Interceptor Chains

Figure 6.3 shows our interaction architecture consisting of agents (A_i), interceptor chains (I_{i,j}), interceptors (I_{i,j}), and protocols (P_k). Each agent, enacting role (or interface) AR_i of protocol P_0, communicates exclusively with the agent (top) end of its interceptor chain. An interceptor chain is an ordered list of interceptors (shaded boxes). The protocol (bottom) end of an interceptor chain, enacting role (or interface) PR_i of protocol P_n, communicates with the protocol end of other agents’ interceptor chains. Agent implementations and interceptors are executable elements; roles and protocols are nonexecutable specifications.
In Figure 6.3, the top dotted line \((P_0)\) separates the agent implementation and Role (above) from the middleware of the interceptor chain and protocol (below). The bottom dotted line \((P_n)\) separates the agent and interceptor chain nodes (above) from the protocol interconnection (below). Figures 6.1 and 6.4 are concrete instances of Figure 6.3.

Interceptor chains are the key to our approach because they enable the required designer independence: they insulate agents from protocol changes and insulate protocols from agent changes.

### 6.3.2 Interceptor Syntax and Semantics

Interceptors are preprogrammed elements provided by the infrastructure, and require no designer implementation. Interceptor chains are constructed using the following grammar

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{chain} & := \text{role: interceptor}^* \\
\text{interceptor} & := \text{reaction} | \text{assertion} \\
\text{reaction} & := \text{onClause}(\text{ifClause})^? \text{doClause}; \\
\text{onClause} & := \text{on event} \\
\text{ifClause} & := \text{if } \phi \\
\text{doClause} & := \text{do } op | \text{do } \{ op^* \} \\
\text{event} & := \text{rcv } m | \text{snd } m \text{ to role} \\
\text{op} & := \text{rcv } m | \text{snd } m \text{ to role} | \text{error} | \text{call proc} \\
\text{assertion} & := \text{kill event}
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\text{role}\) is a role name, \(m\) is a message type, \(\text{proc}\) is a procedure name, \(\phi\) is a Boolean expression, and BNF operators: \(A_1 | A_2\) (alternatives), \(A^*\) (zero or more repetitions), and \(A^+\) (optional). The \(\text{doClause}\) is an ordered list of (1) receive operations (\(\text{rcv } m\)) that “call up” the chain, (2) send operations (\(\text{snd } m \text{ to role}\)) that “call down” the chain, (3) throwing a run-time error (\(\text{error}\)), and (4) procedure calls to get or set interceptor chain data, or perform business functions. Assertions are design-time declarations and optionally perform run-time checks. The interceptor \(\text{kill event}\) asserts that \(\text{event}\) can never occur at a particular point in the chain at run time. It is used to propagate message deletions throughout the interaction.

At run time, an interceptor chain mediates all messages flowing in either direction between its agent and the protocol. The chain attempts to match each message event to each interceptor, in order. A send message event starts at the agent (top) end of the chain, and “calls down” the chain toward the protocol end (bottom), passing over every interceptor in the chain in turn. A receive message event starts at the protocol end, and “calls up” the chain toward the agent end.

A send event (\(\text{snd } m \text{ to role}\)) matches an (on \(\text{snd } m' \text{ to role}'\)) reaction, and a receive event (\(\text{rcv } m\)) matches an (on \(\text{rcv } m'\)) reaction, if the message types match (\(m = m'\)) and to roles match (\(\text{role} = \text{role}'\)). When the event matches both (1) the message and (2) the reaction’s \(\text{ifClause}\) evaluates to true in the
current state, then (3) the interceptor consumes the message event and executes the list of operations in the doClause. Message events that reach the agent end of the chain are given to the agent; message events that reach the protocol end are given to the messaging infrastructure for delivery to the receiver.

6.3.3 Refactorings Formalized

A refactoring is a design-time construct, which encapsulates a coordinated and incremental set of interaction changes. For example, refactoring Add Message encapsulates all the interceptors for both the message sender and receiver. And refactoring Add Middleman encapsulates all the interaction changes for rerouting an existing message through a middleman, including all interceptors for the sender, middleman, and receiver.

A refactoring is a five-tuple that encapsulates one interaction-level change in high-level terms. As necessary, it can change all agents, all interceptor chains, and the protocol, applying an interrelated set of changes throughout, for example consistently renaming a message at both sender and receiver.

\[
R = \langle \text{parameters}, \text{precondition}, \Delta \text{Agent}, \Delta \text{Chain}, \Delta \text{Protocol} \rangle
\]

Given refactoring parameters, the precondition must be true at design time for the refactoring to be applicable. The refactoring applies changes to Agents, Chains, and Protocols at design time. Refactorings names are italicized, and each refactoring tuple is described with these common sections (omitting any empty sections)

- Parameters: input parameters to the refactoring.
- Preconditions: the preconditions that must be true before the refactoring can be applied.
- \(\Delta\text{Agent} \): changes to agents’ implementations.
- \(\Delta\text{Chain} \): changes to agents’ interceptor chains. The notations \(\text{role.push}_A : I\), \(\text{role.pop}_A : I\), \(\text{role.push}_P : I\) and \(\text{role.pop}_P : I\) mean push or pop interceptor \(I\) on to the chain's agent and protocol end, respectively.
- \(\Delta\text{Protocol} \): changes to the protocol.

There are three groups of refactorings, each modifying a different set of elements, which we describe next.

6.3.4 Protocol Designer Independence

PDI refactorings modify the protocol, the protocol role, and the protocol end of interceptor chain. The protocol designer applies these refactorings to convert a group of interoperating agents from using protocol \(P_i\) to using protocol \(P_{i+1}\). These refactorings isolate agents from protocol changes (\(\Delta\text{Agent} = 0\)).
Add Middleman

This refactoring redirects a message to flow through a middleman agent. It replaces a single message \( m \) with a pair of sequential messages \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \).

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c}
Snd & Rcv \Rightarrow & Snd & MM & Rcv \\
\hline
| m \rightarrow | & | m_1 \rightarrow | & | m_2 \rightarrow |
\end{array}
\]

- **Parameters:**
  - \( m \): existing message \( Snd \rightarrow Rcv: [g]m \) means \( A \)
  - \( m_1 \): new message \( Snd \rightarrow MM: [g_1]m_1 \) means \( A_1 \)
  - \( m_2 \): new message \( MM \rightarrow Rcv: [g_2]m_2 \) means \( A_2 \)

- **Preconditions:**
  - Roles \( Snd, MM, \) and \( Rcv \) exist in the protocol.
  - \( m \) exists in the protocol.
  - \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) do not exist in the protocol.
  - \( g_1 \vdash g \)
  - All meanings in \( A, A_1, \) and \( A_2 \) exist
  - \( A \subseteq A_1 \cup A_2 \)

- **\( \Delta \)Chain:** Add
  
  \[
  \begin{array}{c}
  Rcv.push_p : \text{ on } rcv m_2 \text{ do } rcv m \\
  MM.push_p : \text{ on } rcv m_1 \text{ do } snd m_2 \text{ to } Rcv \\
  Snd.push_p : \text{ on } snd m \text{ to } Rcv \text{ do } snd m_1 \text{ to } MM
  \end{array}
  \]

- **\( \Delta \)Protocol:** Delete \( m \). Add \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \).

This refactoring can be naturally extended to reroute through multiple middlemen, which is the variant we implement in our prototype. For example, it converts \( \text{pay} \) in \( \text{Pay} \) to \( \text{deposit}, \text{confirm}, \text{check}, \text{redeem}, \) and \( \text{payB} \) in \( \text{PayViaCheck} \).
6.3.5 Agent Designer Independence

ADI refactorings modify the agent implementation, the agent role, and the agent end of the interceptor chain. The ADI refactorings isolate the protocol from agent changes ($\Delta Protocol = \emptyset$).

As examples, the agent designer can move functionality between the agent and its interceptor chain. Refactoring Externalize Reaction moves functionality out of the agent implementation and into the agent end of the interceptor chain, delegating agent functionality to a mechanistic reaction. Refactoring Internalize Reaction moves an interceptor off the agent end of interceptor chain and the agent designer merges that functionality into the agent’s implementation.

Push Kill is another ADI refactoring that is described in Section 6.3.6.

6.3.6 Designer Collaboration

DC refactorings modify interceptors within a single interceptor chain. Protocol and agent designers can apply these refactorings to reorder, merge, or split interceptors within a chain to improve performance or to move interceptors toward one of the ends of the chain where they can be used in other refactorings. While refactorings in the other two groups isolate designers, these refactorings enable multiple designers to collaborate within an interceptor chain ($\Delta Agent = \emptyset = \Delta Protocol$).

Kill Message

This captures a set of three closely related refactorings—one ADI, one DC and one PDI—with similar parameters and preconditions, presented together for clarity. We iteratively apply these refactoring to move kill assertions around the interaction at design time (kill assertions are not typically present in chains at run time).

- Parameters:
  - Kill assertion kill snd $m$ to $Rcv$

- Preconditions:
  - Protocol contains message $m$.

- $\Delta$Agent: (ADI: Push Kill) Sending agent publicly declares it will never send $m$ by publishing kill snd $m$ onto its chain.
  - $Snd.push_A :$ kill snd $m$ to $Rcv$

- $\Delta$Chain: (DC: Move Kill) moves the kill up or down the chain. If a kill event matches the following on event, delete the reaction (left rule). If a kill event does not match the following onClause or doClause events, swap the interceptors (right rule). Similar rules apply for on rcv reactions, and two kill assertions commute (neither shown).

- $\Delta$Protocol: (PDI: Protocol Kill) propagates the kill assertion from sender to receiver, deleting the message from the protocol.
6.4 Methodology and Application

In this section, we describe a methodology for selecting a sequence of refactorings. Then, we show how to evolve protocol Pay to protocol PayViaCheck, and how to support requirements evolution by propagating kill message assertions.

6.4.1 Methodology for Protocol Evolution

These steps guide the protocol designer in the evolution of an interaction from protocol $P_i$ to $P_{i+1}$.

M1 Add or rename any roles so all new roles exist in the target protocol. Use Add Role (adds new role and empty interceptor chain) or Map Role.

M2 If any message is too coarse (one message with a larger-than-necessary set of meanings), split it into multiple, parallel messages using Split Message.

M3 Rename existing messages with Rename Message, and add new messages using Add Message.

M4 If any message needs to pass through one or more intermediary roles (common when adding new roles), reroute the messages using Add Middleman.

M5 If business function changes are required, add and delete procedure calls to the doClauses using Add Procedure and Delete Procedure.

M6 Combine parallel messages using Merge Message.

M7 Delete unneeded elements using Remove Middleman and Remove Message.

M8 Delete unneeded roles using Remove Role.

6.4.2 Evolve Pay to PayViaCheck

We demonstrate how our refactorings convert Pay (Figure 2.1b, Algorithm 6.1) to PayViaCheck (Figure 2.1d, Algorithm 6.2), without requiring any agent implementations changes, using the following sequence of refactorings. Each step lists the methodology step number and the affected line numbers in Algorithm 6.2. Figure 6.4 shows the refactorings and interceptors.

1. Add Role: BANK. (Step M1, Line 1)
Listing 6.1 Pay Protocol

```plaintext
protocol Pay {
  role Payer, Payee;
  prop promise; pay;
  commitment
  C_{pay} = C(Payer, Payee, promise, pay);
  message
  Payer → Payee: promiseMsg
    means {promise, CREATE(C_{pay})};
  Payer → Payee: [promise] payMsg
    means {pay};
}
```

Figure 6.4: Evolution of Pay to PayViaCheck (PVC). Each shaded box is one interceptor.

2. **Rename Message**: `promiseMsg` → `chooseMsg`. The two protocols use different names for the same message. (Step M3, Lines 9-17)

3. **Add Message**: `open` and `acct`. During initialization (rcv `init`), Payer sends an `open` request, and Bank responds with an `acct` number. (Step M3, Lines 18-19)

4. **Add Middleman**: routes `pay` through multiple middlemen as `deposit`, `confirm`, `check`, `redeem`,
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Listing 6.2 PayViaCheck Protocol

1: role Payer, Bank, Payee;
2: prop acct, deposit, choose, check, redeem, payB;
3: commitment
4: \( C_{payB} = C(Payer, Payee, deposit \land choose, check); \)
5: \( C_{bank} = C(Bank, Payer, deposit \land check \land redeem, payB); \)
6: \( C_{redeem} = C(Payee, Bank, deposit \land check, redeem); \)
7: message
8: // Map promise to choose
9: \( Payer \rightarrow Payee: [acct] chooseMsg \)
10: \( \quad \text{means} \{ choose, CREATE(C_{payB}) \}; \)
11: // Add Message
12: \( Payer \rightarrow Bank: openMsg \text{means} \{ open \}; \)
13: \( Bank \rightarrow Payer: [open] acctMsg \)
14: \( \quad \text{means} \{ CREATE(C_{bank}), CREATE(C_{redeem}) \}; \)
15: // Add Middleman to pay
16: \( Payer \rightarrow Bank: depositMsg \text{means} \{ deposit \}; \)
17: \( Bank \rightarrow Payer: [deposit] confirmMsg \text{means} \{ \}; \)
18: \( Payer \rightarrow Payee: [acct \land choose \land CREATE(C_{payB}) \land \)
19: \( \quad CREATE(C_{bank}) \land CREATE(C_{redeem}) \}\text{checkMsg, \}
20: \( \quad \text{means} \{ \text{check} \}; \)
21: \( Payee \rightarrow Bank: [choose \land check \land CREATE(C_{payB}) \land \)
22: \( \quad CREATE(C_{bank}) \land CREATE(C_{redeem}) \}\text{redeemMsg, \}
23: \( \quad \text{means} \{ redeem \}; \)
24: \( Bank \rightarrow Payee: [acct \land check \land redeem] \)
25: \( \quad payBMsg \text{means} \{ payB \}; \)
and payB. When PAYER pays, then deposit the money at BANK, wait for confirmation, and send check to PAYEE. PAYEE then redeems check at BANK, who responds with payB, which is converted back to pay. (Step M4, Lines 20-26)

### 6.4.3 Guard Propagation

Applying refactoring from all three groups enables agent and protocol designers to collaborate on interaction-wide changes. Assume we have a set of interoperating agents, using a payment protocol that supports multiple forms of payment, including Travelers Checks. If one particular (but not necessarily every) PURCHASER decides to stop using Travelers Checks, it can publish that decision as a kill snd payTC assertion to its interceptor chain. Multiple refactorings propagate these change throughout the interaction as shown in Figure 6.5.

1. Applying *Push Kill*, PURCHASER declares it never sends payTC.
2. Repeated application of *Move Kill* moves this assertion down to PURCHASER’s protocol end.
3. Applying *Protocol Kill*, the protocol designer propagates the kill assertion from sender to receiver and deletes payTC from the protocol.
4. Repeated application of *Move Kill* moves the kill assertion up to PAYEE’s agent end.
5. PAYEE’s agent designer pops the assertion off its agent end and internalizes it into its implementation.
6. Since PAYEE now never receives payTC, it realizes it never sends depositTC, and publishes kill snd depositTC, which propagates further.

The resulting protocol is different from the starting protocol, and is specialized for a particular set of agents. Overuse of these refactorings should be avoided to prevent an explosion of protocol
variations. But when applied sensibly, these refactorings provide a natural means to incrementally evolve old interactions to handle changing requirements.

Designers have the option, but not the hard requirement, to move assertions as described above. Any assertion simply remains at its last location, where its optional run-time check will succeed on any acceptable enactment.

6.5 Evaluation

We have prototyped these ideas using the JADE agent platform [Bellifemine et al., 2007], with one JADE agent for each agent and one JADE “chain agent” for each interceptor chain. Each chain agent has its own thread of execution and message input queue, so it can send and receive messages without blocking.

First, at design time, a program builds the interceptor chains by applying refactorings. Second, at run-time initialization, each chain agent reads its interceptors. Third, as message events arrive from agents, the chain agent walks each message event up and down the interceptors in the chain.

An agent can be connected to multiple, different interceptor chains in different situations, enabling that single agent to simultaneously interact over different protocols.

Table 6.1 shows the number of refactorings and interceptors needed to evolve between protocols. Messages is the total number of messages in the final execution, including six initialization and six terminating, low-level messages not shown in the running examples in Figure 2.1 on page 14.

Table 6.1: Effort in evolving (refactorings and interceptors) and running (messages) sample protocols.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
<th>Refactor</th>
<th>Intercept</th>
<th>Messages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pay</td>
<td>PayViaMM</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pay</td>
<td>PayViaCheck</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pay</td>
<td>PayViaCredit</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Section 6.4.1’s methodology offers guidance for designers, focusing on Protocol Designer Independence refactorings. However, Section 6.4.3 illustrates the key benefit that Agent Designer Independence and Designer Collaboration refactorings yield in interaction-wide changes. We claim our approach is easier than the traditional approach of manually changing agent implementation, because (1) predefined and verified refactorings are selected from a library, and (2) refactorings are at a much higher conceptual level than agent implementations.

Our interaction refactorings do not assist in refactoring business functions inside the agent’s implementation.
Let reaction $R$ be on $\text{snd m}$ do $\text{snd n}$. If $R$ is the only generator of $\text{snd n}$, then the Move Kill works correctly: if $\text{kill m}$, then $\text{kill n}$. But if $R$ merges two existing messages, then it overkills $\text{snd n}$. While merging does not occur in the examples covered here, in general, it could. The current approach cannot adequately address such merging.

Refactorings can time-shift messages only within a limited range. The data values an interceptor passes in a message must come from previous messages or values stored in the interceptor chain. A message cannot be shifted earlier than the availability of all its parameters, and it cannot be shifted later than the next message that needs one of those values. This constraint required altering PayViaCheck's deposit message, which originally required an up-front, one-time deposit. The refactored design can make a deposit just before sending each check. Without this change, the refactoring would not have been possible.

### 6.6 Discussion

Refactorings clearly communicate high-level, multirole changes. They mechanically generate pretested sets of interceptors.

We identify and describe three forms of requirement evolution: Protocol Designer Independence (PDI), Agent Designer Independence (ADI), and Designer Collaboration (DC). Each focuses on different parts of an interaction, two provide designer isolation, and one enables designer collaboration. We describe refactorings for all three forms. Applying refactoring from all three forms, in concert, supports interaction-wide evolution. Interceptors and interceptor chains are the critical elements that enable refactorings.

We demonstrated refactorings to transform Pay into PayViaCheck, without changing agent implementations. We also demonstrated an agent voluntarily restricting its behavior ($\text{payTC}$) and propagating that change throughout the interaction.

This paper covers just a few refactorings, but we have defined the Rho refactoring library with 30 refactorings. A JADE prototype demonstrates basic interceptor chain functionality, refactorings automatically generating reactions, and agent interoperability after refactoring to a new protocol.

We adopt a reaction-based, interceptor chain architecture that is effective and yet simple enough to yield refactorings that are easy to understand and apply. Because interceptors are predefined and simple, we can define refactorings to mechanically evolve them. Mechanical evolution of general-purpose agent implementation is likely intractable.

A refactoring's functional changes are orthogonal to other important topics. We briefly describe a few such topics. An agent must be able to secure its interceptor chain, allowing only certain agents to view or change the chain's interceptor and data contents; e.g. which protocol designers can add or remove interceptors? An agent must be able to control the autonomy its interceptor chain has to act as the agent's trustee, making commitments on its behalf; e.g. does Global Bank trust its interceptor?
chain to commit to redeeming valid checks? An agent must be able to control the trust it grants its interceptor chain to process and store important pieces of information; e.g. does Alice trust her interceptor chain to store and use her bank account information? An agent must be able to control the trust its interceptor chain has in other agents; e.g. does Alice trust her interceptor chain to interoperate with Honest Bank or Shady Bank?

A refactoring transforms a protocol to a slightly modified version of the protocol. Savarimuthu and Winikoff [2013] introduce mutation operators for the cognitive agent-oriented programming language GOAL. Likewise, we can interpret each refactoring as a mutation operator. Protocol mutation can be used for mutation testing to assess the strength of a protocol test suite. Protocol mutation can also be used as a basis for genetic evolution of protocols.

6.6.1 Comparison to Design Patterns

Interceptor chains are a variation of the Chain of Responsibility (CoR) design pattern in Gamma et al. [1995]. Vinoski [2002] describes many uses of CoR. Servlet filters and filter chains [Sun, 2009] are a widely used example of CoR. But we know of no uses of CoR that support bidirectional flows. Nor do we know of a multi-interceptor design construct like ours.

Interceptor chains enable all the uses of servlet filters plus others. Servlet filter chains encourage servlet designers to consider moving function between a servlet and its filters (like ADI), and reordering filters within the chain (like DC). But servlet filters give no attention to the coordinated design of filters in different servlets (like PDI). Servlet chains do not support bidirectional flows.

Our interceptors are a bidirectional variant of the Bridge design pattern [Gamma et al., 1995], also called a protocol bridge. Where a protocol bridge is a custom implementation, our small preprogrammed interceptors are incrementally composed and refactored.

The Compatible Change pattern [Erl, 2008] describes a number of refactorings. The Service Refactoring pattern [Erl, 2008] applies only to service implementations, not interactions. Neither are mechanically applied.

6.6.2 Comparison to Agent Designs

In the traditional agent-only approach to agent design, evolution is subject to the vicious circle described in Section 6.1. Even when an agent designer decides to support a new protocol, implementation changes delay deployment. Agent designers can waste both time and effort implementing protocols that are never widely adopted. Using refactorings and interceptor chains breaks the vicious circle. Protocol designers dynamically update interceptor chains, essentially eliminating deployment delay. Agent designers spend time and effort implementing only after a protocol is widely adopted.

We demonstrated our approach by prototyping interaction evolution via interceptor chains in the popular agent platform JADE [Bellifemine et al., 2007]. Jason, using the AgentSpeak language,
is another popular agent platform. Our reaction's onClause, ifClause, and doClause are similar to an AgentSpeak plan's triggering event, context, and body, respectively. Both can send and receive “internal messages” (e.g., init) and call user-defined functions. Whereas beliefs, desires and intentions (BDI) are fundamental for autonomous functions in AgentSpeak, interceptor chains are not autonomous, so BDI does not apply. The primary problem these platforms have with evolution is that all computation occurs in designer-written agents, so all changes require designer effort, which can be expensive. It appears impossible in general to define mechanical refactorings that correctly evolve JADE behaviors or AgentSpeak plans. We can define mechanical interceptor chain refactorings only because interceptor chains have a simple structure, reducing the designer's burden.

Agent UML (AUML) [Odell et al., 2000] informally describes agent interaction protocols (AIP), and promotes them as a means to define protocol interactions. However, Odell et al. note that AIPs describe only one enabled sequence of message interactions. We formally define protocols as sets of guarded statements that capture all enabled message sequences. Guarded statements enable a relatively direct conversion [Gerard and Singh, 2013] to modern model checkers such as MCMAS [Lomuscio et al., 2009] and NuSMV [Clarke et al., 1999]. Gerard and Singh [2013] describe protocol refinement, but do not provide any guidance for constructing subprotocols. Here, we describe both refactorings and a methodology to incrementally evolve interactions.

6.6.3 Comparison to Other Work

Quenum et al. [2004] compose an agent from functional and interaction models via unification. They recreate (reconfigure) roles anew, in isolation, for each interaction model. We incrementally evolve (refactor) all agents in a protocol simultaneously.

Robinson and Purao [2009] describe protocol invariants using OCL, which is based on predicate calculus and linear temporal logic, but they provide no rules to rewrite OCL statements. Because we use a simple reaction-based architecture, we can mechanically modify interceptor chains.


Baldoni et al. [2009] identify and discuss the important problem of patching agents to maintain interoperability. Seguel et al. describe protocol adaptors (interceptor chains) to resequence messages between a pair of agent for both synchronous [2009] and asynchronous cases [2010]. We use a declarative approach in contrast with these two operational approaches. Neither approach supports as many protocol changes as our refactorings, and they construct protocols rather than incrementally refactor them.

Serban and Minsky [2009] describe an infrastructure for changing a distributed system while it is running. Their laws and controllers roughly correspond to our protocols and interceptor chains. They enable changes on running systems, where we consider changes only while the system is quiesced. Their users must manually design, write and test a completely new set of laws for a set of interacting
agents; our designers expend less effort by incrementally evolving existing interceptor chains using our Rho library of predefined refactorings. They provide no guidance on how to design and construct laws. We provide a methodology for refactoring interactions.

6.6.4 Comparison of Mechanistic Capabilities

In Table 6.2 we list various related approaches and whether they *mechanistically* support PDI, ADI, and DC style changes. PDI indicates the protocol can be changed by renaming messages, adding middlemen, and so on. ADI indicates the messages an agents sends or receives can be changed. DC indicates the internal organization of the interceptor chain equivalent can be changed, or is NA if no equivalent exists.

Table 6.2: Compares representative agent and interaction programming approaches to mechanistically apply PDI, ADI, and DC changes. Some means partial support. (F) means unidirectional flow is from protocol to agent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>PDI</th>
<th>ADI</th>
<th>DC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our Approach</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Some</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain of Responsibility (F)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Gamma et al., 1995; Vinoski, 2002]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Servlet Filter (F) [Sun, 2009]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocol Bridge [Gamma et al., 1995]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatible Change [Erl, 2008]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JADE [2007]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quenum et al. [2004]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCL [2009]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fowler [2000]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. [2009]</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baldoni et al. [2009]</td>
<td>Some</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seguel et al. [2009]</td>
<td>Some</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serban &amp; Minsky [2009]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.6.5 Future Directions

This work opens up interesting directions for future research. The current chain functionality is in a separate agent and requires minor changes to the way normal JADE agents send messages. Producing a modified JADE middleware that includes an interceptor chain component, whose contents can be changed at run time, supporting unmodified JADE programming patterns, would better enable evolution of service-oriented systems.
Replace the current extreme kill assertion with more flexible mechanisms that enable restricting a sender's, or relaxing a receiver's, private guard, capturing the “send less; receive more” intuition [Baldoni et al., 2009]. This will require careful tracking of valid events at every point throughout an interaction.

Provide formal verification of the soundness of our refactorings, possibly adapting techniques applied to protocols [Gerard and Singh, 2013] as well as traditional model checkers [Lomuscio et al., 2009; Clarke et al., 1999].
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Chapter 7

Case Study

Using a single, realistic example, this chapter integrates the three previously described pieces: protocol composition from Chapter 4, protocol refinement from Chapter 5, and interaction refactoring from Chapter 6. Figure 7.1 shows the primary process of protocol transformations and verifications described in this chapter. It starts with a given application $P_1$ (upper left) and its Positron verification using Positron (lower left). Then a requirement is changed and refactorings create a modified model $P_2$ (upper right), which is also verified (lower right). Then, for suitable requirement changes, Proton verifies the modified model $P_2$ refines the original model $P_1$ (bottom center).

Figure 7.1: Protocol transformation and verification process applied to the example. Boxed elements are artifacts; unboxed elements are transformations or verifications.
The complete process consists of the following steps, including steps not depicted in Figure 7.1.

1. Construct a Composite Protocol Diagram (CPD) using the methodology defined in Section 4.3, including manual generation of the hierarchical Positron model ($P_1$).

2. Use Positron to verify $P_1$ meets its role and enactment requirements.

3. Identify a requirement change.

4. Refactor the existing model $P_1$, producing a new, refactored model $P_2$, using the methodology in Section 6.4.

5. Manually adjust requirements in the refactored model, if necessary. Since refactorings do not address role and enactment requirements, any requirements changes must be made manually.

6. Use Positron to verify $P_2$ meets its requirements.

7. (Optional) Verify whether protocol $P_2$ refines $P_1$. This need not be true for some possible requirement changes.

Figure 7.1 shows two approaches to combining refactoring and composition. The dashed steps first refactor each constituent of hierarchical protocol $P_1$, followed by expanding the hierarchical structure, creating a “flattened” version of $P_1$. The flattened version is then verified. Realizing this approach requires refactorings that operate on hierarchical compositions, likely including future refactorings for Encapsulate Constituent Protocol (move a set of protocol elements into a new constituent protocol) and Unencapsulate Constituent Protocol (essentially using protocol expansion from Section 4.2.1). Hierarchical refactoring is a practical requirement for any production deployment. But, because our Rho refactoring library does not contain such refactorings, we postpone further consideration of this attractive approach to future work.

The solid arrows first expand $P_1$ (a hierarchical collection of protocols like those in Figure 7.3), and then refactors the flat protocol to generate $P_2$. This approach is supported by the current Rho refactorings, and it is used for this case study.

Refactorings automate interaction changes, except role and enactment requirements. Role and enactment requirements may require manual updates. Future work could enhance some refactorings to correct some requirement formulas. For example, refactoring Rename Message could rename messages in all requirement formulas, and Add Middleman could add a coupling commitment for the middleman. However, this may not be possible for all refactorings. CTL is likely too expressive for some formula refactorings to be tractable. For example, both Add Middleman and Remove Middleman might require subtle and complex changes to requirement formulas. Further, what role requirement should Add Role introduce, since the new role sends and receives no messages immediately after that refactoring?
Refinement verification is not always a requirement because, depending on the refactorings applied, $P_2$ will not always refine $P_1$. But such verification is desirable, if possible. Where Positron verifies only explicitly stated good and bad enactments (as is expected of unit tests), Proton refinement verifies all paths in the two protocols. Further, designers will typically describe only partial paths for Positron; Proton evaluates full paths (runs). In particular, assuming $P_2$ refines $P_1$, Proton verifies that every enabled (good) path in $P_2$ is an enabled (good) path in $P_1$ and that every disabled (bad) path in $P_1$ is a disabled (bad) path in $P_2$. If designers have a certain level of confidence that $P_1$ correctly disables all bad paths, then they are guaranteed of the same level of confidence that $P_2$ correctly disables all of those bad paths too.

### 7.1 Application Selection Desiderata

The desiderata for selecting the example for this end-to-end case study are:

1. The example is defined in the literature, rather than defined by us, to reduce the chance of the example being overly tailored to our methodology;

2. The example is ambiguous to partially simulate real-world design situations where design must be partially inferred; and

3. The example is different from those we previously studied to maximize the chance for identifying new issues;

4. The example includes multiple roles because our experience is that two-party protocols are seldom complex enough for the kind of machinery proposed here;

5. The example’s model checking run times are not so large that they inhibit experimentation.

### 7.2 Software Development Protocol Description

We choose the following example taken from [Lomuscio et al., 2008a,b], referred to here as “SWDev” (SW development process), with minor changes to role names. With the few modification described below, it meets all our selection desiderata. Lomuscio et al. describe the use case:

In the example, the participating contract parties ... comprise: a principal software provider (PSP), a software provider (SP), a software client (CLIENT), an insurance company (INSURER), a testing agency (TESTER), a hardware supplier (HW), and a technical expert (EXPERT). The high-level workflow of the composition is defined as follows: CLIENT wants to get a software developed and deployed on hardware supplied by HW. To deploy the
software, EXPERT is needed. Components of the software are provided by different software providers. We consider two software providers here: PSP and SP. The components need to be integrated by the providers before the software is delivered to CLIENT.

The software integration is carried out by PSP, when SP delivers its component. PSP and SP twice update each other and CLIENT about the progress of the software development. Should the client like any changes in the software, he can request them before the second round of updates. Any change suggested by the client after the second update is considered a violation and the client is charged a penalty. The client can recover from this violation by paying the penalty or by withdrawing the request for changes. If PSP and SP do not send their updates as per schedule, this is also considered a violation and they are charged a penalty. Every update is followed by a payment in part by CLIENT to PSP. Payment to SP is handled by PSP and is done once the software is deployed successfully.

PSP integrates the components and sends the integrated component to TESTER for testing. Results from testing are made available to all the parties, i.e., PSP, SP, and CLIENT. If the integration test fails, the components are revised and tested again. Components can be revised twice. If the third test fails, CLIENT cancels the contract with PSP. If the testing succeeds, CLIENT invokes INSURER to get the software insured. CLIENT then invokes HW to order the hardware. Finally CLIENT invokes EXPERT to get the software deployed. If the software cannot be deployed then the hardware and the components have to be re-evaluated. Components can be revised twice. If the third test fails CLIENT always cancels the contract with PSP and HW.

### 7.3 SWDev Modifications for Positron

The case study began with only the protocol description given in Section 7.2 to satisfy our “no detailed description” desideratum. The actual SWDev we used is a modification of that process, modified for the reasons describe here. These modifications suggest possible future enhancements to Positron.

SWDev frequently uses a “twice is OK; thrice is an error” (twice/thrice) pattern. This is the first example we encountered with this kind of pattern. Even though MCMAS supports integers and Positron uses MCMAS as a post-processor, Positron’s input language does not support integers. The twice/thrice pattern could be implemented by creating distinct messages with embedded numberings (deliveryMsg1, deliveryMsg2, deliveryMsg3, …), but that leads to an artificial and unnatural protocol style. Instead of implementing the twice/thrice pattern specified by the original description, we enable unbounded iteration and use a “once is OK; twice in an error” (once/twice) pattern to classify when subsequent iterations are in error.

Rather than the protocol requiring CLIENT to cancel the contract after a three of iterations, and
because Positron lacks integers, we allow Client to decide when to cancel. This strategy fits with our experience that clients often have such clauses in their contracts, and that three iterations are seldom sufficient for SW development. Client can pursue additional iterations as long as it is willing to pay rework penalties.

Positron's lack of integers also prevents a reasonable implementation of a “schedule” for determining when PSP or SP are in error. We reinterpret this requirement to be: after an order is placed, PSP and SP must make a delivery eventually.

It is all too easy to construct model checker state spaces that are too large. An early version of our design contained $10^{66}$ states, far larger than the $10^{21}$ states reported in [Lomuscio et al., 2008b]. That version ran for 12 hours without completing, before we terminated the run. To achieve acceptable run times, the Insurer and HW roles and their functionality were eliminated because they are not central to the overall application and they bring out no new essential challenges. This and other changes significantly improved model checking performance, enabling greater experimentation.

SWDev describes payments and penalties for Client, PSP, and SP, but it describes neither payments nor penalties for Tester or Expert. One of our goals is the composition of reusable constituent protocols. We include payments and penalties for Tester and Expert and this enabled us to reuse SP’s protocol, which is desirable for reusability, is realistic from a business perspective, and provides additional function over the original SWDev.

The original specification explicitly states pricing and ordering are assumed to be successfully completed before SWDev starts. We added both pricing and ordering for all roles into our design because payments are central to many role requirements, protocol composition made it convenient and simple to add them, and it created additional hierarchical levels of composition (Figure 7.3).

### 7.4 Design and Composition

The design of SWDev follows the methodology in Section 4.3 and produces the CPD of Figure 7.2.

**CM1 (Roles):** There are five roles Client (Cl), PSP, SP, Tester (Te), and Expert (Ex). Insurer and HW were eliminated.

**CM2 (Constituent Selection):** Protocol design is a complex task, and much of that work occurs in this step. SWDev is more complicated than many previous protocols we have modeled. Figure 7.3 shows SWDev’s hierarchical protocol structure. The highest level protocol is the composite SWDev.

We manually transformed our preexisting Order protocol into the simple protocols Price, Pay, and Ship (not shown). Next, we manually transformed Ship to Serve by converting the single shipMsg to enable an unbounded number of partial deliveries as required by SWDev.

We partitioned our preexisting OrderPayShip into protocols Price (messages reqQuote and quote), Pay (message pay), and Ship (message ship). Then Ship was transformed to Serve by enabling multiple, partial deliveries.
Figure 7.2: SWDev as a composite protocol diagram.

Composite protocol OrderPayServe is composed from Price, Pay, and Serve. This single payment and unbounded deliveries protocol is used for PSP-SP, CL-TE, and CL-EX.

CLIENT makes a partial payment for each PSP partial delivery. An iterative version of Pay enabling multiple partial payments, paralleling Serve for deliveries, would have been cumbersome as the
payment and delivery messages are closely intertwined. Instead, we created protocol \textit{PayIncServe} (incrementally pay and serve), which allows an unbound number of partial payment and partial delivery pairs. Composite \textit{OrderPayIncServe} is composed from \textit{Price} and \textit{OrderPayServer}. Cl.-PSP uses the multipayment and multidelivery \textit{OrderPayIncServe}.

Rather than burying notifications inside other protocols, we use the generally useful protocol \textit{Observer} is a single message protocol between a \texttt{SUBJECT} role and a single \texttt{OBSERVER} role. We include it in the example even though it adds little to the overall example and somewhat clutters the CPD in Figure 7.2. In a real-world situation, such secondary constituents could be omitted from the diagram.

\textsc{SWDev} must atomically choose whether to start the request for quotation process, whether to place orders with the subcontractors, and whether to cancel all existing orders. This should be \texttt{CLIENT}'s internal decision. In Positron, only messages can have meanings; there are no internal messages. A workaround was necessary. We introduce the artificial protocol \textit{Decision} to make and record these atomic decisions. PSP is the arbitrary recipient of those messages but PSP ignores these messages. Future Positron support for internal actions could eliminate the need for \textit{Decision}.

Finally, protocol \textit{SWDev} is composed from \textit{OrderPayIncServe}, \textit{OrderPayServer}, \textit{Decision}, and \textit{Observer} constituents.

\textbf{CM3} (Role Requirements): If \texttt{CLIENT} pays, it must receive either successful or failed deliverables from PSP, \texttt{TESTER}, and \texttt{EXPERT}. Similarly, if PSP pays, it requires deliverables from SP. Conversely, PSP, SP, \texttt{TESTER}, and \texttt{EXPERT} each require payment from \texttt{CLIENT} if they deliver their work. Without the extension of \textit{SWDev} to include payments for \texttt{TESTER} and \texttt{EXPERT}, there are no natural role requirements for \texttt{TESTER} and \texttt{EXPERT}.

\textbf{CM4} (Enactments): An exhaustive list of good and bad enactment requirements is not practical. We use the following enactments to ensure the complex composite protocol \textit{SWDev} satisfies many of our expectations. We verify good paths: (1) the order decision is followed by order execution and deliveries, (2) deliveries and testing can occur repeatedly, (3) testing and deployments can occur repeatedly, (4) observer notifications can occur, (5) \texttt{CLIENT}, PSP, and SP penalties can occur, and (6) \texttt{CLIENT} can cancel. We additionally verify bad paths: (7) testing cannot occur before a delivery, and (8) deployment cannot occur before testing.

\textbf{CM5} (Coupling Commitments): \texttt{CLIENT} couples the decisions it makes in \textit{Decision} to the other ordering protocols. By slight abuse of notation and to minimize visual clutter, each \texttt{CLIENT}-centered arc in Figure 7.2 represents three coupling commitments: for the requestQuote, quote and cancel decisions. PSP couples those same requests from Cl.-PSP to PSP-SP. The remaining arcs, centered on PSP and SP, represent commitments to use \textit{Observer}.

\textbf{CM6} (Positron): The Positron source code was then written.

\textbf{CM7} (Verification): The verification results for \textit{SWDev} are reported in Table 7.1.
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7.5 Requirement Changes

After a period of successful use of SWDev, assume Client makes the following requirement changes:

1. Client requires all deliverables (software, testing reports, and deployment reports) be stored in a common, central repository, accessible to all parties.

2. The current set of Observer constituent protocols ensure Client, PSP, and SP are fully aware of all software deliveries, but Tester and Expert are not. Client requires all parties be informed.

These requirement changes are implemented by introducing a new Repository role to the design. Other roles now send their deliverable to Repository, who saves either the successful or failed deliverables in its internal central repository, and then notifies all other parties (excluding the sender) of the new deliverable. This satisfies both centralized storage of all deliverables, and notifying all roles. This makes the Observer protocol redundant, and it should be eliminated.

7.5.1 Implement Requirement Changes by Applying Refactorings

Apply the refactoring methodology in Section 6.4.1 to convert protocol SWDev1 ($P_1$) to SWDev2 ($P_2$). We apply the complete refactoring methodology twice: once for each requirement change.

Add Central Repository

The first complete application of the refactoring methodology adds the central repository. The involves adding Repository as a middleman to the current successful and failed delivery messages. We also add additional messages from Repository to the “observing” roles. In the following, Snd is the role making a delivery, succ is “succ” for successful deliverable or “fail” for a failed one, and Rcv is the role being notified. Snd and Rcv can be any role except Repository.

**RM1 (Add Roles):** The only role change is the addition of Repository.
- *Add Role: Repository (Re).*

**RM3 (Add Messages):** Add new notification messages between Repository and all the other roles.
- *Add Message:* for each [Snd, succ, Rcv] triple (excluding Snd=Rcv), add message “notify_-succSnd_Rcv_Msg” from Repository to role Rcv indicating that role Snd deposited a successful or failed (succ) deliverable.

**RM4 (Add Middlemen):** Add middleman Repository to all existing deliverable messages.
- *Add Middleman:* for each [Snd→ Rcv, succ] deliverable message pair, add Repository as a middleman.

These refactorings applied 33 distinct refactorings: one Add Role plus 8 (= 4 deliveries * 2 succ/fail) copies of one Add Middleman and four Add Message additional notifications.
Kill Observer Messages

We apply the complete refactoring methodology a second time to delete all the redundant Observer instances. Only a single step of the methodology is needed.

RM7 (Merge Messages): Publish kill messages to delete all Observer messages. Refactoring Publish Kill repeatedly applies Push Kill, Move Kill, and Protocol Kill to move kill message assertions throughout the interaction.

• Publish Kill: All Observer messages.

These refactorings applied 20 distinct refactorings: 4 copies of one Push Kill, one Protocol Kill, and multiple Move Kill refactorings.

7.5.2 Refactoring Summary

Altogether, 53 distinct refactoring are applied in the conversion of SWDev1 to SWDev2. Appendix D shows the generated interceptor chains for each role.

Further Agent Designer Independence refactorings can be applied when each agent implementations is modified. In Appendix D, many reactions for a role have an empty do clause. These reactions consume the received message because that role does not (yet) accept that message. These reactions can be internalized into their agent’s implementation using refactoring Internalize Reaction.

7.6 Results

Table 7.1 shows the Positron statistics for SWDev1, SWDev2, and SWDevF along side the results from the other large protocols from Table 4.2. SWDevF is identical to SWDev1 but with an additional failing path enactment, to show the effect of verification failures on run time and space requirements.

SWDev1 uses 20 constituent instances as shown in Figure 7.3. SWDev2 has no constituent instances because it is a fully expanded (flat) protocol. Compared to SWDev1, SWDev2 has the additional Repository role, more Positron statements due to the additional messages, and otherwise the same counts. The state space sizes and run times are similar to each other. These two protocols are, for practical purposes, tied for second largest among all five protocols in the table. The counts for SWDevF are identical to those for SWDev1. The run times and state space size for SWDevF and SWDev1 are essentially identical.

Proton verified three refinements with the results shown in Table 7.2. SWDev2 refines SWDev1 verifies that SWDev2 does not enable any good paths that are not enabled by SWDev1. Protocol refinement is defined to be reflexive. Though not required, we demonstrate Proton’s implementation works correctly, even on large protocols, by verifying both SWDev1 refinesSWDev1 and SWDev2 refines SWDev2.
Table 7.1: Protocol verification statistics from Positron for AGFIL (insurance), Quote To Cash (QTC) (manufacturing), ASPE (healthcare), and SWDev1, SWDev2, and SWDevF (software development). (M is $10^6$ and G is $10^9$.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composite Metric</th>
<th>AGFIL</th>
<th>QTC</th>
<th>ASPE</th>
<th>SWDev1</th>
<th>SWDev2</th>
<th>SWDevF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constituent instances</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roles</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propositions (all)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitments (all)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coupling commitments</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messages</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTL formulas</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role requirements</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enactment requirements</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positron statements</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State space size</td>
<td>120M</td>
<td>381G</td>
<td>1.47M</td>
<td>6.6G</td>
<td>6.6G</td>
<td>6.6G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positron processing time</td>
<td>1.98s</td>
<td>3.16s</td>
<td>1.68s</td>
<td>1.08s</td>
<td>0.81s</td>
<td>1.09s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCMAS processing time</td>
<td>4.29s</td>
<td>1274s</td>
<td>5.78s</td>
<td>53s</td>
<td>54s</td>
<td>54s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total time</td>
<td>6.27s</td>
<td>1278s</td>
<td>7.46s</td>
<td>54s</td>
<td>55s</td>
<td>55s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All CTL formulas verified</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, final checking of these results revealed both SWDev1 and SWDev2 violate detailed preconditions in an earlier proof. Specifically, these two protocols do not start in the empty state, and they do reset some propositional values, as they must to implement looping. We extended the proof to support non-empty initial states as shown in Appendix B. We believe the proof can be enhanced to address looping. But until then, even though Proton reports successful verification of the refinement conditions, refinement in SWDev is not demonstrated.

Protocol looping was the single most challenging design issue we encountered in SWDev. Designing Boolean propositions to ensure protocols looped correctly required significant design time and effort. In all other protocols we studied, multiple interactions (e.g., multiple insurance claims in AGFIL) are simply handled by different instances of a nonlooping protocol. Separate instances was not appropriate for SWDev, where there are interacting loops for development, testing, and deployment. Protocols Server and PayIncServe contains commitments to force movement around each loop iteration. The reworkMsg resets the commitments that have fired early in a loop interaction, so they become active for the next iteration. This challenge traces back to the fact that a commitment can only fire once, without being reset. A loop-friendly commitment definition is an interesting problem for future work.

We used an agile process, growing the design incrementally, alternating between Steps CM2 (Constituent Selection) and CM7 (Verification). We added single or related groups of enactments, and
Table 7.2: Refinement verification statistics from Proton. (M is $10^6$ and G is $10^9$.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Refinement Metric</th>
<th>SWDev1 refines SWDev1</th>
<th>SWDev2 refines SWDev1</th>
<th>SWDev2 refines SWDev2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roles</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propositions</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitments (all)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messages</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTL formulas</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proton statements</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State space size</td>
<td>212G</td>
<td>212G</td>
<td>425G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proton processing time</td>
<td>1.25s</td>
<td>1.88s</td>
<td>1.10s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCMAS processing time</td>
<td>65.83s</td>
<td>38.12s</td>
<td>878s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total time</td>
<td>67.08s</td>
<td>40.00s</td>
<td>879s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All CTL formulas verified</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfies preconditions</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

immediately resolved any model checking errors by adding coupling commitments.

The final constituent protocols have more parameters than originally expected. Many propositions needed to be shared between composite and constituent. Many propositions are global. The number of propositions is inflated partially because Positron uses only Boolean propositions; the number could be reduced if Positron supported integers or multifield structures, which convey more information per parameter. Unlike parameters in imperative programming languages, protocol parameters should not be viewed as unchanging inputs and outputs. They are constantly changing fluents that convey information in both directions across the composite/constituent boundary. The number of propositions is also inflated because Positron supports passing single propositions, but it does not support passing expressions of propositions. Valuable future Positron extensions include: a more general examination of general parameter passing strategies for constituent protocols; and a semantics for mutating (setting or clearing) expression like $p \lor q$ or $p \land q$.

Early in the design process, the protocols were designed with few ordering constraints. A common response to model checking errors was to eliminate unexpected bad paths found by the model checker, by surgically strengthening message guards. The frequent reoccurrence of such path reductions is consistent with our belief that our initial designs err on the side of too much flexibility. We desire to reduce flexibility only to satisfy requirements.

Writing and debugging enactment expressions can be challenging. We ran into unexpected model checking failures, including (1) checking state variables (which remain true for extended periods) rather than checking message send occurrences, and (2) checking for message occurrences rather
than successful message occurrences. Our role requirement expressions (Section 4.2.2) and path expressions (Section 4.2.3) were not sufficient for expressing all requirements in SWDev. Two checks could not be captured using the functions we have described so far: no testing before SW delivery, and no deployments before testing. For these, we implemented the before specification, based on Marengo [2013]: if \( q \) occurs, then it must be preceded by \( p \).

\[
\text{before}(p, q) := \neg E(\neg p U q)
\]  

Attie et al. [1993], Singh et al. [2003], and Marengo et al. [2011] proposed an alternative before operator using an event-based logic rather than the state-based logic we use here. Their before operator \( (p \cdot q) \) allows \( q \) to occur with or without a preceding \( p \).

Automated refactorings are fast. A Java program applied the sequence of 53 refactorings described above, generating 76 interceptors, in two seconds of processing running on a 2.3 GHz Intel Core i7 processor.

### 7.7 Evaluation

The SWDev case study met all of our example desiderata in Section 7.1. It also uncovered a number of weaknesses as well as demonstrated many strengths of both Proton and Positron.

#### 7.7.1 Weaknesses Uncovered

SWDev uncovered a number of Positron limitations. Protocol design can be tedious, and further improvements are needed. The single biggest challenge encountered in the SWDev exercise was Positron’s need for improved support for looping protocols. This Positron limitation complicated the SWDev implementation requiring intricate proposition assignments to implement messaging loops and recurring commitments. Telang et al. [2013] propose maintenance commitments to address recurring commitments. They would be a valuable concept to incorporate in our future work.

SWDev required all interconstituent message ordering capabilities to be “built into” the constituent protocols. A valuable Positron addition would be generic enablement for interconstituent message ordering. Others have proposed mechanisms to address message ordering. Desai and Singh [2007] propose message ordering axioms, but it does not directly accommodate looping protocols.

Positron needs support for bounded integers, a common requirement for looping protocols. This precluded SWDev implementing the “twice/thrice” patterns, maximum number of rework phases before cancellation, and the “scheduling” requirement.

Better approaches and best practices are desired to reduce the number of parameters on constituent protocols. These will naturally emerge over time with continued use.
Positron currently has an incomplete implementation for message parameters, specified after the message name. For example,

\[ \text{Re} \to \text{PSP notifyMsg(sender, success)} \text{ means \{ notif\text{ied.set} \}} \]

Such support would have made little difference in the protocols we studied previously, but would have enabled two simplifications in SWDev. Protocols Serve and PayIncServe required distinct messages for successful and failed deliverables (software, testing, or deployment) because they had different meanings. A similar problem occurs in Repository's notification messages. SWDev2 has distinct messages for each \([\text{Snd, succ, Rcv}]\) triple. Passing Snd and succ as message parameters would have markedly reduced the number of messages required to implement notification. These messages could not be combined because the current Positron implementation for messages does not support parameter-dependent meanings.

Both Proton and Positron generates many MCMAS variables, generating large model checking state spaces. A more careful analysis of model generation might identify better variable encodings, reducing state space size and making larger models tractable.

### 7.7.2 Strengths Demonstrated

SWDev demonstrated Positron's many strengths. The CPD for SWDev in Figure 7.2 concisely describes many important, high-level features of the composite protocol for SWDev: (1) all roles, (2) all high level (but not deeply nested) constituent protocols, (3) all constituent roles enacted by each composite role, (4) all inter-role communication pathways as lines, and (5) all high level (but not deeply nested) role responsibilities as coupling commitment arcs.

We successfully composed a protocol to implement all essential elements of SWDev. Plus, we extended the original definition with additional functionality including support for ordering and payment, and deliverable notifications to and from Tester and Expert.

The original SWDev specification was silent on why each role would even agree to participate in the protocol at all. We made each role's requirements explicit, demonstrated they were straightforward to express, and demonstrated both SWDev1 and SWDev2 protocols satisfy those role requirements.

Coupling commitments constraint each role's external behavior without constraining any agent's internal implementation, preserving agent autonomy.

Expressing SWDev role and path requirements, using using our Req and path expressions, allowed us to design at a high conceptual level. This eliminated the need to write and debug many long and complicated CTL formulas.

While designing and verifying the original SWDev protocol was time consuming, automatic refactorings significantly reduced the time to construct and successfully verify SWDev2.

Proton and Positron checking are complementary. Positron's role and enactment requirements check specific features of a protocol, but are not exhaustive. Proton's checking checks all paths (runs)
between a putative superprotocol and subprotocol, but does not support expression of specific path checks.
Chapter 8

Conclusions

Section 8.1 assert our major claims and their supporting evidence. Section 8.2 summarizes our contributions. Finally, Section 8.3 outlines directions for future work.

8.1 Claims

We assert the following major claims and supporting evidence.

Claim 1  Positron successfully composes and verifies protocols against role requirements and enactments.

We defined protocols and protocol composition. Role accountabilities describe the interconstituent actions roles must take. Role responsibilities and enactments describe properties agent and protocol designers require of the protocol. We successfully expressed and verified four case studies from the literature (Sections 4.4.1, 4.4.2, and 4.4.3, and Chapter 7). All case studies were realistic and non-trivial protocols from different domains.

Claim 2  Proton provides an implementable definition of protocol refinement, between a putative subprotocol and a putative superprotocol.

We implemented our protocol refinement definition as CTL, which can be evaluated by a model checker (Section 5.3), and proved the CTL is equivalent to our definition (Section 5.5). We demonstrated expected and reasonable refinements on ten Pay protocols (Figure 5.1 and Section 5.4).

Claim 3  We define an interaction architecture and demonstrate requirements evolution via interaction refactorings (Rho).

We demonstrated protocol Pay can be refactored to PayViaCheck (Section 6.4.2), and demonstrated interaction-wide propagation of changed guards (Section 6.4.3). Our JADE imple-
mentation demonstrated two agents using three concurrent instances of protocol Pay, while they actually exchange messages from PayViaMM (Section 6.5). We demonstrated protocol SWDev1 can be refactored to SWDev2 (Section 7.5.1). In the last two examples, the protocols were refactored programatically.

Claim 4  Positron, Proton, and Rho express and verify end-to-end, realistic examples.

Where Claim 1 addresses only composition, this claim encompasses all elements of our approach, including the interfaces between elements. In spite of the problems encountered in SWDev, our approach successfully expressed and verified the SWDev software development case study (Chapter 7). It covered composite protocol design, single-protocol verification (SWDev1), protocol evolution due to changing requirements (SWDev2), single-protocol verification of the refactored version (SWDev2), and refinement checking between them.

8.2 Summary of Contributions

We now summarize the main contributions of this dissertation.

Define the protocol refinement relation between a putative superprotocol and a putative subprotocol (Section 5.2), define its implementation as CTL formulas (Section 5.3), and prove the definition of protocol refinement holds if and only if its implementation in CTL holds (Section 5.5 and Appendix B). Extend commitments to enable sets of debtors and creditors (Section 2.2). Define serial composition of two commitments and proved it is idempotent, not commutative, and not associative (Section 3.2.1). Define scalar serial composition of an expression and a commitment (Section 3.2.2). Defined the commitment covering relation between two commitments (Section 3.2.3).

Implement a decision procedure and mechanical verification of protocols with respect to role requirements, role accountabilities, enactments, and compiling formulas to temporal logic by employing the MCMAS model checker to verify whether the composite protocol satisfies those formulas (Section 4.2.5). Define protocol composition, based on role specific concepts and high-level verification functions (Section 4.2.1). Describe composite protocol diagrams (CPD) as a graphical notation, conveying important features of the composite protocol to business and technical stakeholders (Section 4.2.6). Define role requirements, a high-level function to express such requirements, and its expansion to CTL (Section 4.2.2). Define role accountabilities as coupling commitments (Section 4.2.4). Define high-level enactment verification functions and their expansion to CTL (Section 4.2.3).

Define an architecture for evolving requirements (Section 6.3.1) by using refactorings (Section 6.3.3). Identify three types of interaction refactorings: Protocol Designer Independence, Agent Designer Independence, and Designer Collaboration (Section 6.3.3). Define the Rho library of interaction refactorings (Section 6.3.3 and Appendix C).
Evaluation of Positron's composition on three realistic protocols from insurance (AGFIL), manufacturing (Quote To Cash), and healthcare (ASPE) (Section 4.4). End-to-end evaluation of all our methods and tooling on the realistic SWDev (software development) example, identifying both strengths and weaknesses (Section 7).

8.2.1 Protocol Composition

Although protocols offer significant benefits over traditional approaches, protocols are not fully viable for the following reasons. One, specifying in one shot an adequate protocol for a complex scenario is nontrivial. Two, implementing agents who can play roles in such a comprehensive protocol is difficult because the differing details of the protocols complicate reusing parts of agent implementations. Our contribution is to show how complex protocols can be constructed by composing existing protocols. Previous relevant research falls into these categories: (a) commitments but not composition [Gerard and Singh, 2013]; (b) composition but no commitments [Miller and McGinnis, 2008; Singh, 2011]; and (c) composition and commitments. The last category can be categorized as (c1) purely abstract description without a specification language or tools [Mallya and Singh, 2007]; (c2) composition of commitment-based protocols based on regulative constraints [Marengo, 2013]; and (c3) our approach to composition of commitment-based protocols based on role responsibilities and accountabilities.

Our approach, Positron, extends our Proton approach to provide a clear syntax and semantics for composite protocols. Where Proton checks protocol refinement, Positron composes protocols. Positron (a) recursively expands nested constituent protocols; (b) introduces composite protocol diagrams as a graphical notation, conveying important features of the composite protocol to business and technical stakeholders; (c) introduces role requirements and role accountabilities; (d) incorporates a methodology for composing commitment protocols; and (e) implements a decision procedure and mechanical verification of protocols with respect to role requirements, role accountabilities, enactments, and compiling formulas to temporal logic, and employing MCMAS [Lomuscio et al., 2009], a leading model checker, to verify the composite protocol satisfies those formulas.

8.2.2 Refinement

We formulate refinement in technical terms and show how to compute it via a tool called Proton. We specify a protocol declaratively in terms of (a) its roles, (b) the guarded messages the roles exchange, and (c) the meaning of each message as a set of actions on the public state of the roles, sometimes termed the social state [Baldoni et al., 2010a]. Commitments between roles are central to our approach [Singh, 1999].

We define the semantics of a protocol precisely in terms of the runs (i.e., sequences of actions) it allows. Informally, a subprotocol refines a superprotocol if and only if the latter allows all the runs the former allows. However, refinement is nontrivial because the protocols may involve different roles
and messages, the messages may have different meanings, and the meanings may be at different levels of abstraction. Hence, we define refinement only with respect to a mapping of meanings from the superprotocol to the subprotocol. For example, the payment in \textit{Pay} maps to two payments in \textit{PayViaMM}.

Our approach for verifying refinement takes three inputs: formal descriptions of a putative superprotocol and subprotocol, and a mapping between them. We reduce the protocol descriptions to their canonical forms, taking into account the mapping provided. We generate an input to an existing model checker consisting of (a) a specification of a temporal logic model and (b) temporal formulae whose truth in the model verifies refinement.

One, we offer the first approach that computes the refinement for protocols based on static analysis of protocol specifications. Two, we formulate a notion of the serial composition of commitments, which can have broader applications than this paper, e.g., in the treatment of commitments in coalitions.

Further, we have implemented our approach in the Proton tool that overlays the well-known model checker MCMAS (http: //www-lai.doc.ic.ac.uk/mcmas/). Figure 8.1 summarizes ten protocol refinements that Proton verifies (under the obvious mappings) based on the above and other examples known from the literature.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{refinement_diagram.png}
\caption{Refinements demonstrated by Proton (arrows point from subprotocols to superprotocols).}
\end{figure}

8.2.3 Interaction Refactorings

Our main contribution is the concept of interaction refactorings that enable independent and incremental evolution of interactions, decoupling the efforts of agent and protocol designers.

We identify and describe three forms of requirement evolution: \textit{Protocol Designer Independence} (PDI), \textit{Agent Designer Independence} (ADI), and \textit{Designer Collaboration} (DC). Each focuses on different parts of an interaction, two provide designer isolation, and one enables designer collaboration. We describe refactorings for all three forms. Applying refactoring from all three forms, in concert, supports interaction-wide evolution. Interceptors and interceptor chains are the critical elements that enable refactorings.
We demonstrated refactorings to transform Pay into PayViaCheck, without changing agent implementations. We also demonstrated an agent voluntarily restricting its behavior (payTC) and propagating that change throughout the interaction.

We have our Rho library, with 30 refactorings. A JADE prototype demonstrates basic interceptor chain functionality, refactorings automatically generating reactions, and agent interoperability after refactoring to a new protocol.

We adopt a reaction-based, interceptor chain architecture that is effective and yet simple enough to yield refactorings that are easy to understand and apply. Because interceptors are predefined and simple, we can define refactorings to mechanically evolve them. Mechanical evolution of general-purpose agent implementation is likely intractable.

Refactorings clearly communicate interaction changes. We mechanically transform refactorings into sets of interceptors. Interceptor chains can store important pieces of state (e.g., an agent’s checking account information) and can make commitments on behalf of the agent (e.g., committing to redeem valid checks). In this case, the interceptor chain becomes a trustee of the agent, sometimes a necessity when unmodified agents participate in new protocols. However, it also raises autonomy concerns about the interceptor chain. Agents should be able to limit the trust and autonomy they grant to their interceptor chains.

8.2.4 Case Study

The end-to-end case study incorporated all aspects of our approach: composing protocols from constituent protocols, constructing a Composite Protocol Diagram, refactoring the original SWDev1 protocol to SWDev2 based on changed requirements, and demonstrating all good paths of the refactored protocol are also good paths of the original protocol. The case study uncovered a number of weaknesses as well as demonstrated many strengths of both Proton and Positron. We successfully completed the SWDev case study in spite of the problems encountered.

8.3 Future Work

Whereas this research has a strong theoretical focus, necessary for a solid foundation, we desire to increase future focus on the practical challenges surrounding protocols. We see three general areas for future work.

Expressiveness

The first area extends expressiveness. Investigate the extent to which our methods and tools can express, regardless of user sophistication, realistic and real-world business cases. A key area is better
support for looping protocols. Mechanisms are needed to express the construction of looping protocols and their message guard conditions. The commitments in Section 2.2 are inherently non-looping: once a commitment is satisfied, it is complete. We had to explicitly reset commitments for SWDev. Adopting maintenance commitments from Telang et al. [2013] would likely better express the commitments found in looping protocols. The work of Marengo [2013] would also substantially extend the expressiveness of enactment checking, and the addition of “scopes” [Dwyer et al., 1999] would allow direct support for looping.

Other extensions would also increase expressiveness: (1) support for Positron integers to handle patterns like “twice/thrice”, (2) support for inter-constituent message ordering similar to that in Desai [2009], (3) support for passing argument expressions to constituent protocols, and (4) support for parameter-dependent meanings in messages.

**Libraries**

The second area is to continue expanding our libraries with the identification and capture of additional constituent protocols for inclusion in our protocol library, and additional interaction refactorings for inclusion in our Rho refactoring library. New case studies will naturally suggest new constituent protocols, new refactorings, and additional challenges.

**Usability**

The third area explores usability. Investigate the issues with, and the extant to which, industry users can apply our methods and tools including protocol construction, CPD construction, writing role requirements, writing role accountabilities (coupling commitments), writing precise enactment specification, and interpreting model checking failures. This applies to both business and multiagent applications.
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Appendices
Appendix A

Proton Source Code

Listing A.1 Pay Protocol

```
1: protocol Pay {   
2:   role  
3:     Payer;  
4:     Payee;  
5:   prop  
6:     promise;  
7:   pay;  
8:   commitment  
9:     scpay = C_{Payer,Payee}(promise.isSet(), pay.isSet());  
10: message  
11:     Payer → Payee: [true] promiseMsg means {promise.set(), scpay.create()};  
12:     Payer → Payee: [promise.isSet() ∧ scpay.isCreate()] payMsg means {pay.set()};  
13: }
```
Listing A.2 PayViaMM Protocol

1: protocol PayViaMM {  
2:   role  
3:     Payer;  
4:     MM;  
5:     Payee;  
6:   prop  
7:     promise;  
8:     payP;  
9:     payM;  
10:  commitment  
11:     scpayP = C_{Payer,Payee}(promise.isSet(), payP.isSet());  
12:     scpayM = C_{MM,Payer}(payP.isSet(), payM.isSet());  
13:  message  
14:     MM → Payer: [true] pledgeMsg means {scpayM.create()};  
15:     Payer → Payee: [true] promiseMsg means {promise.set(), scpayP.create()};  
16:     Payer → MM: [promise.isSet() \ scpayP.isCreate() \ scpayM.isCreate()] payPMsMsg means {payP.set()};  
17:     MM → Payee: [true] payMMsMsg means {payM.set()};  
18: }
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Listing A.3 PayViaCheck Protocol

1: role
2:   Payer
3:   Bank;
4:   Payee;
5: prop
6:   acct;
7:   deposit;
8:   choose;
9:   check;
10: redeem;
11: payB;
12: commitment
13:   \( C_{payB} = \mathcal{C}(\text{Payer}, \text{Payee}, \text{deposit} \land \text{choose}, \text{check}) \);
14:   \( C_{bank} = \mathcal{C}(\text{Bank}, \text{Payer}, \text{deposit} \land \text{check} \land \text{redeem}, \text{payB}) \);
15:   \( C_{redeem} = \mathcal{C}(\text{Payee}, \text{Bank}, \text{deposit} \land \text{check}, \text{redeem}) \);
16: message
17:   Payer \rightarrow \text{Payee} : \{ \text{acct} \} \space \text{chooseMsg}\text{measns} \{ \text{choose}, \text{CREATE}(C_{payB}) \};
18:   Payer \rightarrow \text{Bank} : \{ \text{openMsg}\text{measns} \{ \text{open} \};
19:   \text{Bank} \rightarrow \text{Payer} : \{ \text{open} \} \space \text{acctMsg}\text{measns} \{ \text{CREATE}(C_{bank}), \text{CREATE}(C_{redeem}) \};
20:   Payer \rightarrow \text{Bank} : \{ \text{depositMsgmeasns} \{ \text{deposit} \};
21:   \text{Bank} \rightarrow \text{Payer} : \{ \text{deposit} \} \space \text{confirmMsgmeasns} \{ \};
22:   Payer \rightarrow \text{Payee} : \{ \text{acct} \land \text{choose} \land \text{CREATE}(C_{payB}) \land \text{CREATE}(C_{bank}) \land \text{CREATE}(C_{redeem}) \}
23:       \text{checkMsgmeasns} \{ \text{check} \};
24:   \text{Payee} \rightarrow \text{Bank} : \{ \text{choose} \land \text{check} \land \text{CREATE}(C_{payB}) \land \text{CREATE}(C_{bank}) \land \text{CREATE}(C_{redeem}) \}
25:       \text{redeemMsgmeasns} \{ \text{redeem} \};
26:   \text{Bank} \rightarrow \text{Payee} : \{ \text{acct} \land \text{check} \land \text{redeem} \} \space \text{payBMsgmeasns} \{ \text{payB} \};
Listing A.4 PayViaCredit Protocol

1: protocol PayViaCredit {
2:   role
3:     Payer;
4:     Issuer;
5:     Payee;
6:   prop
7:     apply;
8:     acct;
9:     choose;
10:    bill;
11:    payBill;
12:    credit;
13:    redeem;
14:    pay;
15:  commitment
16:    $\text{scpay} = C_{\text{Payer,Payer}}(\text{acct.isSet()} \land \text{choose.isSet()} \land \text{credit.isSet()});$  
17:    $\text{scissuer} = C_{\text{Issuer,Payer}}(\text{acct.isSet()} \land \text{credit.isSet()} \land \text{redeem.isSet()} \land \text{pay.isSet()});$
18:    $\text{scredeem} = C_{\text{Payee,Issuer}}(\text{acct.isSet()} \land \text{credit.isSet()} \land \text{redeem.isSet()});$  
19:    $\text{scbill} = C_{\text{Payer,Issuer}}(\text{credit.isSet()} \land \text{bill.isSet()} \land \text{payBill.isSet()});$
20:  message
21:    Payer $\rightarrow$ Issuer: [true] applyMsg means {apply.set(), scbill.create()};
22:    Payer $\rightarrow$ Payee: [choose.isSet() $\land$ scpay.isCreate() $\land$ scredeem.isCreate() $\land$  
23:                      scissuer.isCreate()] creditMsg means {credit.set()};
24:    Payer $\rightarrow$ Issuer: [bill.isSet()] payBillMsg means {payBill.set()};
25:    Issuer $\rightarrow$ Payer: [true] issuerMsg means {scissuer.create()};
26:    Issuer $\rightarrow$ Payee: [acct.isSet() $\land$ credit.isSet() $\land$ redeem.isSet()] payMsg means {pay.set()};
27:    Issuer $\rightarrow$ Payer: [true] billMsg means {bill.set()};
28:    Payee $\rightarrow$ Issuer: [true] willRedeemMsg means {scredeem.create()};
29:    Payee $\rightarrow$ Payer: [credit.isSet()] chooseMsg means {choose.set(), scpay.create()};
30:    Payee $\rightarrow$ Issuer: [credit.isSet() $\land$ scpay.isCreate() $\land$ scredeem.isCreate() $\land$  
31:                      scissuer.isCreate()] redeemMsg means {redeem.set()};
32: }
Listing A.5 OrderPayShip Protocol

1: protocol OrderPayShip {   
2:   role
3:     Buyer;
4:     Seller;
5:   prop
6:     reqQuote;
7:     sendQuote;
8:     order;
9:     pay;
10:    ship;
11:   commitment
12:     scpay = \( C_{Buyer,Seller}(\text{order.isSet()}, \text{pay.isSet()}) \);
13:     scship = \( C_{Seller,Buyer}(\text{order.isSet()}, \text{ship.isSet()}) \);
14:   message
15:     Buyer → Seller: [true] reqQuoteMsg means \{ reqQuote.set() \};
16:     Buyer → Seller: [sendQuote.isSet() \& scship.isCreate()] orderMsg means \{ order.set(), scpay.create() \};
17:     Buyer → Seller: [order.isSet() \& scpay.isCreate()] payMsg means \{ pay.set() \};
18:     Seller → Buyer: [reqQuote.isSet()] sendQuoteMsg means \{ sendQuote.set(), scship.create() \};
19:     Seller → Buyer: [order.isSet() \& scpay.isCreate()] shipMsg means \{ ship.set() \};
20: }
Appendix B

Refinement Theorems

The first theorem connects interpreted system models with our definitions.

**Theorem B.0.1.** Let $P = (R, M, \mathcal{E}, \mathcal{A}, \mathcal{S}, \mathcal{S}_0, \mathcal{G})$ be a protocol and let $I$ be its Proton model. A run is allowed by a Proton model $I$ (Definition 5.2.2) if and only if it is a well-defined run (Definition 5.2.3).

**Sketch.** Proton models allow interleaved, but not concurrent, messages. At each step, the environment schedules some role $r \in R$. Role $r$ chooses some enabled message $m \in \text{Act}^r$, and the ISPL joint action $\text{Act}$ is equal to $m$.

Runs for both ISPL and Definition 5.2.3 begin in an initial state $s_0 \in \mathcal{S}_0$. At every step in a run, a message is enabled in ISPL by local strategy $\text{AP}^r$ if and only if that message’s guard is enabled. Therefore, a message can be appended to an ISPL run if and only if it can be appended to a Proton run. $\square$

The next theorem shows embedding from Definition 5.2.8 is equivalent to the model checker verifying guards with Equation 5.16. The idea behind this theorem is that it assumes the two protocols are already mapped, so the guards of the superprotocol can be evaluated in the Proton model generated from the subprotocol.

Let $\pi'$ denote the path consisting of the first $i$ steps of $\pi$, let $|\pi|$ be the length of path $\pi$, and let $\pi + (a,s)$ be path $\pi$ extended by action $a$ resulting in new state $s$.

![Figure B.1: The mapping between entities in $\pi_P$ and $\pi_Q$.](image-url)
Theorem B.0.2. Let P and Q be two protocols, and M a mapping between them. Let \( \mathcal{I}_Q \) be the Proton model for Q as specified in Definition 5.2.2. Let \( \pi_P = (p_0, b_1, p_1, \ldots) \) and \( \pi_Q = (q_0, c_1, q_1, \ldots) \). Then, for all runs \( \pi_Q \in \text{runs}(Q) \), there exists a run \( \pi_P \in \text{runs}(P) \) such that \( \text{emb}(M(\pi_Q), \pi_P) \) if and only if \( (\forall a_i \in \mathcal{A}_P : \mathcal{I}, g \models \text{AG}(a_i, \text{sub-guard} \rightarrow a_i, \text{super-guard})) \).

Proof. From Theorem B.0.1, checking for well-defined runs is the same as checking the interpreted system model. Figure B.1 diagrams the relationships between entities in \( \pi_P \) and \( \pi_Q \).

Let RHS be \( \text{emb}(M(\pi_Q), \pi_P) \), and let LHS be \( (\forall a_i \in \mathcal{A}_P : \mathcal{I}, g \models \text{AG}(a_i, \text{sub-guard} \rightarrow a_i, \text{super-guard})) \).

\[ \Rightarrow \text{Assume RHS. Let } LHS^j = (\forall i : \tau(i) \leq j, a_i \in \mathcal{A}_P^j : \mathcal{I}, g \models \text{AG}(a_i, \text{sub-guard} \rightarrow a_i, \text{super-guard})) \]

where set \( \mathcal{A}_P^j = \{b_k | j = \tau(i) \land b_k \in \pi_P^i \} \). We prove \( LHS^j \) by induction on path length \( j \) in \( \pi_Q \).

- **Base case:**
  - Define \( \mathcal{A}_P^0 = b_0 \in \mathcal{A}_P^0 \).
  - Define \( \tau(0) = 0 \).
  - \( LHS^0 \) is vacuously true.

- **Inductive Step:** Assume \( LHS^j \). Consider action \( c_j \).
  - Case: There are no more actions \( c_j \). We are at the end of \( \pi_Q \) and setting \( j = |\pi_Q| \) gives \( LHS^{\pi_Q} = LHS \).
  - Case: \( c_j.\text{actexp} \notin \mathcal{A}_P \). This corresponds to the case \( \tau(i) < j < \tau(i + 1) \).
    - \( c_j \) has no effect on \( P \).
    - \( \tilde{M}(q_{\tau(i)}) = \tilde{M}(q_j) \) by Definition 5.2.8.
    - Define \( \mathcal{A}_P^{j+1} = \mathcal{A}_P^j \).
    - Therefore, \( LHS^{j+1} = LHS^j \) is true.
  - Case: \( c_j.\text{actexp} \in \mathcal{A}_P \). This corresponds to the case \( j = \tau(i + 1) \).
    - Define \( j = \tau(i + 1) \).
    - \( p_i = \tilde{M}(q_{\tau(i+1)}) \) by Definition 5.2.8.
    - \( p_{i+1} = \tilde{M}(q_{\tau(i+1)}) \) by RHS.
    - Since \( q_{\tau(i+1)} = q_{\tau(i+1)} \cup c_{\tau(i+1)}.\text{actexp} \) and \( p_{i+1} = p_i \cup b_{i+1}.\text{actexp} \), then \( c_{\tau(i+1)}.\text{actexp} = b_{i+1}.\text{actexp} \) and \( c_{\tau(i+1)} = b_{i+1} \).
    - Let \( a_{i+1} = c_{\tau(i+1)} = b_{i+1} \) be the name of the action in LHS.
    - Define \( \mathcal{A}_P^{j+1} = \mathcal{A}_P^j \cup b_{i+1} \).
    - \( \tilde{M}(q_{\tau(i+1)}) \models c_{\tau(i+1)}.\text{guard} \), since \( \pi_Q \) is well defined.
    - \( p_i \models b_{i+1}.\text{guard} \), since \( \pi_P \) is well defined,
    - Therefore, \( c_{\tau(i+1)}.\text{guard} = b_{i+1}.\text{guard} \) in state \( p_i \).
\begin{itemize}
  \item $c_{\tau(i+1) \cdot \text{guard}} \rightarrow b_{i+1} \cdot \text{guard}$ in state $p_i$, by previous step. Induction shows it holds for all states in all $\pi_Q \in \text{runs}(Q)$. Since we do not consider all runs $\pi_p \in \text{runs}(P)$, there may be states where $b_{i+1} \cdot \text{guard}$ is true, but $c_{\tau(i+1) \cdot \text{guard}}$ is not true.
  \item $a_{i+1} \cdot \text{sub-guard} \rightarrow a_{i+1} \cdot \text{super-guard}$.
  \item Since there is a $\pi_Q \in \text{runs}(Q)$ for every true guard, it is true for all reachable states (AG).
  \item Therefore, $\text{LHS}^{j+1}$ is true.
\end{itemize}

$\iff$ Assume LHS. Let $\text{RHS}^j = (\forall i : \tau(i) \leq j : \pi_p^i \text{ is well defined} \land \text{emb}(M(\pi_Q^i), \pi_p^i))$. Given any $\pi_Q$, we will construct a $\pi_p$ such that $\text{RHS}^j$ by induction on path length $j$ in $\pi_Q$.

\begin{itemize}
  \item Base case:
    \begin{itemize}
      \item $q_0 = \overline{M}(q_0) = p_0 \in \mathcal{A}^0$.
      \item Define $\tau(0) = 0$.
      \item Define $\pi_p^0 = (p_0)$ which is well defined.
      \item Since $p_0 = \overline{M}(q_0)$, then $\text{emb}(M(\pi_Q^0), \pi_p^0) = \text{RHS}^0$.
    \end{itemize}
  \item Inductive Step: Assume $\text{RHS}^j$. Then $\text{emb}(M(\pi_Q^i), \pi_p^i)$ so that $p_i = \overline{M}(q_{\tau(i)})$. Consider the next action $c_{j+1} \in \pi_Q$.
    \begin{itemize}
      \item Case: There are no more actions $c_{j+1}$. We are at the end of $\pi_Q$ and setting $j = |\pi_Q|$ gives $\text{RHS}^{\pi_Q}| = \text{RHS}$.
      \item Case: Action $c_{j+1} \rightarrow .\mathcal{A}_p$.
        \begin{itemize}
          \item $c_{j+1}$ does not change $\overline{M}(q_j)$ by Definition 5.2.8.
          \item $\text{RHS}^{j+1} = \text{RHS}^j$ is true.
        \end{itemize}
      \item Case: $c_{j+1}$ equals some $b^j \in .\mathcal{A}_p$.
        \begin{itemize}
          \item $c_{j+1} \in .\mathcal{A}_p$ and $c_{j \cdot \text{guard}}$ and $c_{j \cdot \text{actexp}}$ are also elements in $\mathcal{A}_p$.
          \item Define $\tau(i+1) = j + 1$.
          \item Let $a_{i+1}$ in LHS equals $c_{j+1} = c_{\tau(i+1)}$ and $b^j = b_{i+1}$ in RHS, so that $a_{i+1} = c_{\tau(i+1)} = b_{i+1}$.
          \item $a_{i+1}$’s sub-guard is $c_{\tau(i+1) \cdot \text{guard}}$ and $a_{i+1}$’s super-guard is $b_{i+1} \cdot \text{guard}$.
          \item Define $p_{i+1} = p_i \cup b_{i+1} \cdot \text{actexp}$.
          \item Define $\pi_p^{i+1} = \pi_p^i + (b_{i+1}, p_{i+1})$.
        \end{itemize}
    \end{itemize}
Show $\pi_p^{i+1}$ is well defined.
  \begin{itemize}
    \item $q_{\tau(i+1)} \models c_{\tau(i+1) \cdot \text{guard}}$, since $\pi_Q$ is well defined.
      \begin{itemize}
        \item $\overline{M}(q_{\tau(i+1) - 1}) \models c_{\tau(i+1) \cdot \text{guard}}$, since $c_{\tau(i+1) \cdot \text{guard}}$ is an element of $\mathcal{A}_p$.
        \item $\overline{M}(q_{\tau(i)}) \models c_{\tau(i+1) \cdot \text{guard}}$ by Definition 5.2.8.
        \item $p_i \models c_{\tau(i+1) \cdot \text{guard}}$ by Definition 5.2.8 and $\text{RHS}^j$.
      \end{itemize}
  \end{itemize}
• $a_{i+1}.\text{sub-guard} \rightarrow a_{i+1}.\text{super-guard}$ by LHS.

• Since $c_{\tau(i+1)} = a_{i+1} = b_{i+1}$ are all the same action, $c_{\tau(i+1)}.\text{guard} \rightarrow b_{i+1}.\text{guard}$.

• Therefore, $p_i \models b_{i+1}.\text{guard}$.

2. $p_{i+1} = p_i \cup b_{i+1}.\text{actexp}$ by definition above.

Show $\text{emb}(\pi_{\tau(i+1)}^i, \pi_{\tau(i+1)}^{i+1})$.

• $p_i = \overline{M}(q_{\tau(i+1)}^{i-1})$ by Definition 5.2.8 and RHS$^j$.

• Since $c_{\tau(i+1)} = a_{i+1} = b_{i+1}$ are all the same action, $p_i \cup b_{i+1}.\text{actexp} = \overline{M}(q_{\tau(i+1)}^{i-1}) \cup c_{\tau(i+1)}.\text{actexp}$.

• This reduces to $p_{i+1} = \overline{M}(q_{\tau(i+1)})$.

Therefore, RHS$^{j+1}$.

The next definition characterizes that action $a$ whose $a.\text{actexp}$ causes $m.\text{actexp}$ to become true.

**Definition B.0.3 (Decisive).** Let $P$ be a protocol, let $e, e'$ be two Boolean expressions, and let $s$ be any state and $s' = s \cup e'$ be the next valid state after $s$ where $e'$ holds. $e'$ is decisive for $e$, at a state $s$ if and only if $s \not\models e' \land s' \models e'$ implies $s \not\models e \land s' \models e$.

The state $s'$ in the definition is the state in which $e$ becomes true. An expression $e'$ is decisive for expression $e$ in state $s$ if and only if, making $e'$ true also makes $e$ true. A change in $e'$ causes a change in $e$.

In particular, we say an action $a$ is decisive for message $m$ at state $s$ exactly when expression $a.\text{actexp}$ is decisive for expression $m.\text{actexp}$ at state $s$.

The next theorem shows that diffusion and collection properly maintain the guards and action expressions as a message is decomposed from a protocol $P$ to its derived protocol $P' = \text{col}(\text{dif means}(M(P)))$.

We prove it for mappings that contain individual actions and conjunctions, as well as mapping that contain disjunctions even though disjunction is not required by later proofs. This theorem is used between the superprotocol’s super-gMsg and super-gAct, and between the subprotocol’s sub-gMsg and sub-gAct in Figure 5.4b.

**Theorem B.0.4 (Diffusion and Collection Preserve Guards).** Let $P$ be any protocol, let $M$ be any mapping function, and let $gs \in \mathcal{G}$ be any guarded statement in $P$, possibly containing guarded action expressions. If $gs_i$ is any guarded statement derived from $gs$ by diffusion, and if $gs_i$ is decisive for $gs$ at state $s$ then

$$s \models gs_i.\text{guard} \iff s \models gs.\text{guard}$$
Proof. Show diffusion preserves guards.

Diffusion breaks one guarded statement $gs$ into a set of guarded statements $gs_i$. Let $LHS^i = ((gs_i \text{ is decisive for } gs \text{ at } s) \rightarrow (s \models gs_i.guard \leftrightarrow s \models gs.guard))$ where $gs_i$ is derived from $gs_{i-1}$ by diffusion and collection. We prove $LHS^i$ by induction on the structure of $gs_i.actexp$.

- Base case:
  - $gs_0 = gs$ and $gs_0.guard = gs.guard$ is trivially true for all states $s$.
  - $LHS^0$ is true.

- Inductive Step: Assume $LHS^i$.
  - Case: There is no outermost operator in $gs_i.actexp$.
    - Then $gs_i.actexp$ is a single guarded action.
    - $gs_{i+1}.guard = gs_i.guard$ by Equation 5.15.
    - $gs_{i+1}.guard = gs.guard$ by $LHS^i$.
    - $LHS^{i+1}$ since this holds in all states $s$.
  - Case: The outermost operator of $gs_i.actexp$ is disjunction.
    - Equation 5.13 applied to $gs_i$ creates multiple guarded statements, one for each disjunct. Let $gs_{i+1}$ be any of those disjuncts.
    - $gs_{i+1}.guard = gs_i.guard$ by Equation 5.13,
    - Each $gs_{i+1}$ is decisive for $gs$.
    - $gs_{i+1}.guard = gs.guard$ by $LHS^i$.
    - $LHS^{i+1}$ since this holds in all states $s$.
  - Case: The outermost operator of $e.actexp$ is conjunction.
    - Equation 5.14 applied to $gs_i$ creates multiple guarded statements, one for each conjunct. Let $gs_{i+1}$ be any of those conjuncts.
    - For $gs_{i+1}$ to be decisive at $s$, all other conjuncts must be true at $s$.
    - $gs_{i+1}.guard = gs_i.guard$ by Equation 5.14 because all other conjuncts are true.
    - $gs_{i+1}.guard = gs.guard$ by $LHS^i$.
    - $LHS^{i+1}$ since this holds in all states $s$ for which $gs_{i+1}$ is decisive.

By the no overlap constraint of Definition 5.2.1, in any state $s$, at most one of the guarded statement combined by collection can be enabled at a time. Therefore, collection also preserves guards. □

The next three theorems relate runs of a protocol $P$ expressed in terms of messages and the runs of its derived protocol $P' = \text{col}(\text{dif}(M(P)))$ expressed in terms of actions. These theorems relate runs between both (1) the super-gMsg and super-gAct protocols, and (2) the sub-gMsg and sub-gAct protocols as shown in Figure 5.4. The first theorem proves every run of $P$ embeds a run of $P'$.  
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Theorem B.0.5. If Let \( P = (R, \mathcal{M}, \mathcal{G}, \mathcal{A}, \mathcal{S}, \mathcal{F}, \mathcal{F}_0, \mathcal{Q}) \) be a protocol, possibly containing guarded action expressions, and let \( M \) be any mapping function. Let \( P' = \text{col} \text{dif} M(P) \) be the protocol derived from \( P \) by mapping, diffusion, and collection. Then

\[
\forall \pi_r \in \text{runs}(P) : (\exists \pi_s \in \text{runs}(P') : \text{emb}(\pi_s, \pi_r))
\]

Proof. Denote \( \pi_r = (h_0, m_1, h_1, \ldots) \in \text{runs}(P) \) with message \( m_i \in \mathcal{M} \), and \( \pi_s = (g_0, a_1, g_1, \ldots) \in \text{runs}(P') \) with mapped action \( a_i \in M(\mathcal{A}) \). Let \( \text{LHS}^i = (\pi_s^{|\pi_r|} \text{ is well defined} \land \text{emb}(\pi_s^{|\pi_r|}, \pi_r^{|\pi_r|})) \). We will construct a well-defined run \( \pi_s \in \text{runs}(P') \), and show \( \text{LHS}^i \) by induction on \( 0 \leq i \leq |\pi_r| \).

- **Base case:**
  - Select any \( g_0 \in \mathcal{G}_0 \).
  - Define \( \pi_s^0 = (g_0) \) which is well defined.
  - Define \( \mu(0) = 0 \).
  - Then \( h_0 = M(g_0) = M(g_{\mu(0)}) \).
  - \( \text{LHS}^0 \) is true.

- **Inductive Step:** Assume \( \text{LHS}^i \) where \( h_i = M(g_{\mu(i)}) \). Let \( m_{i+1} \) be the next message in \( \pi_r \).
  - Case: No such \( m_{i+1} \) exists. All messages in \( \pi_r \) have been considered. \( \pi_s = \pi_s^{|\pi_r|} \) is a well-defined run and \( \mu \) demonstrates \( \text{emb}(\pi_s^{|\pi_r|}, \pi_r^{|\pi_r|}) = \text{emb}(\pi_s, \pi_r) \). \( \text{LHS}^{|\pi_r|} = \text{LHS} \) is true.
  - Case: \( m_{j+1} \) exists.
    - Let \( n = |\text{means}(m_{i+1})| \) be the number of actions in \( m_{i+1} \)'s meaning.
    - Define \( g_{k+1} = g_k \cup a_{k+1}.\text{actexp} \forall k : \mu(i) \leq k < \mu(i) + n \).
    - Define \( \pi_s^{|\pi_r|} = \pi_s^{|\pi_r|} + \sum_{k, \mu(i) \leq k < \mu(i) + n} (a_{k+1}, g_{k+1}) \) by appending all the actions \( a_k \) in \( \text{means}(m_{i+1}) \) onto the end, in any order.
    - Let \( a_d \) be the decisive action for \( m_{i+1} \) in \( \pi_r \) where \( \mu(i) \leq d \leq \mu(i) + n \).
    - Define \( \mu(i + 1) = d \).
    Show \( \pi_s^{|\pi_r|} \) is well defined.
    1. Show \( g_k \models a_{k+1}.\text{guard} \forall k : \mu(i) \leq k < \mu(i) + n \)
      - For each action \( a_j \in \text{means}(m_{i+1}) \), \( m_{i+1}.\text{guard} \rightarrow a_j.\text{guard} \) by Equations 5.13, 5.14, and 5.15. Since collection disjoins guards, each of the actions' guard is true after collection.
      - Therefore, \( h_i \models a_{k+1}.\text{guard} \forall k : \mu(i) \leq k < \mu(i) + n \).
    2. \( g_{k+1} = g_k \cup a_{k+1}.\text{actexp} \forall k : \mu(i) \leq k < \mu(i) + n \) by the definition above.
Show \( \text{emb}(\pi_s^{\mu(i+1)}, \pi_r^{i+1}) \).
- \( g_{\mu(i+1)} = g_{\mu(i)} \cup_{\mu(i) \leq k < \mu(i)+n} a_k.\text{actexp} \) by definition of \( g_{\mu(i+1)} \) above.
- \( \hat{M}(g_{\mu(i+1)}) = \hat{M}(g_{\mu(i)}) \cup_{\mu(i) < k \leq \mu(i)+n} a_k.\text{actexp} \).
- For all \( j \), \( \hat{M}(g_j \cup a_{j+1}.\text{actexp}) = \hat{M}(g_{j+1}) \) if \( a_{j+1} \) is not decisive for \( m_{j+1} \) in \( \pi_s \).
- For all \( j \), \( \hat{M}(g_j \cup a_{j+1}.\text{actexp}) = \hat{M}(g_{j+1}) \cup m_{j+1}.\text{actexp} \) if \( a_{j+1} \) is decisive for \( m_{j+1} \) in \( \pi_s \).
- Therefore, \( \text{LHS}^{i+1}_r \) is true.

The next theorem shows the reverse: every run in \( P' \) embeds a run in \( P \).

**Theorem B.0.6.** If Let \( P = \langle \mathcal{R}, \mathcal{M}, \mathcal{G}, \mathcal{A}, \mathcal{S}, \mathcal{F}, \mathcal{G} \rangle \) be a protocol, possibly containing guarded action expressions, and let \( M \) be any mapping function. Let \( P' = \text{col}(\text{dif}(M(P))) \) be the protocol derived from \( P \) by mapping, diffusion, and collection. Then

\[
\forall \pi_s \in \text{runs}(P') : (\exists \pi_r \in \text{runs}(P) : \text{emb}(\pi_s, \pi_r))
\]

**Proof.** Denote \( \pi_r = \langle h_0, m_1, h_1, \ldots \rangle \in \text{runs}(P) \) with message \( m_i \in \mathcal{M} \), and \( \pi_s = \langle g_0, a_1, g_1, \ldots \rangle \in \text{runs}(P') \) with mapped action \( a_i \in M(\mathcal{A}) \).

Let \( \text{LHS}^j = (i = \text{argmax}_k \mu(k) \leq j : \pi_r^j \text{ is well defined} \wedge \text{emb}(\pi_s^i, \pi_r^j)) \). We will construct \( \pi_r \in \text{runs}(P) \) and show \( \text{LHS}^j \) by induction on the path length \( 0 \leq j \leq |\pi_s| \). We allow additional actions in \( \pi_s \) after \( \mu(i) \) as long as they have no effect on \( P \).

- Base case:
  - Select any \( h_0 \in \mathcal{S}^0 \).
  - Define \( \pi_r^0 = \langle h_0 \rangle \).
  - \( \pi_r^0 \) is well defined.
  - Define \( \mu(0) = 0 \).
  - Then \( \hat{M}(g_0) = \hat{M}(g_{\mu(0)}) = h_0 \) implies \( \text{emb}(\pi_s^0, \pi_r^0) \) with \( \mu(0) \leq 0 \).
  - \( \text{LHS}^0 \) is true.

- Inductive Step: Consider the next action \( a_{j+1} \in \pi_s \).
– Case: No such $a_{j+1}$ exists. All actions in $\pi_s$ have been considered. $\pi_r = \pi_r^j$ is a well-defined run, and $\mu$ demonstrates $\emb(\pi_s^{\lvert \pi_s \rvert}, \pi_r^{\lvert \pi_s \rvert}) = \emb(\pi_s, \pi_r)$ with $\forall i : \mu(i) \leq j$. $LHS^{\lvert \pi_s \rvert} = LHS$.

– Case: $a_j$ exists but it is not decisive for any $m \in \mathcal{A}_p$.

  - Leave $\pi_r^j$ unchanged which is still well defined.
  - Leave $\mu$ unchanged.
  - No additional $h_i = \hat{M}(g_{\mu(i)})$ conditions are required to established $\emb(\pi_s^{i+1}, \pi_r^j)$ with $\forall i : \mu(i) \leq j$, and the existing conditions are true by the induction hypothesis.
  - $LHS^{i+1}$ is true.

– Case: $a_{j+1}$ exists and it is decisive for some $m \in \mathcal{A}_p$.

  - There is at most one such message $m$ by the no overlap constraint of Definition 5.2.1. Denote the message by $m_{i+1} = m$.
  - Define $h_{i+1} = h_i \cup m_{i+1}.actexp$.
  - Define $\pi_r^{i+1} = \pi_r^j + \langle m_{i+1}, h_{i+1} \rangle$.
  - Define $\mu(i + 1) = j + 1$.

Show $\pi_r^{i+1}$ is well defined.

1. Show $h_i \models m_{i+1}.guard$.
   - $g_j \models a_{j+1}.guard$ because $\pi_s$ is well defined.
   - $\hat{M}(g_j) \models \hat{M}(a_{j+1}.guard)$.
   - $\hat{M}(g_j) \models m_{i+1}.guard$ because $a_{j+1}.guard = m_{i+1}.guard$ by Theorem B.0.4.
   - $\hat{M}(g_{\mu(i+1)-1}) \models m_{i+1}.guard$ by definition of $\mu(i + 1)$.
   - $\hat{M}(g_{\mu(i)}) \models m_{i+1}.guard$ by Definition 5.2.8.
   - Therefore, $h_i \models m_{i+1}.guard$ by $LHS_i$.

2. $h_{i+1} \models m_{i+1}.actexp$ by definition of $h_{i+1}$ above.

Show $\emb(\pi_s^{i+1}, \pi_r^{i+1})$.

- $g_{j+1} = g_j \cup a_{j+1}.actexp$ since $\pi_s$ is well defined.
- $\hat{M}(g_{j+1}) = \hat{M}(g_j \cup a_{j+1}.actexp)$.
- For all $j$, $\hat{M}(g_j \cup a_{j+1}.actexp) = \hat{M}(g_j) \cup m_{j+1}.actexp$ if $a_{j+1}$ is decisive for $m_{j+1}.actexp$ in $\pi_s$.
- $\hat{M}(g_{j+1}) = \hat{M}(g_j) \cup m_{j+1}.actexp$, by applying the previous reduction.
- $\hat{M}(g_{\mu(i+1)}) = \hat{M}(g_{\mu(i+1)-1}) \cup m_{j+1}.actexp$, by definition of $\mu(i + 1)$.
- $\hat{M}(g_{\mu(i+1)}) = \hat{M}(g_{\mu(i)}) \cup m_{j+1}.actexp$, by Definition 5.2.8.
- $\hat{M}(g_{\mu(i+1)}) \models h_i \cup m_{j+1}.actexp$, since $h_i = \hat{M}(g_{\mu(i)})$ by $LHS_i$.
- $\hat{M}(g_{\mu(i+1)}) \models h_{i+1}$ by the definition of $h_{i+1}$.

– $LHS^{i+1}$ is true.
Theorem B.0.7. If $P = (\mathcal{R}, \mathcal{M}, \mathcal{C}, \mathcal{S}, \mathcal{S}^0, \mathcal{G})$ be a protocol, possibly containing guarded action expressions, and let $M$ be any mapping function. Let $P' = \text{col}(\text{dif}(M(P)))$ be the protocol derived from $P$ by mapping function $M$, diffusion, and collection. Then

$$\forall \pi_r \in \text{runs}(P) : (\exists \pi_s \in \text{runs}(P') : \text{emb}(\pi_s, \pi_r))$$

$$\forall \pi_s \in \text{runs}(P') : (\exists \pi_r \in \text{runs}(P) : \text{emb}(\pi_s, \pi_r))$$

Proof. Follows immediately from Theorems B.0.5 and B.0.6. \qed
Appendix C

Rho Refactoring Library

We list the refactorings in our Rho refactoring library, along with a brief description. Incomplete refactorings are marked [In progress].

Many authors consider refactorings to be special transformations that do not modify some invariant (e.g., a program's computational output). Because we do not propose such an invariant for protocols, our use of the term “refactoring” is more generalized.

C.1 Protocol Designer Independence Refactorings

1. **Add Role** adds a new role and its corresponding chain to the protocol with no function or responsibilities. This refactoring creates a new empty agent with an empty chain. This refactoring does not create any reactions and does not materially change the protocol.

2. **Map Role** maps one role to a set of roles. [In progress]

3. **Remove Role** removes an existing role and its corresponding chain from the protocol. This can only be done if neither role nor chain have any function or responsibilities. This refactoring does not create or delete any reactions and does not materially change the protocol.

4. **Add Proposition** adds a Boolean proposition to the protocol.

5. **Map Proposition** maps a proposition to a Boolean expression of propositions. [In progress]

6. **Remove Proposition** removes an existing Boolean proposition from the protocol.

7. **Add Commitment** adds a commitment to the protocol.

8. **Map Commitment** maps a commitment from a higher-level commitment to a serial composition of lower-level commitments. [In progress]

9. **Remove Commitment** removes an existing commitment from the protocol.

10. **Add Meaning** adds a new meaning to a message. Meanings have the form $op(obj)$ or $obj.op$ where $obj$ is a proposition or commitment in the protocol, and $op$ is a predefined operation for $obj$. 
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11. *Remove Meaning* removes a meaning from a message.
12. *Add Message* inserts a new message $m$ into the generated protocol. The new message must be triggered by some other event. The sender and receiver can be any existing roles.
13. *Rename Message* renames the message type of a source protocol message $m$ to a new type $n$ in the generated protocol. It does not change the number of messages, nor the message's sender ($\text{snd}$) or receiver ($\text{rcv}$). Message data fields can be extended, reordered or reformatted.
14. *Remove Message* removes an existing message $m$ from a generated protocol. The sender and receiver can be any existing roles. This refactoring can only be applied if the receiver does not need to know the message occurred.
15. *Split Message* splits a single message $m$ into two, parallel messages $m_1$ and $m_2$. Both new messages have the same sender and receiver as the original message. It sends message meanings and data via two messages and at different times.
16. *Merge Message* merges two messages $m_1$ and $m_2$, both with the same sender and receiver, into a single message $m$. It simplifies the protocol by merging the function of two parallel messages into a single message.
17. *Add Middleman* replaces a single message $m$ with a pair of messages $m_1$ and $m_2$. Adding a middleman reroutes a single message through a new middleman role. Message $m_1$ must occur before message $m_2$.
18. *Remove Middleman* removes a middleman from a pair of adjacent messages. A pair of adjacent messages $m_1$ and $m_2$ with. This refactoring can only be applied when the removed middleman does not need the know the message $m_1$ has occurred. This refactoring eliminates a middleman.
19. *Change Sender* many refactorings convert one path into a different path, but maintain the starting and ending roles. This refactoring, which changes the starting roles of a path, requires special care, because it requires the new sender $\text{snd}_2$ possesses additional knowledge beyond that required by the protocol. [In progress]
20. *Change Receiver* changes the receiver of message $m$ from $\text{rcv}_1$ to $\text{rcv}_2$. The main issues are $\text{rcv}_1$'s loss of knowledge about (1) whether or not the message was ever sent, and (2) the values of the message data fields. [In progress]
21. *Protocol Kill* propagates the kill assertion from sender to receiver, deleting the message from the protocol.

### C.2 Agent Designer Independence Refactorings

1. *Internalize Reaction* moves a reaction out of the role end of a chain and into the agent's internal implementation. It is the inverse of *Externalize Reaction*.
2. *Externalize Reaction* moves a reaction out of the agent's implementation and into a reaction at the role end of the chain.
3. **Push Kill** Sending agent publicly declares it will never send \( m \) by pushing `kill snd \( m \)` onto its chain.

4. **Pop Kill** Receiving agent accepts it will never receive \( m \) by popping `kill snd \( m \)` off its chain.

### C.3 Designer Collaboration Refactorings

1. **Move Kill** moves a `kill` declaration up or down the chain.

2. **Add Procedure** adds a procedure call to an existing `if-clause` or `do-clause`. This enables chains to save or get, additional information during the protocol's enactment. This refactoring modifies an existing reaction, but does not add any new reactions. The call can be inserted at any point in the `do-clause` or `if-clause`. Normal programming rules apply, such as a call must not be inserted before its parameters are available.

3. **Delete Procedure** deletes an existing procedure call from a `if-clause` or `do-clause`. This allows chains to simplify the protocol's enactment. This refactoring modifies an existing reaction, but does not add any new reactions. Normal programming rules apply, such as a call must not be delete if its results are still needed.

4. **Swap Reactions** interchanges the order of two, adjacent reactions in a chain. We must prevent interchanging these reactions, where the `do-clause` of the first matches the `on-clause` of the second. [In progress]

5. **Merge Reaction** combines two adjacent reactions. The general pattern of all these rules is merge two reactions when `clause_2` appears in a `do-clause` adjacent to an `on-clause`. 
Appendix D

SWDev Interceptor Chains

Applying the refactorings produces the following interceptor chains for Interaction SWDev1 to SWDev2 (nonessential elements omitted to improve clarity).

Further Agent Designer Independence refactorings can be applied when each agent implementations is modified. Many reactions for a role have an empty do clause. These reactions consume the received message, because that role does not (yet) accept that message. These reactions can be internalized into their agent’s implementation using refactoring Internalize Reaction.

• Cl:
  1. RoleEnd Cl
  2. on rcv notify_sucPSP_Cl_Msg do {rcv Cl_PSP_payserver_deliverMsg}
  3. on rcv notify_failPSP_Cl_Msg do {rcv Cl_PSP_payserver_cantDoMsg}
  4. on rcv notify_sucSP_Cl_Msg do {}
  5. on rcv notifyFailSP_Cl_Msg do {}
  6. on rcv notify_sucTe_Cl_Msg do {rcv Cl_Te_server_deliverMsg}
  7. on rcv notify_failTe_Cl_Msg do {rcv Cl_Te_server_cantDoMsg}
  8. on rcv notify_sucEx_Cl_Msg do {rcv Cl_Ex_server_deliverMsg}
  9. on rcv notify_failEx_Cl_Msg do {rcv Cl_Ex_server_cantDoMsg}
 10. ProtocolEnd Cl

• PSP:
  1. RoleEnd PSP
  2. on snd Cl_PSP_payserver_deliverMsg to Cl do {snd Cl_PSP_payserver_deliverMsg to Re}
  3. on snd Cl_PSP_payserver_cantDoMsg to Cl do {snd Cl_PSP_payserver_cantDoMsg to Re}
  4. on rcv notify_sucPSP_PSP_Msg do {rcv PSP_SP_server_deliverMsg}
  5. Kill snd pspNotifySP to SP
  6. Kill snd pspNotifyCl to Cl
  7. on rcv notify_failPSP_PSP_Msg do {rcv PSP_SP_server_cantDoMsg}
  8. on rcv notify_sucTe_PSP_Msg do {}
  9. on rcv notify_failTe_PSP_Msg do {}
 10. on rcv notify_sucEx_PSP_Msg do {}
11. on rcv notify_failEx_PSP_Msg do {}
12. ProtocolEnd PSP

• SP:
  1. RoleEnd SP
  2. on rcv notify_succPSP_SP_Msg do {}
  3. Kill snd spNotifyPSP to PSP
  4. Kill snd spNotifyCl to Cl
  5. on rcv notify_failPSP_SP_Msg do {}
  6. on snd PSP_SP_server_deliverMsg to PSP do {snd PSP_SP_server_deliverMsg to Re}
  7. on snd PSP_SP_server_cantDoMsg to PSP do {snd PSP_SP_server_cantDoMsg to Re}
  8. on rcv notify_succTe_SP_Msg do {}
  9. on rcv notify_failTe_SP_Msg do {}
10. on rcv notify_succEx_SP_Msg do {}
11. on rcv notify_failEx_SP_Msg do {}
12. ProtocolEnd SP

• Te:
  1. RoleEnd Te
  2. on rcv notify_succPSP_Te_Msg do {}
  3. on rcv notify_failPSP_Te_Msg do {}
  4. on rcv notify_succSP_Te_Msg do {}
  5. on rcv notify_failSP_Te_Msg do {}
  6. on snd Cl_Te_server_deliverMsg to Cl do {snd Cl_Te_server_deliverMsg to Re}
  7. on snd Cl_Te_server_cantDoMsg to Cl do {snd Cl_Te_server_cantDoMsg to Re}
  8. on rcv notify_succEx_Te_Msg do {}
  9. on rcv notify_failEx_Te_Msg do {}
10. ProtocolEnd Te

• Ex:
  1. RoleEnd Ex
  2. on rcv notify_succPSP_Ex_Msg do {}
  3. on rcv notify_failPSP_Ex_Msg do {}
  4. on rcv notify_succSP_Ex_Msg do {}
  5. on rcv notify_failSP_Ex_Msg do {}
  6. on rcv notify_succTe_Ex_Msg do {}
  7. on rcv notify_failTe_Ex_Msg do {}
  8. on snd Cl_Ex_server_deliverMsg to Cl do {snd Cl_Ex_server_deliverMsg to Re}
  9. on snd Cl_Ex_server_cantDoMsg to Cl do {snd Cl_Ex_server_cantDoMsg to Re}
10. ProtocolEnd Ex

• Re:
  1. RoleEnd Re
  2. on rcv Cl_PSP_paysserver_deliverMsg do {snd notify_succPSP_CL_Msg to Cl}
  3. on snd notify_succPSP_CL_Msg to Cl do {snd notify_succPSP_CL_Msg to Cl, snd notify_-
   succPSP_SP_Msg to SP}
  4. on snd notify_succPSP_CL_Msg to Cl do {snd notify_succPSP_CL_Msg to Cl, snd notify_-
   succPSP_Te_Msg to Te}
5. on snd notify_sucPSP_Cl_Msg to Cl do {snd notify_sucPSP_Cl_Msg to Cl, snd notify_sucPSP_Ex_Msg to Ex}
6. on rcv Cl_PSP_payserver_cantDoMsg do {snd notify_failPSP_Cl_Msg to Cl}
7. on snd notify_failPSP_Cl_Msg to Cl do {snd notify_failPSP_Cl_Msg to Cl, snd notify_failPSP_SP_Msg to SP}
8. on snd notify_failPSP_Cl_Msg to Cl do {snd notify_failPSP_Cl_Msg to Cl, snd notify_failPSP_Te_Msg to Te}
9. on snd notify_failPSP_Cl_Msg to Cl do {snd notify_failPSP_Cl_Msg to Cl, snd notify_failPSP_Ex_Msg to Ex}
10. on rcv PSP_SP_server_deliverMsg do {snd notify_sucSP_PSP_Msg to PSP}
11. on snd notify_sucSP_PSP_Msg to PSP do {snd notify_sucSP_PSP_Msg to PSP, snd notify_sucSP_Cl_Msg to Cl}
12. on snd notify_sucSP_PSP_Msg to PSP do {snd notify_sucSP_PSP_Msg to PSP, snd notify_sucSP_Te_Msg to Te}
13. on snd notify_sucSP_PSP_Msg to PSP do {snd notify_sucSP_PSP_Msg to PSP, snd notify_sucSP_Ex_Msg to Ex}
14. on rcv PSP_SP_server_cantDoMsg do {snd notify_failSP_PSP_Msg to PSP}
15. on snd notify_failSP_PSP_Msg to PSP do {snd notify_failSP_PSP_Msg to PSP, snd notify_failSP_Cl_Msg to Cl}
16. on snd notify_failSP_PSP_Msg to PSP do {snd notify_failSP_PSP_Msg to PSP, snd notify_failSP_Te_Msg to Te}
17. on snd notify_failSP_PSP_Msg to PSP do {snd notify_failSP_PSP_Msg to PSP, snd notify_failSP_Ex_Msg to Ex}
18. on rcv Cl_Te_server_deliverMsg do {snd notify_sucTe_Cl_Msg to Cl}
19. on snd notify_sucTe_Cl_Msg to Cl do {snd notify_sucTe_Cl_Msg to Cl, snd notify_sucTe_PSP_Msg to PSP}
20. on snd notify_sucTe_Cl_Msg to Cl do {snd notify_sucTe_Cl_Msg to Cl, snd notify_sucTe_SP_Msg to SP}
21. on snd notify_sucTe_Cl_Msg to Cl do {snd notify_sucTe_Cl_Msg to Cl, snd notify_sucTe_Ex_Msg to Ex}
22. on rcv Cl_Te_server_cantDoMsg do {snd notify_failTe_Cl_Msg to Cl}
23. on snd notify_failTe_Cl_Msg to Cl do {snd notify_failTe_Cl_Msg to Cl, snd notify_failTe_PSP_Msg to PSP}
24. on snd notify_failTe_Cl_Msg to Cl do {snd notify_failTe_Cl_Msg to Cl, snd notify_failTe_SP_Msg to SP}
25. on snd notify_failTe_Cl_Msg to Cl do {snd notify_failTe_Cl_Msg to Cl, snd notify_failTe_Ex_Msg to Ex}
26. on rcv Cl_Ex_server_deliverMsg do {snd notify_sucEx_Cl_Msg to Cl}
27. on snd notify_sucEx_Cl_Msg to Cl do {snd notify_sucEx_Cl_Msg to Cl, snd notify_sucEx_PSP_Msg to PSP}
28. on snd notify_sucEx_Cl_Msg to Cl do {snd notify_sucEx_Cl_Msg to Cl, snd notify_sucEx_SP_Msg to SP}
29. on snd notify_sucEx_Cl_Msg to Cl do {snd notify_sucEx_Cl_Msg to Cl, snd notify_sucEx_Te_Msg to Te}
30. on rcv Cl_Ex_server_cantDoMsg do {snd notify_failEx_Cl_Msg to Cl}
31. on snd notify_failEx_Cl_Msg to Cl do {snd notify_failEx_Cl_Msg to Cl, snd notify_failEx_PSP_Msg to PSP}
32. on snd notify_failEx_Cl_Msg to Cl do {snd notify_failEx_Cl_Msg to Cl, snd notify_failEx_SP_Msg to SP}
33. on snd notify_failEx_Cl_Msg to Cl do {snd notify_failEx_Cl_Msg to Cl, snd notify_failEx_Te_Msg to Te}
34. ProtocolEnd Re